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Dr. Reed treats all chronic diseases that flesh is
toeir to ; all cases that are given up as incurable
by the allopathic aud homoeopathic physicians. I
will take their case to treat aud cure them. I find
about four-flfths of the cases given up to die can
be cured. Examination at a distance by letter,
with their full name and place of residence ana
Examination at the
one 2-cent stamp and $2.00.
office $1, and consultation free.
Office Hou»—9 a. ni. 10 9. p. in. aplOsiltf
Windhaui.

The Republicans of Windham

are requested to
Houae on Saturday Aug. 28th,
to nominate a candidate for
Representative to the State Legislature.
fer order republican Town Committee.

meetJIat tne
at 2

Town

o'clock p.

m.

Wiudliam Aug. 21,1886.

to

SHORTHAND
nngermg.

The indications for 24 hours commencing
at 7 a. m., August 25th, for New England are
local rains, northeasterly winds and no decided change in temperature.
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Mean daily bar...29.985
Mean daily ther.. 01.4
Mean daily d'vv pt.57.5
Mean daily hum.... 88.3
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Details of the Creat Storm on the
Texan Coast.

lie Schools in
20th.

Institution of Learning
instnictiojv Common English, one year; Higher
English, including Business Course, three ; Scientific, Ladies' Collegiate. College Preparatory, each
four years. Students may take the full courses or
Superior
any studies embraced in the courses.
boarding accommodations. Steam heat in rooms.
Expenses moderate. Fall Term hegiuM Tuesday. Sept. 7th. For further information or for
circulars, address
WESTON, Pres't,
Deerlno, Me.
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time,

given to the common and
Arithmetic, Bookkeep
higher English Branches,
in
ing, etc. Mrs. Caswell will conduct the classes
GenC'ompoNition, Reading, Art History,
eral History, English Literature, audBot·
ta's History of Universal Literature. Girls
who have already finished a High School course
can in one year combine the study of General Literature with the analytical reading aloud of the
Iliad, the Odyssey, the iEniead, Paradise, Lost,
and the Inferno, and with any two branches of
Art Historv Arninteiîture. Sculpture, and Paintη
ing. The class in composition win meet twice as
week and will begin with "Greene's Analysis,"
the
technicalito
special attention will be given
ties of English construction. Classes will recite
four times a week each in Astronomy, JPhyeiolstudents
ogy, French and Cierman. Special
will be received in all these classes. English pronunciation a specialty in every class. So far as
consistent with the plan of the school, the discipline of the public schools is maintained. Seats for
is
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The third race was for fat men, weighing
over 200 pounds, and John HicksonandF.
Galligan of Bangor, ran 100 yards, the former winning by a fraction.
The one mile race was contested by Messrs
Stevens, Sullivan, and O'Brien of Bangor;
Stevens winning in Cm. and a fraction.
The rifle contest, off-hand shots, with
choice of rifles, distance 100 yards, for a
gold
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contested by ten shooters
T. F. Allen of Bangor, made the best score
in a possible 10; Tom Milan of Bangor was
second, and J. Gilbert of Bangor and J. McFadden of Portland were tied for third

ship of Maine,

ialty.

Miss Lizzie C. Shirley will receive pupils in Instrumental Music.
Special rates in Mimic, Drawing and Paint&c.,
ing to pupils of the school. Apply for terms,
aulCdtf
at 00 PAKK STREET.

THE SOURCE
OF HEALTH.

No it way, Aug. 24.—Ten carloads of people came iuto town today to attend the band
tournament. Eighteen bands and three hunThree thousdred musicians were present.
and

Trotting at Albany, Ν. Y.
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in attendance.

Frank L.

S. S. Huff, Wellington.
Ο. K. Brewer, Bar Harbor.
Star Service Changes.
lioute from Lincoln Centre to Fattagumpus,
from August lHtli, increase in distance two miles,
caused by a change of site of Chester Mills.
with
the
Done
be
Shall
What
Apaches ?
Governor Zulich of Arizona is in Washington advocating the removal of the Apaches
from that Territory. He is confident that
there can be no peace as long as they remain
in their present haunts. Secretary Lamar
was asked what he thought of the recommendations of General Miles, Governor Ross
of New Mexico and Governor Zulich on this
point In reply he said that he agreed with
them exactly, and that the Apaches ought to
be removed, as they were a constant menace
to the whites.
A Candidate for the Cannibals.
The State Department lias received despatches from the United States Consul at
Fiji relating to the curious proceedings of
his predecessor in the consulate, Samuel E.
Belford, brother of the celebrated CongressIt appears that Repreman of Colorado.
sentative Belford went to Secretary Frelinghuysen some years ago, and besought him to
*

J-.

Λ

l>rAflln..

"Can't you send him," said he, "to
some place where the cannibals will eat him
Mr. Frelinghuysen sent
up?" Accordingly
him to Fiji. As soon as he had started on
his way to the islands, Brother Samuel
of his.

began making

numerous
and on the

drafts

on

Congress-

State Department,
Belford
and it is alleged that while at Fiji lie overdrew his account greatly and victimized
several British banks. He left for parts unknown about a year ago. The State Department does not know where Belford is keeping
himself nowadays, but would like to be
informed.
FROM
A

Sailor

CRAND

Drowned

BANKS.

While

Tending

Trawls.
Gloucester, Aug. 24.—Schooner Rebecca
Bartlett, arrived from the Banks, reports
August 17th. Andrew Ilaynes was drowned
by the capsizing of a dory while attending
trawls. Fred Woodman and John Dolland,

two of the crew of the schooner Pleregani,
who go astray on the Grand Banks July 20
while attending trawls arrived home today.
They report after rowing around and finding
no vessel they made an attempt to make
land. After being 72 hours in a dory without food or water they were picked up by a
French fishing brig, exhausted, and were
transferred to schooner Fisher of Bucksport
where they were landed.
A SEVERE CALE.

bors were alarmed by the woman's crics,and
Flaherty and his
rescued her from him.
wife have been married about a year, and
each is 55 years old.
Jealousy is said to be
the cause of the trouble. The woman's condition is critical. Flaherty is now in custo-

dy.

Albany, Ν. Y., Aug. 24.—The taces at
Island Park race course opened with fair
weather and a good track,but the attendance
All of the events were won in
was light.
three straight heats.
Following are the
summaries :
2.33 class—runs ε $1,000.

W ancle rer
Eckford

were

Lewiston, Aug. 24.—Patrick Flaherty, of
Lewiston, assaulted his wife this afternoon,
with a hatchet, breaking two ribs and inflicting scalp wounds. The police and neigh-

ON THE TURF.

1
2
7

rostmasters Commissioned.

Assault Case at Lewiston-
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Anniversary
Queen AVilkes

people

Postal Changes in Maine.
Washington, Aug. 24.—The following
postal changes in Maine are announced:

Collins of Portland is the manager.

it"

Arthur
A. G

Calais, Aug. 24.—A large crowd attended
the trotting races for the colt stakes at the
Calais driving Park this afternoon. In the
four-year-old class, the ehestnut mare Maud
F., by Olympus, owned by W. H. Fowler of
St. John, Ν. B., won in three straight heats;
time, 3.04J, .*i.02, 2.53$. In the three-year-old
class, J. S, Clark's Eastmont, by Olympus,
lie trotted an exhibition
had a walk over,

Band Tournament.

Cure Sick Headache, Constipation and Piles.
Are Purely Vegetable. Gentle yet thorough in operation. 2δ cents ; b boxes, $ 1.00. By Druggists and by
Mail.
Geo. Pierce & Co., 30 Hanover St.f Boston,

mho

at Calais.

New Paper.
Belfast, Aug. 24.—The first number of a
large weekly independent newspaper, called
the Belfast City Press appeared today.

in which the
roots, barks, and herbs the very elements
and
diseased blood is deficient. It removes the cause of
thus cures Blood Humors and Skin Diseases,
no
it
has
equaL
and as a tonic in Nervous Debility

ISDULE'S PILLS)

ting

A

labor, by
get a respite
you will greatly lessen the danger from Epidemics
of
and Fevers. Vegetine possesses in its combination

FROM WASHINGTON.

man

Potato races, jumping contests and danc
ing made up a very enjoyable programme,

heat in 2.54.

Make the blood pnre and you drive sickness away.
Neglect to do eo and you must suffer with dieease. In
the Summer heat, when your physical powers are
exhausted and your mental faculties incapable of effort,
and
Vegetine will give new life to the bloodless invalid
and
Impart vig:or and strength, to the worn body thus
and
mind. Take it while on your vacation
are unable to
if
But
you
health
and
secure
pleasure.
all means use Vegetine, and
from

sels off the Texas coast, and it will doubtless
be months beiore the full list of casualties is
known. The sloop Katie J. went to pieces
off Pelican island. The crew was saved.
Lying near her, bottom up, is the sloop Elisa.
The crew of two men are supposed to be
drowned. An unknown vessel is reported to
be bottom up at Red Fish bar. The schooner
Livonia Perkins is now lying bottom up in
the bay near Pelican island. Two of her
crew were lost.
The schooner Lottie Mayeel is reported
ashore at Inilianola. All hands are supposed
to have been lost. The schooner Lake Austin
is near her, but the crew of the latter was
saved. All the small craft in the bay, from
the shoal to Edward's point, are reported to
he lost.
The schooner S. W. Perry has
gone to pieces in the gulf and cargo of lumber, valued at $3000, is strewn along the
beach for miles. Her captain and cook were
irowned. The remainder of the crew were
saved.
It is roughly estimated that the damage
done to shipping in this vicinity during the
storm will approximate $100,000. The village of Quinlana, at the mouth of the Brazos
river, was entirely swept away, and the
schooners Rosa Lee and Nettie were driven
ashore. No lives were lost, so far as is
known.
A special to the News from Victoria says:
Iudianola is ia complete wreck, not more
than three or four houses having escaped destruction by the heavy storm which swept
last Friday morning. Dr.
over the town
Fisher, the quarantine officer, with his wife,
M. Mahone, Capt. Adolph Sternbrook and a
negro woman named Martha Ells had a narThe quarantine
row escape from drowning.
washed away early Friday
station
was
take
morning, and they were forced tocedars
refuge in a large grove of Spanish
that grew near the quarantine hospital,
for nine hours they clung to the frail supports before they were relieved.

was

position.
eerved un lew* previously engaged.
Miss H. It. Creighton will continue her classes
in Drawing and Painting and will also receive private pupils. China Painting a spec-

Remove to Other Quarters.

Galveston, Tex., Aug. 24.—The recent
storm proved very destructive to small ves-

annual excursion and athletic tournament
here today. One thousand people were present. Tlie Bangor band and orchestra were
The weather interfered
with the party.
with the day's enjoyment, yet the different
?ontests were exciting and hotly contested.
One hundred dollars was given in prizes.
The first two races were one hundred
yards dash, best two in three, for amateurs
The amateurs had the
ind professionals.
first trial, the contestants being L. O'Brien,
Harper, McCauley and Prescott of Bangor;
W. H. O'Brien and Dennis McGovern of
Portland. The first heat was run by Prescott, McGovern and T. O'Brien, and was
won by
Prescott ; the second heat was run
by W. H. O'Briea, McCauley and Harper,
and was a dead heat between O'Brien and
Harper ; the third heat was run by Prescott,
Harper and O'Brien, and O'Brien won the
heat and race. Best time, 12s.
The professionals next started, and the
entrees were as follows: James McGovern
of Portland, Hanson of Bangor, and Thomas
of St. Johns. McGovern won the first heat,
with Hanson second; the second and third
heats were declared dead between Hanson
The race was so closely
and McGovern.
contested that it was agreed to call it a draw
for the first money, McGovern winning; best

ACOLLEGE—An
WESTBROOK SEMINARY
for both sexes. Courses of

Special attention
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Sports at Lake Maranocook.
Lake Maiîanocook, Aug. 24.—Division
First, Ancient Order of Hibernians, held its

L. Sawyer, 537 Congress St., Portland, Me.
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School of Stenography.
Open September 1st. Lessons day and evening.
Send for circular.
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Heavy Artillery.

First Maine

The First Maine Heavy Artillery Association held its its annual reunion at Oldlown
today, President Z. A. Smith of Boston, presiding, and was the largest reunion ever
Officers were
held, some 300 being present.
President·
elected for the ensuing year:
Col. Z. A. Smith ; First Vice President, Dr.
J. R. Lincoln, Dennysville; Second Vice
President, Charles Bosworth, Oldtown ; Secretary, Lieut. E. S. VVarwell, Bucksport ;
Treasurer, F. A. Cummings, Bangor; Executive Committee, Capt. H.H. Shaw, Portland,
Lieut. J. A. Dole, Bangor, Major F. C. Low,
Cambridgeport, Mass., Lieut. I. N. Morgan,
South Thomaston.and Thomas Libbey, Vinal Haven. Addresses were made by many
The
comrades and Congressman Boutelle.
place of reunion next year will be Vlnal
naven.
DISASTERS IN THE CULF.

Memphis
Pittsburg....

ABBOTT FAMILY SCHOOL ««VIV
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Observation.

closed with loud cheering.
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New Orleans 29.85

CHAS. H. JONES, Principal.

Boarding School for Both Sexe».
Fits for College, for Teaching, and for Business
Experienced and faithful Teachers at the head of
each department. Full courses of study. Location
healthy. Discipline good. Expenses low. Fall
Term opens August 24th. Send to the Princi·
jlylGeod&wlm29
pal for catalogue.
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LOCAL WEATHEB BEPOBT.
PoRfLANiyTtte., Aug. 24, 18Θ6.

New London 30.0]
Boston, Mass 30.01
Eastport, Me 30.09|
Ml. wash't'n 30.06

Practicing phonograpliers, and all interested in
Shorthand, cordially invited to visit our rooms.
For further information regarding! Evening
Classen, address

FRIENDS'

25.

stationary temperature.

Place of

Begins Monday Evening. Sept. 13th. fltoom
β, Davit* Klock, opp. City Hall.
Pupils taught according to an original "Plan
of Instruction" (copyright applied for) and satThorough training
isfactory results guaranteed.
in the maninulation and mechanism of the Type-

Agent "Paul E.
aug24

Senator Hale Speaks at Bangor.
The first demonstration of the compaign
here was tonight, when Senator Hale addressed a large and enthusiastic Republican
meeting at Norombena Ball. Ex-Vice President Hamlin presided and made brief opening remarks. Senator Hale spoke over two
hours on the leading issues, holding the closThe meeting
est attention of the audience.

WEATHER,

Thermo'ter

writer.

Baxooe, Aug. 24.—Mrs. Samuel P. Mana violent fit of coughing at Maplewood Park this afternoon ruptured a blood
vessel and Died to death in two minutes.

METEOBOLOGICAL BEPOBT.

CLASS IN PRACTICAL

metnoa 01

A Sudden Death.

The indications for Maine and New Hampshire are local rains, and nearly stationary
temperature. For Vermont, fair weather,

EDUCATIONAL·.

Latest

President

PORTLAND PUBLISHING CO.

Barometer
Thermo'r
l)ew Point

at 2

sell, in

Washington, Aug.

Clairvoyant and Botanic Physician

The State Grange meeting opened
o'clock, D. Π. Thing, the State lecturer,
delivering an address which was an arguAt 3 o'clock
ment In favor of free trade.
Fernald, of the Maine State College, spoke, outlining the work of the college. At the present time the college assets
amount to $105,000.
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Team Stolen at Bath.
Bath, Aug. 24.—A team from Dunning's
livery stable was let yesterday to a stranger
to
giving the name of Edwin Reed, to drivereNorton's ice house at Bowdoinham. Not

turning, Dunning began making inquiries
in the
concerning the man, which resulted
conclusion that the team had been stolen.
Portland
Starting in pursuit, lie drove to
is yet relast night, but no trace of the thief
25 years old,
about
was
man
The
ported.
characters on
weight 140, and had india ink
animal was a
The
hand.
his
of
the back
a top buggy,
vehicle
the
black marc, and
with green running gear.
The State Cranee.

FOREICN.

Speeches by Cladstone and Parnell
in the House of Commons.
Prince Alexander Held as a War Prisoner

plished

THE MAINE STATE PRESS,
Published every Thpbsday Mobning, at £2.50
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seer of the Maine State Grange, presided.
delivered by B.
The address of welcome was
of the
F. Carter of York county. Mr. Lunt,
executive committee, also delivered an address. Both gentlemen, in their addresses,
condition of the orspoke of the flourishing
had been accomder, and of the good that
by the Grangers throughout the

Î1 ,· ju per square, daily, first week ; 75 cenfs per
Week after; three insertions or less, $ 1.00, continuing every other day after first week, 60 cents.
Half square, three insertions or less, 75 cents :
one week, il.00; 60 cents
per week after.
Spkciaij Notices, one-third additional.
Under head ot "Amusements" and "Auction
Sales," $2.00 per square per week ; three insertions or less, $1.60.
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Old Obchabd, Aug. 24.—The meeting
at the
the Maine State Grange was opened
Tabernacle at Old Orchard this morning,
3
In the absence of
I with a large attendance.
overState Master Robie, Ε. H. Gregory,

Two Persons Lose Their Lives in the
Storm.
Halifax, N. S., Aug. 24.—Schooner Millie B., Capt. George E. Downie, from the
Banks for Lockport, ran ashore Monday
morning on the southeast side of Port MouShe went to
ton Island, during a storm.
The captain was killed by the main
which
broke
and
fell
on
him. Benjaoom,
vessel struck,
min Downie, when the
launched a dory and tried to save himself in
that way, but the boat was swamped and he
was drowned. The remainder of the crew
was saved. Several vessels report the gale
very heavy at sea.

Eieces.

The Squire Investigation.
Albany, Ν. Y., Aug. 24.—The hearing
before Governor Hill on the removal of
Commissioner Squire by Mayor Grace was
opened this afternoon. John II. Strahan
and Col. Robert G. Ingersoll appeared for

and Wheeler H. Peckham for the
Mr. Straham declared there was no
evidence to support any of the charges

Squire,
people.

against Squire.

"Rollin M. Squire," said Mr. Strahan,
"whatever he may be, has never had oue
cent of the city's money in his pocket, but
the same cannot be said of his persecutor, William R. Grace, since the time when
$600,000 found its way through a bogus
firm into his pocket and has not since found
its way out."
Col. Ingersoll also made an argument in
which he claimed there was no evidence tc

support the charges against Squire.

by Russia.

Popular Opinion Generally in Favor
of the Deposed Prince.

Fifty

Thousand People Made Home-

less in Mandalay by a Flood.

London, Aug. 24.—Authentic despatches

from Sofia show that the deposition of Prince
Alexander of Bulgaria was accomplished
during the night. According to these advices one thoroughly Russianized regiment
of cavalry was detained in the city after
nightfall, when the other troops had retired
to their barracks, This regiment, perfectly
under the control of the revolutionists, surrounded the palace about two hours past
midnight. Prince Alexander was in bed
The revolutionand the palace was closed.
ary leaders, with the assistance of soldiers,
forced their way into the building, went to
the Prince's ânte-chamber and had him
aroused. They bluntly made known to him
He was
the purpose of their intrusion.
stunned, having been taken completely unaself
control
his
recovered
When
he
wares.
and realized the utter helplessness of his situation, he bitterly reproached his captors
for their treachery.
What followed is still rather obscure. The
revolutionists declare that Alexander signed
Others,
a formal abdication of the throne.
however, assert that he firmly declined to
in
and
that
consequence
sign an abdication
of his refusal, he was captured and confined
in a remote prison, being told that he w»uld
be kept there until he complied with the demand of the revolutionists. It is said that
the prisoner was removed from Sofia under
strong cavalry escort, long before daybreak
The people did not become acquainted with
even a fact of the coup d' etat until several
hours after the prince bad been removed
from the palace.
The Journal do St. Petersburg, commenting on the Bulgarian crisis says, that it hopes
the politicians of Bulgaria and Roumeiia
will have the wisdom to understand that the
destinies of both countries depend on the be"The powers with
havior of the people.
whom rests the decision of these destinies,"
adds the Journal, "desire above all things
peace, and the good will of the powers
should be secured. The politicians should
abstrain from agitation and should not attempt to hamper their good intentions."
The Russian press generally do not believe
that any of the other powers will interfere
with Russia's direct pacification of Bulgaria.
Prince Alexander embarked on his yacht
at Rahova, Sunday, and proceeded to Guirgevo. Thence he will go to Bucharest.
A Bucharest despatch says that the Bulgarian authorities have forbidden the Bulgarians to cross the Danube in Roumania.
There are rumors that a military movement
islixpending at Widden and elsewhere, in
favor of Prince Alexander. It is also stated
that Stam bulolf, president ox tue Bulgarian
cliamber, heads the Protestant party and is
organizing a meeting in favor of Alexander.
Advices from Widden say that the army is
dissatisfied with the present state of affairs,
and the lower classes are still ignorant of
what has happened.
The Bulgarian government has established
a blockade on the Servian frontier.
The prefect of Varna received on Friday
evening a circular signed by M. M. Karaveloff Trankoff, Stailott' and Kadislavoff, ordering him to inform the people that Prince
Alexander had been dismissed.
All towns in Bulgaria and Roumelia exWidden are in a state of ::eige.

Popular Favor for Prince Alexander.
The telegrams from
London, Aug. 23
Bucharest today state that a majority of the

of persons were drowned by the sudden inrush oi waters ; how many has not yet been
ascertained. The flooded district had within
territory many of the food supply stores, and
ail of these were swept away. The result
will be an approach to famine among the
homeless population. The river will not fall
sufficiently to permit any attempts at reconstruction of the embankment until November. The British military operations are seriously interfered with by the overflow.
A Second Covernment in Bulgaria.
Constantinople, Aug. 24.—A second
set up in
government has been
provisionalwith
headquarters at Tirnova. the
Bulgaria,
former capital of the country. This government is in opposition to that of M. Karaveloff and in favor of Prince Alexander. M.
Stambuloff has been made president of the
Tirnova government.

Military Activity.
Dublin, Aug. 24— Curragh, of Kildarc, a
great plain owned by the British crown, in
the heart of Kildare county, and used for
military purposes is the scene of great activity. It is being prepared to receive five additional regiments of infantry and four of
cavalry. These fresh troops are to assist in
the work of eviction during the coming winter. The authorities expect that the default
in rents among the Irish peasantry this winter will be unusually great,and that the present force in Ireland will, unless strengthened, prove totally inadequate to the work
of protecting the interests of the landlords.
London, Aug. 24.—The Daily Telegraph
says : It is stated a sanguinary encounter
has taken place among the troops at Jessy,
Roumania, resulting in the killing and
It is stated that
wounding on both sides.
I'rince Oldenburg, commander of the Russian Guards is Russia's candidate for the
Bulgarian throne.

QUESTION.

Halifax, Aug. 24.—Captain Scott, admiral of the Canadian fishery protection fleet,
will command the new steam cruiser Acadia.
She is being fitted out and a crew is being
collected. She carries one brass gun, probably a nine pounder. She will sail Monday
next from Halifax.
The statement of the American officers of
the North Atlantic squadron, who have been
visiting the fishing grounds, contained in a
Portland despatch, to the effect that the Do
minion government had taken Capt. Quigley
of the Terror in hand for being too severe
on American fishermen, has no foundation.
It is true that the government was investigating this matter. Captain Scott spent all
one day at that very work but found that
Captain Quigley did no', exceed his duty in
any particular and that none but general instructions had been given him and no new
orders had been issued to him.
The despatch goes on to say that American fishermen have been allowed to do about
as they liked.
They go into Canadian ports
and trade without even reporting at tho cusviolate the laws in many
and
tom houses
other ways. The enforcement of the customs
regulations have been very lax, and this
Utt3
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that Americans have come to look upon
these privileges as vested rights and to imagine that there are no laws of Canada that
Not long ago
they are bound to respect.
Capt. Scott was talking with a man whe had
been a customs officer for forty years and he
informed the captain that during the whole
period he never once boarded an American
fishing vessel. All this is to be stopped. The
minister of customs is determined and that
the laws shall be strictly enforced. He says :
"As far as it is in my power I am going to
see that no customs or other infringements
are permitted, and that the officers of all the
cruisers use their endeavors to prevent vio-

ations."

Bulgarian army,

as

well as a

majority

of the

Col. Montadherence to Prince Alexander.
doroff, chief of theKoumelian militia, has offered to lead the troops to meet Prince Alexander, escort him back to Sofia and replace
him on the Bulgarian throne. M. Stmbuloff,
acting in concert with Col. Montdorofif, has
summoned the militia of Bulgaria to service
in the interest of Prince Alexander.
The Troops for Alexander.
Buchakkst, Aug. 24.—The garrison at
has taken
Phillippopolis, Eastern Roumelia,
A regiarms in favor of Prince Alexander.
ment of infantry, with a band playing,
marched to the foreign consulates to give
notice of their adherence to Alexander. The
officer commanding declared that the whole
Bulgarian army was opposed to the deposition of Alexander, and was prepared to fight
and die for him. The inhabitants fraternize
with the troops. Large numbers of rural
inhabitants are flocking to Phillippopolis.
The provincial population is frenzied in
favor of Alexander.

Speech in the Commons.
Parnell was loudly cheered in the House
of Commons tonight on rising to resume the
debate on the address in ieply to the Queen's
speech. Ho said he believed if the country
had been giyen three more weeks to consider the home rule bill the Tories would not
now be seen installed in tho treasury bench.
The Irish party had every reason to be satisThe tories
fied with the present position.
had only profited from temporary liberal hesitation. After the present government had
exhibited themselves for year or so a spectacle for God and man in an attempt to govern Ireland liberal hesitation would vanish.
The Irish had every reason to have patience.
Theirs was a winning cause. If government
were intended to exasperate Ireland
speeches
they would fail to have that effect. At the
same time there would be considerable diffiHe regretted
culty with the rent question.
that the government had not appreciated the
The royal commisgravity of the occasion.
sion would be unable to report until the
If tho governpinch of winter was over
ment thought of solving the Irish question
without settling the land question it would
find it liai got hold of the wrong end of a
very thorny stick (cheers). The government
must reduce rents either at the expense of
the landlords or at the expense of the British
The way to develop her resourtax payers.
ces in Ireland was to allow the Irish to develope them themselves (cheers). Mr. Parnell read his amendment to the Queen's
He said that
speech and proceeded.
He acjudicial rents were too high.
encouraging
the government of
cused
evict
landlords to
by the wholesale,
knowing that aggrarian crime always
He believed coercion of
followed eviction.
In conthe severest sort was sure to come.
conclusion, he said, the Irish will never subParnell's
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Tlie question of an autonom(Irish cheers)
ous government will always be fixed in the
(prolonged
hearts of the Irish people.
cheers).
Cladstone Speaks.
Mr. Gladstone, upon rising, was loudly

lie intimated that he would take
no part in the division on Parnell's amendment because he deprecated any attempt to
force defiuite premature expression of opinion on the policy which the government
foreshadowed for their future guidance. Instead of giving Ireland self-government the
present government proposed that England
should goverh Ireland to a greater extent
than it did at the present time. He feared
the policy now announced would increase
the difficulties which the late government
had striven to diminish because that policy
meant the adjournment of Ireland's hopes,
because it offered Ireland what she did not
want and postponed as long as possible the
consummation which alone would give rest
and repose to Ireland. (Cheers.)
it it understsod that Parnell will not
press his amendment to a division.
cheered

Alexander a Prisoner of War.
The Standard Berlin correspondence says
he lias seen a Bucharest telegram which
states that Prince Alexander lias landed in
Russia, and received by the Russian Imperial authorities, and declared to be a state
Disprisoner. Λ Bucharest despatch says:
order prevails in Sofia and that outlying garrisons are awaiting the signal to march on
the capital, and also stated that the liounieiian militia are prepared for active service,
and that Alexander's cause is hourly gaining

erpool

noticeable.
Donovan will long remember Hatfield's
swift delivery. He was at the bat and dodged
the wrong way receiving a clip from the
swiftly moving ball, which forced him to retire from the field. His place was taken by
Strouthers. The score follows :
were

PORTLANDS.
E.
A.
AB. R. IB. TB. PO.
2
110
5
2
3
0
S
2
3
6
3
5
1
2
1
5
2
2
0
2
1
2
0
4
3
2
0
3
2
0
3
0
4
0
0
0
6
1
4
0
0
1
1
1 10
1
4
1
1
1
1
3
1
4
Ο
Ο
Ο
Ο
Ο ; 2
4
37

Grady,

9

14

CENERAL NEWS.
The Cleveland anarchists are making wild
talk about the verdict at the Chicago trials.
There is no stoppage of work at the Atlantic Mills at Lawrence, Mass.
John T. Raymond, she actor, is ill.
Messrs. O'Brien, Redmond, Deasy and Davitt, the Irish delegates, sailed for home from
New York on the Wisconsin Tuesday morning. A large number of loyal Irishmen were
at the dock to bid them farewell.
A new phase in the Brewers' boycott at
Milwaukee has developed. The Best Brewing Company has served notice on an assembly of Knights of Labor that unless the boycott declared against the brewery was ordered off before Friday next the company would
discharge every Knight of Labor |in its em-

27

19

4

14

LAWRENCES.
AB. R IB. TB. PO. A.
1
1
1
2
0
3
4
0
1110
4
Ο
Ο
Ο
Ο
3
4
ο
1
1 16
ο
ο
3
1
1
1
ο
16
4
113
1
2
4
3
5
2
0
0
2
0
3
0
0
0
0
2
3
0
Ο
Ο
Ο
ο
0
1

Donovan, cf.
Burke, If,
Burns, 3b
Gorman, lb
rf

Cox, SS,...
Pettee, 2b
Beecher, c
Fanning, ρ
Strouthers, cf

E.

0
0
Ο
Ο
ο
0
0
2
2
ο

...

Totals

33
1
1

Innings

Portlands
Lawrences

2
ο

4

8

24

12

3 4 5 6 7 8
201122

4

13
9

9
2— 4
χ—

00000002
Earned runs—Portlands, 6. Lawrences 2. Two

Shp.ftier_ Pettee Î2.1
hits—Kearns, Cox. First base on
balls—Portlands, 1, Lawrence 1. First base on
errors—Portlands, 2; Lawrences, 3. Struck out—
Double playsBy Hatfield, 3 ; by Fanning, 1.
Cox, Pettee, Gorman. Passed baits—O'Rourke 1,
Beecher 2. Wild pitches—Hatfield 2, Fanning 1.
on
bases—Portlands, C; Lawrences. 3.
Left
Stolen bases—Hatfleid, tialiigan, Wheeiook ;(2,)
Sheffler. Strouthers, Grady.
Umpire—Lynch.
Tim·—2 hours.
AT HAVERHILL.
1 23456789
Innings
2 0 4 0 3 0 0 0 x— 9
Brocktons
1 01"0 13000-β
Haverhilis
hnep hlta—ί::illitmπ

lfearnR.

Three base

Base

A Schooner Wrecked.
Boston, Aug. 24.—Schooner Charles Parker, Capt. Joseph Snow, reports that about
4 o'clock Monday afternoon he passed the
wreck of the three-masted schooner Lucy D.
of Boston, on Middle Bank, east from Boston Light, She had the appearance of having been on fire or in a collision.

hits—Brocktons, 8, Haverhilis, 8. Errors
AT

8.

BOSTON.

123450780
000001010—2

Innings

Boston Blues

000001000—1
Base hits—Boston Blues, β ; Lynns,'5. ErrorsBoston Blues, 3; Lynns, 9.
LEAVES TIIE BROCKTONS.
MCGUNNIGLE

Lynns

A Brockton despatch says : "Captain McGunnigle of the Brocktons, received his release tonight, to take effect Saturday next.
He will play here the rest of the week, and
then in all probability will sign with the
Portlands, which club has been desirious of
securing him since the beginning of the season. He is disgusted with the manner in
which the Brockton club played this year,
and for that reason he has asked several
times for his release.
THE PORTLANDS LEAD.

Yesterday's victory for the Portlands and
the Haverhill's defeat by the Brocktons has
resulted in putting the Portland team again
in the lead.
Brockton takes third place,
Lynn and Lawrence both being losers in
yesterday's contests. The standing.

ploy.
Another horse car line in New York city,
the Belt line, has tied up and 500 men have
been thrown out of employment.
Bailey Bartlett, the oldest citizen of Lawrence, Mass., died Tuesday morning aged 93
years. He was a veteran of the war of 1812
and was made a Mason in 1818.
The large brick factories Nos. 5G1, 503 and
505 East 50th street. New York, took fire
Tuesday morning and were destroyed. The
buildings were owned by Henry Crichton,
and occupied by two manufacturing companies. Loss $40,000.
The 1100 employes of the Broadway and
Seventh Avenue Surface road were paid οίϊ
Tuesday. The superintendent has advertised
for new men. He expected to start out a car
last evening with a force of police.
A ball was given Friday night by the
Jockey club at the city of Mexico. It was a
very brilliant affair, and was attended by
500 guests, including Ipersons belong jto the
highest circles of Mexican society. Among
those present were President Diaz, the members of his Cabinet, the members of the diplomatic corps, land prominent foreign residents. The club house was richly and beautifully decorated for the occasion.
STATE

POLITICS.

REPRESENTATIVES.
The Republicans of Paris have nominated
James S. Wright as their candidate for the
Legislature. Hiram R. Hubbard, A. J. Curtis and N.;i>. Bolster have been chosen town
CANDIDATES FOR

committee.
The Democrats of Woodstock have nominated William il. rearson uy acclamation
for representative to the Legislature.
SOUTHERN AROOSTOOK.

A correspondent at Sherman Mills writes
that politics are "on the boom" in that re-

gion.
MB. DINGLEY AT LISBON FALLS.

lion. Nelson Dingley addressed his constituents at Lisbon Falls, Monday evening.
The meeting was a large and enthusiastic
one, and the many telling and effective
points in Mr. Dingley's speech were applauded to the echo.
CHAIRMAN BROWN AT.WORK.

Chairman Brown having completed a tour
of Waldo county with Mr. McGillicuddy, has
gone to work in earnest, lie has leased two
back rooms at Waterville, and employs two
clerks.
FLAG RAISING AT MEXICO.

A Bodwell and Dingley flag
Mexico last week.

was

raised in

SENATOR EVARTS TO SPEAK IN MAINE.

Senator Evarts of New York will deliver
two speeches in the State, one at Portland
and the other probably at Bangor.
HOW IT COST $30 TO EXPEND $40 ON THE
AUGUSTA POST OFFICE.
Kennebec Journal.

The charming lesson in Democratic economy presented in the construction of the newRent Troubles in Wales.
public building is one which is severely taxing the brains of Augusta citizens. It may
A movement is extending in Denbighshire.
be a bonanza for the gentlemen drawing salWales, against the payment of tithes. TenThe
ants demaud a 25 per cent, «eduction.
aries, but it is a ruinous grind on the public
a 10 per
to
make
refused
Lanarman
of
Vicar
purst. Let us see; let the laboring man,
cent, reduction and sent bailiffs to collect
tithes. They were attacked by a mob and
toiling with pick and shovel ten hours a day
one of them was nearly killed.
for $1.50, observe. Col. Thomas Lambard,
Ruined at Monte Carlo.
superintendent, lias a salary of $C> a day ; l'is
clerk, Mr. Nevins, $4 a day; Mr. Nathaniel
A foreign lady who lost £12,000 at the
Monte Carlo gaining tables has committed
Noyes, master workman, $4 per day ; Mr.
This
suicide in a village near Grenoble.
Fred Plaisted, messenger, a round salary.
makes the seventy-sixth case of suicide owing to losses at Monte Carlo, since the begin- Mr. M. S. Holway, disbursing agent, oneeighth of one per cent, of all moneys disning of the season.
Sir Michael Beach Has Misgivings. I bursed ; Mr. Aldrich, from the architect's
office, a large salary ; Mr. B. F. Morse, time
A special despatch to this morning's LivPost from London, states that Sir
keeper, $2.25 a day. These gentlemen were
Ireland
in
Michael Beach reports his task
on pay about two months before any
labor
with serious misgivings and lias become less
to speak of was done on the foundation. It
sanguine about the success of any Irish poliis estimated by good judges that the total
cy of "firmness and decision."
cost of the management will reach over $30 a
Terrible Results of a Flood in Bur- day. At the
present time there are twentymah.
three working men doing the labor on the
Maxdalav, Aug. 24.—One oftheembankfoundation,
receiving $1.50 per day and upments of the lrriwaddy river burst in this wards, or an estimated total of $40 a day.
The
300
breach
was
yards
it
Thus
requires a cost of management of
city yesterday.
in length, and so rapid was the How of water
$30 per day, and seven able bodied men to
was
few
in
a
moments
district
the full
that
manage twenty-three laboring men receiving
fllooded from 4 to 20 feet deep. Engineers af
$40. This is what may be called pinching
once cut the dam south of the city to allow
economy—pinching the people's pocket-book.
this
of
to
waters
but
resuit
the
the
subside,
Furthermore, to illustrate the partizanship
manœuvre is as yet unknown. Fifty thou
of the management it is well understood that
sand persons are to-day homelebs in the city,
not a man is employed on the works who is
beer
and
houses
their
not of the Democratic stamp, and those appossessions having
either submerged or destroyed. A numbei

ground.

of nine to four. Hatfield and O'Rourke
the battery for the home club. The
features of the game were the batting of
Kearns and Sheffler., who made a hit every
time he went to the bat, the base stealing of
Wheelock, the second base playing of Kearns
and O'Kourke's catching. Galligan made an
exceptionally difficult catch of a long fly ball
from Pettee's bat. For the visitors, the batting of Pettee and the first base play of Gorscore

Totals

Moulton

O.

David

CONVENTION.
Nominated

for

Congress and Isaac O. Sawyer
for Sheriff.

Stampede the Dis-

to

An Attempt

trict Convention

for Clifford

Unsuccessful.
The laboring men's district convention
was called to order at 10.30 a. m., in City
Hall, yesterday, by Mr. It. P. Jewett, chairman of the provisional committee, under
whose instructions the convention had been
called, and he read the call. He then stated
that it had been suggested to him that Mr.
E. Halliday of Saccarappa, be called upon
to act as temporary chairman, and tho convention so voted.

taking the chair Mr. Halliday
the delegates and said it would be
his effort to expedite the business of which
there was a great deal before them. He suggested the appointment of secretaries and Η.
L. Kingsley and H. F. Kuby of Portland
were chosen.
The chairman suggested a committee on
following committee
credentials and the
H. W.
were appointed from the floor:
Fletcher, Portland ; George II. Fogg, Sanford ; Frederick L. Sears and Α. W. Smar'
of Portland, and Robert B. Harding of YarUpon

PORTLANDS, 9; LAWRENCES, 4.
defeated the Lawrences
The Portlands
again yesterday afternoon, this time by a

Galligan, if
Kearns, if
Wlieelock, ss
Hatfield, ρ
Sheffler, cf
O'Rourke, c
Sboeneck. lb
Spence, 3b
Reilly, cf

MEN'S

LABORINC

thanked

England League.

The New

—Brocktons, 10, Haverhilis,

—

Bulgarian people, have already declared their

BASE BALL.

man

A Denial About Capt. Quigley and the
Cruiser Terror.

SLcllC Ol cUlcUX.»

Machias Republican.
At the Democratic County Convention held
here last Thursday, John C. Talbot, Esq., of
count out fame, was selected as a candidate for the office of County Attorney, which
position he firmly declined. Among the reasons for refusal, he said there were laws on
the Statute book of the State which he would
not be a party to enforce. The inference was
plain and unmistakable that he had reference to the prohibitory laws of our State ;
and the approbation expressed from the
floor by the Convention plainly showed the
sympathy felt by the members of the party
in his declaration, and yet that is the party
that Xeal Dow and his followers are seeking
to put in power in this State. Every vote
thrown by a third party man is a vote to
place in power men who openly declare they
will not be a party to enforce a law of the
State they do not like.

were

A Rumored Battle.

THE FISHERY

that
plying for work must show a certificate
they are of the true stripe.
JOHN· C. TALBOT'S FRANK CONFESSION.

mouth.
Mr. R. P. Jewett moved the appointment
from the floor, of a committee of live on resolutions, and I. F. Quimby, Saccarappa ; R.
P. Jewett, Portland; C. S. CJurney, Kennebunk ; Ansel Gore, Saccarappa, and W. S.
Eaton, Cape Elizabeth, were chosen.
The committee withdrew to fulfil their duties. A member of the convention then
moved that the assembly listen to some good
speaker, but the chair sat down on that delegate by suggesting that the more business
transacted and less talk made, the better
it would be, and that a recess be taken till
11.05 o'clock for the purpose of getting the
of the committees, and it was so

reports
voted.

At 11.05 a. m., the convention came to order, and took a further recess for fifteen
minutes, and the motion was amended by a
motion that when the convention re-assemble it meet in Reception Hall, and the motion, as amended, was carried.
The convention re-assembled in Reception
Hall at 11.25 a. m. Mr. H. W. Fletcher, from
the credential committee reported the following delegations ;
Sanford, 14; Kennebunk, 10; Saco, 4;
Westbrook, 25; Yarmouthville, 2; Deering,
21;
2; East Lebanon, 1; Cape Elizabeth,BuxGorham, 15; Portland, 123; Ilollis, 5;
'■

11

o.

Valmmith

,'t

\" Π tile-;.

:i;

GraV. 2.
basis ol

245. This is calculated on a
for every fifty votere. A lull delegation
would be between 500 and 600.
The report was accepted amidst much applause. The committee reported a much
larger delegation would probably be present

Total,
one

in the afternoon.
Fletcher it was
of Mr.
On motion
voted th»t the admission to the convenPrior to
tion be by ticket in the afternoon.
putting the motion, Mr. John M. Todd, who
wits present as a spectator, wanted to know
if this was to be a secret convention. A delegate said he didn't believe in having their
doings hidden from the public. lie believed
Tho
the proceedings should be free to all.
chairman said there was no intention of excluding the public, but it was desirable that
the delegates should be known to the chairman and each other, and that strangers
should not be allowed to participate in the
proceedings. Therefore the delegates would

be admitted by ticket and seated together
and the remainder of the hall would be devoted to the general public.
The committee on resolutions reported
that they would be unable to report for an
hour and moved that the convention adjourn
until 1 p. m. sharp. It was so voted and the
convention adjourned until 1 p. m.
AFTERNOON SESSION.

Assembled at 1 o'clock.
The temporary organization

was made permanent.
The counnitttee on credentials reported
additional delegates from Gray and
two
three from Naples; making a total of 243.
The announcement was received with applause, and the final repo»t of the committee

credentials was accepted.
The committee on resolutions reported the
following resolutions :
on

Clubs.

THE RESOLUTIONS.

Portlands

.613
.608
.474
.465
.461
.375

|...| 8 7112
10 7
j 8|

Haverhilis
Brocktons
Lawrences

..

I

Î8I

6

4| 5

Lynns.

..!
9|

8

..

10; 5

Bostons..
45

39

Games lost...

Cames Yesterday.
At Bangor—Bangors, 5 ; Marlboros' 3.
At Rochester—Concords, 3 : Rochesters, 0.
At Kansas City—Kansas Citys, 7 ; New
hits—Kansas Citys, 10;
Yorks, 1. Base
New Yorks, 6. Errors—Kansas Citys, 5;
New Yorks, 6.
Bostons, 6.
At Chicago—Chicagos, 18;
Base hits—Chicagos, 20; Bustons, 6. Errors

—Chicagos, 7 ; Bostons, 9.
At Detroit—Détroits, 2; Philadelphias, 10.
Base hits—Détroits, 7; Philadelphias, 12.
Errors—Détroits, 8; Philadelphias, 5.
At St. Louis—St. Louis, 8; Washingtons, 4.
Base hits—St. Louis, 10; Washingtons, 8.
Errors—St. Louis, 6; Washingtons, 4.
At Cincinnati—St. Louis, 4 ; Cincinnatis, 0.
At Louisville—Pittsburgs, 7 ; Louisvilles,
three.
At Staten Island—Metropolitans 3 ; Brooklyns, 3. Game called on account of darkAt

Philadelphia—Athletics, 3; Baltimore,

none.

At St. Albans—St. Albans, 3; Rutlands, 1.
Notes.

Friday will be ladies' day on the Portland
grounds.
Friday and Saturday the Portlands will
play the Brocktons on the home grounds.
Next week the Portlands play four games
on the home grounds.
Yesterday's victory of the Portlands makes
the twelfth game won by them from the Lawrences in a series of twenty-two games. This
is the first series to be won in the league this
year.
Donovan suffered somewhat last evening
from the effects of the blow he received during yesterday's game. There is a large
swelling behind his ear and it will be some
time before the bruise will cease to be troublesome.
Harry Oxley has signed with the Rocklands.

SUBURBAN NEWS.
BOWERY BEACH.

About ten thousand bricks, the property of
the contractors, left over from building the
new fog signal house, were scattered about,
washed away and buried in the sand by the
Most of
heavy sea running on the shores.
them will be saved.
Monday, two gentlemen from Lewiston,
examined the proposed site at the Cape for a
life-saving station, with a view to making a
These men
for building the same.
proposal
built the last one erected on the Maine coast,
and
they say
at the mouth of the Kennebec,
that the Cape station is to be completed,
manned and equipped for service this win-

Crops of every distinction are looking finely, and everything indicates an abundant
harvest. The farmers complain, however,
which
that potatoes of the Rose variety,
comprise the greater part of those planted,
M.
are rotting considerably.
RAILWAY MATTERS.
THE

INTERNATIONAL RAILWAY.

Thursday afternoon a writ of attachment
for SiO,000 was filed in the registry of deeds'
office in Farmmgton, on all the property
owned by the International Railway Comin Franklin county, the
pany of Maine,
creditors being gentlemen of Sherbrooke,
Quebec. The International Railway is sur-

veyed across

Franklin county

in the town-

ship of Lowell, but it is doubtful if it owns
$10,000 worth of property in that region.
Real Estate Transfers.
The following transfers of real estate in
the county have been recorded at the regis-

try of deeds :

K.
Seaaboro—Jeremiah
laud.

Moses L.
ions.

Hezelton,

«it

Bridgton—Owen

B.

Andrews and als., to
$1 and other consider-

Ingalls

to Charles D.

Rog-

$10.
11. Farnsworth to Franelna
Hilton, land. 81.
Krauclua H. Hilton to Freeman W. Plummer,
laud. $350.
ers, land.

Harrison—Charles

H.

To make Industrial anil moral worth, not
wealth, tlie true standard ol individual and national greatness.
To secure to the workers the full enjoyment of
the wealth they create, sufficient leisure In which
to develop tneir intellectual, moral and social
faculties ; all of the benefits, recreation and pleasure of association ; in a word, to enable them to
share in the gains and honor of advancing civilization.
In order to secure these results, we demand at
the hands of the State:
1—The establishment of bureaus of labor statistics, that we may arrive at a correctiknowledgo
of the educational, moral and financial condition
of the laboring masses.
2—That the public lands, the heritage of the
not
people, be reserved foror actual settlers:
speculators, anil that
another acre for railways
all lands now held for speculative purposes be
taxed to their full value.
3—The abrogation of all laws that do not bear
equally upon capital and labor, ana the removal
of unjust technicalities, delay and discriminations
in the administration of justice.
4—The adoption of measures providing for the
health and safety of those engaged in manufacturing, mining, and building industries, and for
the laeumillcation of those engaged therein for
injuries received through lack of necessary safe-

guards.

5—The recognition by incorporation of trades
unions, orders, and such other associations as
may be organized by the working masses to improve their condition and protect their rights.
β—The enactment of laws providing for arbitration between employer and employed, and to enforce the decision of the arbitrators.
7.—The prohibition by law of the employment
of children under 15 years of age in workshops,
mines and factories.
8.—To prohibit the hiring out ol convict labor.
J.—That a graduated income tax be levied.
10.—The establishment ol a national monetary
sary quantity shall issue direct to the people, without the intervention of banks; that all the national issue shall be a full legal tender in payment
and private.
of all debts,
11.—That interest-bearing bonds, bills of credit
never
be issued by the government,
notes
shall
or
but that, when the need arises, the emergency
shall be met by issue of legal tender non-interest
bearing money.
of foreign labor under
12.—That the
contract be prohibited.
13.—That, in connection with the post oflice, the
government shall organize financial exchanges,
safe deposits and facilities for deposit of the savings of the people in small sums.
24.—The enactment of laws to compel corporations to pay their employes weekly, in lawful
money, for the labor of the preceding week, and
giving mechanics and laborers a first lieu upon the
products of their labor to the extent of their full
wages.
15.—To secure for both sexes equal pay for
equal work.
J 6.—To shorten the hours of labor not to exceed
10 hours per diem.
17.—And we demand at the hands of our Representatives in the Legislature the repeal of the law
of imprisonment for debt, and the repeal of the
trustee process.
18.—The abolition of the contract system on
national, state and municipal works.

public

importation

The reading of the resolutions was greeted
with bursts of applause, especially those sections which related to the importation of
foreign labor, imprisonment for debt, the
trustee process, and equal recompense for
woman's labor. The report of the committee
was adopted with applause.
It was then moved that the delegates proceed to ballot for a candidate for Congress.
Mr. J. F. Quimby, of Westbrook, arose and
read the following resolutions, with which
the Westbrook delegation had been instruct-

ed:
Whereas, it is of the highest importance, and
fraught with the best interests of this State, this
Congressional District, and also of this country
that the principles we entertain should be carried

out ; and
Whereas, it would be next to impossible for us
to be successful in view of the fact that there are
three parties with their candidates already in the
field, and
Whereas each party has nominated some men
who sympathise with this movement, and we believe entertain similar ideas to our own; therefore
Resolved, That it is the sense of thiv convention
that wisdom dictates that the best course for us to
pursue would be to select and support such candidates from the nominees of these parties as are
the least objectionable to us.
Resolved, That a committee be now raised by
this convention to make such selections, and
report the same in one hour from this time.

After the resolutions had been read, this
committee was selected to collect, sort and
count votes :
A. J. Robinson, of Ferry Village.
J. F. Quimby, of Westbrook.
H. W.

Fletcher, of

Portland.

It was moved that the sense of the resolutions presented by the Westbrook delegation
be adopted as a rule of the convention.
This had no sooner been done than George
II. Fogg, of Sauford, arose to object to the

introduction of any such resolutions as those
introduced by the Westbrook delegation.
He sat down amid a storm of applause, and
Sir. W. Π. McLaughlin of Scarboro, arose.
He, too, objected to indorsing any of the old
parties. "We could have indorsed the old
parties by staying at home," he said and the
delegates applanded again. If the Westbrook delegates wanted to sell the convention out to a lawyer or a capitalist, they
could, but he should go home to Scarboro before he would allow any such thing to be
done. They didn't want a lawyer or a capitalist or "any of their kidney" for Congressman. Thomas B. Reed and William H. Clifford each lived on an income, and one was
as bad as the other.

The delegates applauded uproariously

as

the man from Scarboro took his seat, and
shouted again when Elias Norwood of Portland, arose and said that he had served a
twenty years' apprenticeship with the Democratic party, and found them rotten to the
core. The Republican party was no better,
and it was time for the laboring men to
break away from both.
The satisfaction with which these speeches
were greeted left no doubt of the sentiment
of the delegates, and it was voted to postof the
pone indefinitely the consideration
resolutions brought in by the Westbrook del-

egation.
This happily settled, M. S. Butterfield of
Portland, stepped forth. Said lie: "Three
great evils have scourged humanity." Private ownership of land, interest on money,
and speculation in trade ; they caused the
flood, the overthrow of I'haroah, and have
overthrown every failing nation since." The
old gentleman continued with remarks that
pteaced.-tha .assembly.
An Informal ballot was then taken. Ktp
suited as follows :
101
61
2
β
1
1
01

Whole number of votes
Necessary for choice

N.Rich'bad

W. H. Clifford
J. B. Ht-rsey
Nathan Cleaves
David O. Moulton

A motion to make the informal ballot formal was carried.
But William Taylor of the Saccarappa delegation arose and demanded a new ballot,
charging that the convention had been made
As evithe victim of a cut·and-dried plan.
dence of this he said th it while there wero
over two hundred and forty delegates in the
convention, hardly more than one hundred
had voted. Printed ballots with Mr. Moulton's name had been distributed, and thus
an unfair advantage had been taken of men
who wanted to vote for another candidate.
Γ1ηί

ITT
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lili/nhpth

but
got up and said that it was very strauge,
lie had found in his seat a printed ballot

with the name of William H. Clifford on it.
If it was wrong for some of the convention
to have ballots with Mr. Moulton's name on
them, it was wrong for others to have them
with Mr. Clifford's name.
This quiet way of showing that the attempt of the Saccarappa men to stampede
the convention for Clifford was understood,
brought down the house, and in the midst of
the tumult, a delegate jumped up and shouted: "I threw a ballot with William II. Clifford's name on it ; but I wouldn't have if I
had known that I could get one with any
other man's name." At this the delegates

shouted again.
W. II. Sawyer of Kennebunk, George H.
Fogg of Sanford, Β. B. Martis of Portland,
W. F. Eaton of Cape Elizabeth and Luther
A. Iiowe of Westbrook were appointed a district committee.
Then there were loud calls for Mr. MoulThe gentleman came forward, was applauded heartily, and in a few words professed his fellowship with the laboring men
ton.

of the First District. He was in sympathy
with the platform and with those who
framed it.
THE CANDIDATE,
Mr. David O. Moulton, is a native of Parsonsfield, in York county, where he was born
June 5th, 1830. He is married and has four
children, one of whom is Dr. W. B. Moulton
of this city. Since 1848 Mr. Moulton has
He has
taught common and high schools.
taught i>7 terms, which have been distributed
among the towns of Parsonsfield, Cornish,
Limerick, Baldwin, Cape Elizabeth and Falmouth. He now lives in Falmouth, where
he has taught the village school at Falmouth
He has been on the
Corner for 27 terms.
school committee of Parsonsfield and Cornish, and supervisor of schools for several
years in Falmouth. He has also served on
In
the board of assessors for Falmouth.
principle Mr. Moulton is a prohibitionist.
Until 1872 he voted with the Republican party, but in that year he supported Horace
Greely. Since then he has voted for Hayes,
Weaver and St. John. In the gubernatorial
election this year he is uncertain whether to

support the Prohibitionist candidate Clark,
or

Colonel Edwards.
THE COUNTY CONVENTION.

As soon as the district convention adjourned, the county convention was called to
order, and Β. B. Martis of Portland was
chosen chairman, and K. P. Jewett se retary.
On motion of Mr. Taylor of Westl ook, it
was voted to proceed to the nomination of
senators, and on motion of Mr. L'alliday
that a committee consisting of the cl airmen
of the various town delegations and the
ward delegations of Portland, withdraw and
present the names of candidates to the convention. The committee withdrew and presented the following names :
John 1·'. Fltz. Portland.
John Swan, Westlnook.
Daniel Dickens, Saccarappa.
Asa F. York, Yarmouth.
was accepted, and these gentlenominated by acclamation.
It was voted that the same committee re-

The report
men were

[

οι me couiThe motion to accept the report
to accept the
mittee was carried, and also
ticket offered by them.
for Sheriff, but
Mr. Sawyer was nominated
there being quite a
not by a unanimous vote,

decided nay vote.
Elliot King was

defeated for candidate for
to 15, and it was voted
22
County Attorney,
no action in regard
take
that the convention
to nomOne delegate moved
to this office.
motion wasn't
inate .Veal Dow, but the
seconded.

think the deleMr. Slartis said he didn't
men from cither
endorse
to
there
came
gates
did.")
party for office. (A voice: "Yes, yeu
honest
lie said he at least came there with an
belonged
purpose to vote for candidates who
to neither party.
Mr. W. H. Jewett didn't see if a laboring
was a
man, who belonged to either party,
to
man for effice, why it wasn't policy

good

endorse him.
came frutn a
Mr. R. A. Williams said he
men nominated.
two
and
get
sick bed to try
a laboring man
One was James M. Webb,
and lost a leg, and John
war
who went to the
man's friend
T. Hull, who was the laboring
for debt
who had tried to get imprisonment
and the trustee process abolished.
nominated for
Mr. James M. Webb was
Treasurer by acclamation, and Mr. Hull for
a vote of 40 to 2.
of Heeds

by

Register

Messrs. Smart and Gammon were nominated for County Commissioners by acclamation.
The following county committee was appointed: William Taylor, Westbrook; H.
W. Fletcher, Portland; H. 0. Moulton, Fal-

mouth; II. A. Robinson, Cape Elizabeth;
Jonathan Clark, Naples.
Tho «.«tianiit» tw u*i>uuxn^U. with a
vote of thanks to thr presiding oiticer, at
3.30 p. m.
John A. Fitts is a grocer on Portland
street. Swan and Dickens are the Democratic nominees for Senators, and Asa York
Sawyer, Smart,
Is a Yarmouth farmer.
Gammon and Hull are the Democratic nominees for their respective offices, and Webb

ν

and Stone the Republican.
About 300 delegates and spectators were
present at the morning session, and about
1Λ0 in the afternoon.
THE STATE.
ABOOSTOOK COUNTY.
The haying season In the vicinity of Sherman has been rather discouraging to fannseers, but a full average of liay has been
The grain crop is a
cured in fair condition.
as
as
fast
secured
is
good one, and being Wheat is excellent.
weather will permit.
The potato crop will be large in yield, if the
Some pieces have begun to
rust holds off.
rust. The apple crop is heavy.
The Congregational sewing circle at Sherman held an entertainment and had a hulled
corn supper last Wednesday evening, which
proved a success socially and financially.The
sum realized amounted to $4«.
*
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well, but is selling at a low figure. Sheep
anil lambs are selling better than last year.
The fall feed is going to be excellent.
CUMBERLAND COUNTY.
Next Saturday the Maine Deaf Mute Mission will hold its eighth convention in the
chapel on School street in Brunswick, and
continue through Sunday.
FRANKLIN COUNTY.
Mr. Lew M. Fetch, a graduate of the
Farmington Normal School, who has been
teaching at Little Blue for two years past,
contemplates going to Nebraska this fall.
The vacancy at Little Blue will be tilled by
Mr. Frank Whittier, of Bowcloin College.
HANCOCK COUNTY.

It having been found impossible to arrange
for a reunion of the 8th, 0th and Uth association at Ellsworth in June, as voted at Portland last year, in order to carry out the will
of the association as far as possible, the
president of the association has called the
reunion at Ellsworth for Tuesday, Aug. 31,
18SG.
KENNEBEC COUNTY.

The failure of Samuel R. I'ayson of Boston is a misfortune to Hallowcll. JIo owned
one-fourth of the cottou factory, and was
carrying on the business for all oi the stockholders. On Saturday evening orders were
received to shut the null down as soon as the
stock was used up.
The rear of the Kennebec drive U between
Va^alboro and Waterville, and all the logs
will be into the Five Mile Island boom or below shortly.
PENOBSCOT

COUNTY,'

William King, formerly city liquor
agent of tiaugor, has accepted a position in
the War Department at Washington.
Mr. John P. Webber of Boston has sold to
Messrs. John Cassidy and James A. Thissel,
of Bangor, the east half of Township No. 3,
The
Range 9, situated above Howland.
paid was 812,900. This tract bears a
price amount
box
board pine,
of birch and
large
and is quite a valuable piece of property.
'Γ. Haley
Wm.
the
season,
haying
During
of Glenhurn, 73 years of age, fell from a
toad of hay and was severely injured, but it
was not thought at the time that his injuries
would be fatal. He continued to fail, however, and died Saturday from the effects of
his fall.
Mr.

SOMERSET COUNTY.

The trustees of the Eaton School at Norridgewock have employed Herbert S. Taylor
of Fiirfleld, Bowdoin, class of '80, for the
fall term. Die school will commence about
Sept. 1st. P. S. Llndsey, the popular assistant of the last year, will also have certain
classes in the school.
SAGADAHOC COUNTY.

"V

Miss Snow, of Harding's, who is the own-*
er of Thompson's Brook, from which Bath
is to get its water, has grunted the right to
the water works company to use the water
of the brook, provided that she he supplied
with water from the main at her residence
The expense of laying pipe
free of charge.
from the main to her residence, about half a
mile, is to be borne by Miss Snow.
Schooner Maine* a flrst-class, two-masted
vessel, was launched about 5 o'clock Saturday afternoon, from the yard of the New
England Shipbuilding Company at Bath.
The schooner is white oak throughout, thoroughly constructed, and is in every respect a
She is owned by a Baltiwell built vessel.
more gentleman, and hails from that port.
Her dimensions are : Length, 100.4 ; breadth,
28; depth, 8.5; gross tonnage, 190.!»; net
tonnage, 181.3G.
WASHINGTON COUNTY.

The Kastport Standard puzzles over a
for the remaining places on the county ticket
in this wise: "Pembroke
While the committee was absent, it was I queer phenomenon
I is ,11 miles from Eastport. A smart horse
stated that it would be advisable to take up pan make tne distance in a mile over an
a collection to defray the expenses of the
hour, but it generally takes from three to six
a telegraphic
message from one
convention, which were $38. The hat went hours to get
There is something
town to the other.
round, and $8.35 were collected. Then Mr. wrong about this."
R. A. Williams arose, and denounced this
IS GENERAL.
He thought
method of making collections.
There are now 149 Grand Ai my posts' hi
the cost of the convention should be apporMaine.
tioned among the delegations, .mil their vas»
ftfirf Sophia Stephens.
ou* assemblies should pay the bills.
Mrs. Ann Sophia Stephens, the well known
-Mr. Fletcher made a motion to that effect,
novelist, died at Newport, Friday, aged 73
but the chairman ruled it out of order.
She was born in Derby, Conn., and at an
The committee reported the following
When
early age began her literary career.
ticket:
nineteen y«nis old she married Edward
Sheriff— Isaac D. Sawyer, Portland.
Commissioners—A. w. Sweat, Portland; EpliStephens, a printer of Plymouth, and about
raim (iammon; Naples.
that time it was that her writings began to
Treasurer—James M. Webb, Westl>rook.
attract popular attention. Three years later
Clerk ol Courts—Benj. C. Stoue, Brldgton.
And left vacant the places of County Attor- she became editor of the Portland Magazine,
and after that of the Portland Sketch Book.
In regard to
ney and Register of Deeds.
In 1837 Mrs. Stephens went to New York and
these candidates the committee desired inthere edited the first of the magazines ever
structions. They said Messrs. Eliot King issued by Frank Leslie.
Her novels won
and John 'Γ. Hull were mentioned, but they
great favor, and Peterson Brothers of Philathought if they took two more Democrats delphia therefore hastened to engage her to
wifte exclusively for them. For over half a
that this would be called "a Democratic
century she brought out story after story,
side-show." Now they wanted to know long ago realizing a fortuue
from their very
whether they should take outsiders for these
profitable sale. Perhaps the l>e*t known of
lier fifty or more books is "Fashion and
offices.
Famine," published in l*;w. So yreat was
Rev. Mr. Butteriield was opposed to any
its popularity that three different tramlakind of fusion with either of the old partions were made into French. Mrs.
also wrote considerable verse, fc:·». Stephens
ties.
did not
publish much of it. The school readers of
Mr. II. F. Ruby dicin't believe in being
years ago used to have her "Polish lioy"
slaves to anybody.
and "Old Apple Tree" within
their covers.
Mrs. Stephens has resided for
Mr. White, of Cumberland Mills, passed
many years in
New York. Besides her editorial
positions
out into the centre of the hall, and with a
already mentioned, she wis connected with
voice that made the hall ring again and The Ladie»
and in 1842 with
Companion,
which prevented but a little that he said be- Graham's Magazine and subsequently with
Ladies' National
ing heard, declared he didn't want any Re- Peterson's
Magazine; in
1843 with the Ladies'
which she espublicans, or Democrats, or Prohibitionists tabllshed, and in 18B6World,
with the Illustrated
in his, but he did want Sawyer for Sheriff,
New Monthly, which she also started.
whom he considered a good Knight of Labor,
The Sea
Serpent.
and Knights of Labor were the men lie
To the Eilitor of the Pre»» ;
thought should be taken for candidates hero
I was also a passenger
today.
by the Cumberland
last Wednesday, but the
Rev. W..F. Eaton said that if this was a
object which seems
Knight of Labor convention, then many of to have disturbed the peace of mind of some
the
of
as
passengers
had
in
lie
mistake,
the delegates
got
by
that
had como with the idea it was a laboring
man's convention.
The chair said this convention did not
represent any order, and that all such
allusions had better be dropped.
A delegate moved that the convention proceed to business.
A motion was made to substitute the name
of 1>. K. Jackson for candidate for sheriff
in place of Isaac I>. Sawyer, and it was
voted

down, 32

to 21.

being
ubiquitous
along with others standing
to be a
log or spar with the
heavy end partially submerged, the other
end being slightly raised above the water
and bobbing about from the swell caused

sea serpent,
I,
near me, took

by the passing steamers.
I hate to spoil η good
story but the one
told is a little too
thin"—111·,vt· it from the
captain of ih Cumberland that be saw nothing ol the -eu serpent.
Is is nol ra iier
singular Mr. Editor that
fruiu the acknowledged
strength of St. John
woiskey, the passengers referred to sow
one snake.
J, H.
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For Representatives
District—THOMAS B. REED, of Portland.
NELSON DINGLEY, Je, ol
ie—n/l District
Lewlslon.
of Belfast.
Third Distritt—SETll L. M1LLIKEN,
of
Ftirth District-CHARLES A. BOUTELLE,
—

Ban itor.

County Nominations.
Senator»—GEORGE P. WESCOTT,
DAVID H. COLE,

JOSEPH DUNNELL,
C. KENDALL.
(Unmt y Attorney— GEORfaîE M. SEIDEKS.
JOHN

Sheriff—ISAlAR S. WEBB.
Clerk of Courts—BENJAMIN C. STONE.

County Treasurer—J AMES S. WEBB.
Register of Deeds—STOliEll S. KNIGHT.
B. HAMMOND
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TOLMAN.
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Washington correspondent
telegraphs tliat "Secretary Bayard is authorH.
ity for the statement that had not Mr.
Clifford had a Congressional light on his
The
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Publishing Company, Portland,

Me.
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Argus

hands he would have been sent to Mexico in
Gen. Sedgewick's place, to discover the true
itate of affairs in regard to the Cutting
matter," and that there is "some talk in
diplomatic circles" of Mr. Clifford's succeeding Minister Jackson if the latter resigns.
There was some talk a while ago of making
him Solicitor in the Department of Justice.
Whenever there is a vacancy in any important office of the government, the President
and his Cabinet concentrate their gaze on
Mr. Clifford. Since the death
Mr. Tilden
he appears to have become the most prominent Democrat in the country—not excepting ex-Collector Chase.
If success attends the move just made by
Russia in Bulgaria, the magnitude of the
step may bo appreciated by a review of the
condition in which the Turkish frontier will
be left. When the treaty of Berltn created
Bulgaria into a semi· independent nation,
Turkey's frontier was moved back to the
Balkan range of mountainsThese defences were secured to her by making Eastern
Roumelia, which wa4 the frontier province,
directly subject to the Porte, though enjoy,
ing a Christian gouernor general. But when
Bulgaria and Roumelia united, the Balkan
defences of Turkey were left in the middle
of Prince Alexander's realm, and Turkey's
real frontier was moved far back towards
Constantinopla. Now if the Czar succeeds
in making himself paramount in the United
Bulgaria and Roumelia, lie will have captured the Balkans, Turkey's defence, and be
almost under the walls of Constantinople.
In the last Turco-Russian war the Balkans
But when
gave the Russians great trouble.
they are once passed, the way to the Ilellesport is shot and easy.

lion and

half of men who are gradually entering every department of skilled and unskilled labor. These men are paid less than
Norther» men who do the saine work, and
as they are practieally deprived of the ballot and therefore have no voice in making
the laws tbey are utterly powerless to compel a fair «numeration for their labor.
Thus the laborer of the North is threatened
with disastrous competition with the underpaid laborer of the South, which must eithhiin out of employment or reduce
er drive
his wages to the level of those of his defenceless competitors.
Mr. Blaine's review of the administration's
cour«o in tho fishery trouble and its procecedure in the case of Cutting is calm and
dispassionate. If in the one case it leads up
to the conclusion that tho administration has
been pusillanimous, while in the other it
shows that our government has been haughty
and overbearing, it is simply because the
facts inevitably tend to those conclusions.
Mr. Blaine's striking presentation of the
effect of the third party movement will arrest the attention of all sincere temperance
cause
them to pause before
men, and
committing an act which, if it has any effect
at all, can only weaken the policy which
There can be
they have so much at heart.
no greater injury inflicted upon the cause of
prohibitien than to commit it to a party
which is hostile to it, as the Democratic
party proclaims that it is today.
"Some books," said Lord Bacon, "are to
be tasted, others to be swallowed, and some
few to be chewed and digested." The remark U equally applicable to speeches. The
most of them will hardly repay a second
reading. Mr. Blaine's is ar exception. It
should be read and re-read. It ehould be
"chewed and digested."

—

■*£>ai«ariscotta, Friday, Sept. lo·
HON. EUGENE HALE will speak as follows :
Dover, Wednesday, August 25.
Pittsfield, Thursday, August 26.
Winterport, Friday, August 27.
Orono, Saturday, August 28.
North Vassalboro, Monday, August 30.
Hichmond. Tuesday, August 31.
Mechanic Falls, Wednesday. September 1.
Bridgton, Thursday, September 2.
Saco, Friday, September 3.

Freeport, Saturday, September

nnnpr

4.

FBYE will speak as follows:
Washington County Convention, Machias, Wednesday afternoon, August 25.
Rockland. Thursday. August 26,
Richmond, Friday, August 27.
Booth bay, Saturday afternoon, August 28.
Auburn. Monday, August 30.
Canton, Tuesday afternoon. August 31.
Bethel. Wednesday, September 1.
Winthrop, Thursday, Sept. 2.
Waterviue, Friday, Sept. 3.
Belfast, Saturday, Sept. 4.
North Anson, Monday, Sept. 0.
Buxton, Center, Tuesday, Sept. 7.
Limerick, Wednesday, Sept. 8.

MILLIKEN will speak at
Harmony, Wednesday, August 25.
Athens, Thursday afternoon, August 26.
Cornville, Thursday evening, August 20.
East Madison, Friday, August 27.
Canaan, Saturday afternoon, August 28.
Oakland, Monday, August 30.
Belgrade Depot. Tuesday, August 31.
Outer Sidney. Wednesday afternoon, Sept. 1.
Mt. Vernon, Thursday afternoon, Sept. 2.
H alio well, Friday, Sept. 3.
South China, Saturday, Sept. 4.
HON. S. L.

HON. It. G. HORR, of Michigan, will speak

as

follows:

Biddeford, Saturday evening, August 28.
Τortland, Monday evening, August 30.

Bath, Tuesday evening, August 31.
Gardiner, Wednesday'evening, Sept. 1.
Bucksport, Friday evening. Sejpt. 3.
Ellsworth, Saturday evening, Sept. 4.
GIBSON will speak at
Dexter, August 28.
Oldtown, August 30.
Houlton, Tuesday, Aug. 31.
Dover, Thursday, Sept. 2.
Skowhegan, Friday, Sept. 3.
Unity, Saturday, Sept 4.
Etna. Monday, Sept. 6.
Farmington, Wednesday, Sept. 8.
Damariscotta, Friday, Sept. 10.
IION. WM.

GEORGE B. LOItlNG will speak

as

fol-

Guilford, Wednesday, August 25.
Brown ville, Thursday, August 26.
Sebec, Friday, August 27.

Dover, Saturday, August 28.

HON. NELSON DINGLEY, JR., will speak at
Warren, Wednesday, August 25.
Rockland, Thursday, August 26.
Lewiston, Friday, August 27.
Booth bay, Saturday,
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fishing towns of Nova Scotia:
Fish, our staple, are coming in in the usually
large quantities. What is to be done with them?

IION. Wm.P.

HON.
lows:

The reports of suffering among the Provincial fishermen, which were brought by the
naval officers who visited their waters, are
confirmed by complaints which are beginning to appear in Provincial papers. The
hardships of the situation have made the
people very bitter toward» tho i>ominHPIl
government, and theories for a separation of
the Maritime Provinces are louder even than
during the excitement of the Nova Scotia
elections. Complaints are made that the
cruisers do not protect, and that the enforcement of the regulations of the treaty of 1818
are ineffectual. This is what a correspondent of the Halifax Chronicle sends to that

BLAINE'S

August 28.

Hiram, Mondajy, August
Fryeburg, Tuesday, August 31.
Livermore Falls, ïriday, Sept. 3.
Auburn, Saturday, Sept. 4.
Bowdoinham. Monday Sept. 6,
Mcchauic Falls, Tuesday, Sept. 7.
Oxford, Wednesday. Sept. 8.
South Paris, Thursday, Sept. 9.
30.

Markets down abroad to the lowest no tch, and 110
of improvement; the United States marprospect
ket cut. off, the result of our government following
a policy as undignified as it is weak ; and what is
the most calamitous of all is that the great Canadian and Nortnweat markets, that were to open
up to us and receive our products of the sea. have
as yet welcomed from us nothing but the fisherman's hard-earned money. No trade there. No
exchange of fish for their commodities. We
have tried it, and know whereof we speak. * « *
Away with the doctrine that we are benefitted by
the union. Our pockets repudiate such false teachinc. And, with such a state of affairs as this, with
no immediate signs of improvement, the great
question seems to be, "What are we going to do
about it?
To answer tliis question satisfactorily would, we think, uo credit to the
wisdom
of
a
Soloman.
This,
however,
we do know, that unless business, as it relates to
the fisheries, improves shortly there will be a
class of people in this province this winter that
will require help other than that which their own
hands provide.
Where are the cutters? "What are they doing?
are questions often heard and easily asked, but
not to easily answered. * * * That the Americans catch fish within the three mile limit is true.
That they buy supplies in the province is a fact.
That they ship inen and purchase bait in provincial ports is undoubted. That no seizures for violation of the ireaty have been made (with the exception of the doubtful detention of the Adams
and Doughty), the Shelburne seizures not being
made for non conformance with the treaty, but
for some petty customs trouble, is also true.

The extent to which Americans purchase
Bait and supplies is undoubtedly exaggerated, as a considerable part of the business depression in Nova Scotia and the neighboring
islands is said to be due to the regulations
denying commercial intercouse with our
fishermen. But that there is great gloom
among the Provincial fishing communities is
an undoubted fact. This is shown incidentally by a letter which an inhabitant of Deer
Island, Ν. B., sends to the Eastport Standard. The object of the letter is to show the
extortionate conduct of J. D. Bonnes, the
Canadian special customs officer who has
made himself so notorious by his seizure of
small fishing boats; but more interesting
than the storj of Bonnes's deeds is the reference to the condition of the fishermen :
It is a well known fact that the fisheries in the
islands of Charlotte county have this year been almost a total failure, and as a result, a great part
of the inhabitants are forced to live 011 very small
pittances. It is also well known that the inhabitants of these islands are dependent on Eastport
for a market, and if out of their small earnings
they arc compelled to pay a duty ef from 25 to
35 per cent. 011 all
made there, starvation must ensue. Why Mr. Editor, do you realize the faet that many of our men with families
to support are living on from §100 to $150 per
year? And yet, knowing such to be the case, J.
1>. Bonnes, like a savage freebooter, swoops
down on these islands and
many of the
inhabitants to contribute to his ill-gotten gai is.

purchases

compels

HON. SOLON CHASE will speak as follows:
Brewer, Wednesday, Aug. 25.
Hermou Corner, Thursday, Aug. 26.
Levant,jFriday, August 27.
Glenburn, Saturday, August 28.
GEN. JAMES A. HALL will speak as follows:
Springvale, Thursday evening, August 26.
North Lebanon, Friday, August 27.
West Buxton, Saturday evening, August 28.
HON. T. B. REED will speak at
North Berwick. Wednesday, August 25.
Richmond, Friday, August 27.
Kennebunkport, Monday, August 30.
Berwick, Tuesday, August 31,

Cornish, Wednesday, Sept.

1.

HON. JOHN L. SWIFT will speak as follows:
ftolon, Wednesday Ρ· M., August 25.
^£;nithfield, Thursday, August 2<».
■^iouth Norridgewock, Friday. August 27.
Fairfield Centre, Saturday, August 28.
Canton, Tuesday P. M., Augusi 31.
Bethel, Wednesday P. M.. Sept. 1.
HON. JOHN L. STEVENS will speak as follow?:
Read/leld, Thursday evening, August 26.
Fayette Corner, Friday evening, August 27.
Manchester. Friday, Sept. 3.

Riverside, Monday, Sept.

0.

MK. W. F. MARSTON will speak as follows:
Readlteld, Thursday evening. August 26.
Fayetlo Corner, Friday evening, August 27.
East Plttston, Aeademy, Wednesday.
Sept. 1.
West Gardiner, Union
Church, Thursday, Sept. 2.
Manchester, Friday, Sept, 3.
Belgrade Mills, Saturday, 8ept. 4.
Riverside, Monday, Sept. 6.
ORVILLE D. BAKER will speak as follows:
North New Portland, Monday,
Aug. 30.
Madison. Tuesday, Aug. 31.
Monmouth, Wednesday, Sept. 1.
Bowdoinham, Thursday, Sept. 2.
Clinton, Friday, Sept. 3.

HON. A. W. TENNEY will speak as follows:

Klttery. Wednesday, Sept. 1.
Berwick, Thursday, Sept.
Kennebunk, Friday, Sept. 3.

South

2.

HON. C. A. BOUTELLE will speak at
Mills, Wednesday, August 20.
Smyrna Mills, Thursday, August 2?
Bridgewater, Friday, August 27.
Sherman

Spragua's Mills, Saturday, August 28.
Houlton, Tuesday afternoon, August 31.
Calais, Wednesday, September 1.
Pembroke, Thursday, September 2.
Ma^hias, Friday, September 3.
Etna Grove, Monday afternoon, September

6.

HON. HENRY W. BLAIR of New Hampshire
speak at
South Berwick, Wednesday, September 1.
South Waterboro, Thursday, September 2.
Buxton Centre, Friday, September 3.

will

COL. H. H. BURBANKof Saco will speak at

Springvale, Thursday, August 20.
North Lebanon, Friday, August 27.
West Buxton, Saturday, Auaust 2H.

Milwaukee was much praised for the
prompt punishment she meted out to her
Anarchists ; but the exploits ot the editor of
the Anarchist paper in that city shows that
their punishments were none too severe.
The Mexicans have not only released Cuttins but are talking of calling on their laws
to keep liim out of the country. JJut the fellow's own inclination will no doubt
keep
him on the north side of the Rio Grande in
future.
The Halifax papers deny that the
government lias taken the captain of the Terror "in
but
that
say
hand,"
they have been investigating his conduct. They evidently think
that taking "in hand" is equivalent to hanging or imprisonment.
The extent of the Russian
Empire may be
appreciated when we read the same morning
of
her
complaints
injustice from Europe and
from the farthest co*tines of China. While

she
intriguing against Alexander, her
agents were also reconnoitering a far oiï
Asiatic port.
was

ParneU's amendment to the address to the
Queen is reasonable and mauly. The Irish
are not likely to be able to
pay their rents in
full during the coming winter; but they
•want no government charity. They merely
ask what they have a right to a 1:, the abatement of rents unjustly high. Hut it seems
to be Churchill's plan to save the landlords'
rent at the expense of the nation's pocket.

While it is not at all unusual for fishing
3ommunities to suffer periods of hardship
m account of the scarcity of fish
or the inclemency of the season, there is reason to believe that the discomforts of this year are
largely attributable to the strained relations
existing between this country and the Dominion of Canada.
The complaints of our
fishermen, on the other hand, have not been
of commercial depression, but of unreasonaable harassment by the rigid enforcement of
customs laws.
Such reports of the misfortunes of this
neighboring people, aside from the sympathy which they excite, show that Secretary
Bayard holds the winning cards in the dip.
Lomatic game which he has more than once
seemed anxious to give up to the British

ministry.
WÎR. BLAINE'S SPEECH.
Mr. Blaine's speech at Sebago Lake yesterday was remarkable for its clearness of
itatement, its quiet force and its dignity. It
ippealed to the reason and was based on the
lolid foundation of facts and figures. Mr.
tilainc has made a good many admirable
ipeeches, but it may be doubted if he has
iver delivered one which in all respects was
io admirable as this.
It has been alleged that there are now no
jsues dividing the great parties. Mr. Blaine
showed that this allegation was erroneous.
The Republican and Democratic parties differed radically upon a question of vital interest to every citizen of the United States
who lived by labor. The Democratic party
was subslantially a unit in favor of free
trade, while the Republican party advocated
with practical unanimity the doctrine of protection to American industries. The vote on
th(j»MorrisojjJ»ill showed this conclusively.
Nothing could be more striking than the
facts and figures marshalled by Mr. Blaine
;o show the prosperity the country had
injoyed under the protective tariff estabished by the Republican party in 18G2
vhich the Democracy aie now endeavoring
The theories of the free
;o break down.
rade doctrinaires are confounded by these
'acts, which arc indisputable and in full
'iew of everybody who will take the trouble
In 18G0 before the protecto look at them.
tive system was inaugurated the total depos,ts in the Maine Savings banks were one and
jne half millions, today they are thirty-six
millions, more than twenty times as much,
though the population has increased hut
ilightly. In the New England States and
S'ew York. New Jersey and Pennsylvania,
η the same period the deposits in
the Savngs banks have increased over 800 per cent,
vliile the population has increased but 35
>er cent., and in the same time manufacuring industries have been developed in
)hio, Indiana, Illinois, Michigan and Iowa
quai to all that were in existence in the

ountry at the time of Mr. Lincoln's inaugur-tion. These are facts that cannot be gain,
aid, and thev form a most complete reflation of the Democratic assertion that
irotection has impoverished the peeple. On
he contrary they show that under that peliy inaugurated by the Republicans in 18C1
he country has grown rich at u rate uuaralleled in history.
Mr. Blaine's treatment of the labor troub;s is entirely free from demagoguery. lie
oes not claim to know of any specific that
rill cure them. He expresses surprise, howver, that labor organizations have so far
verlooked the advantages of the protective
:iriff. He very pertinently asks how the laoring men of this country expect to keep
ρ their wages if the tariff be taken off and
be products of underpaid foreign labor be
rought into competition with their owu.
Perhaps the most striking portion of the
peech is that wherein he points out the danhis
er that threatens the laboring man at
ery door—a danger so near that the laborer
as not observed it. In the South are a mil-
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offering the balance
and Children's

Youth's

Special Clearance Sale

prices that must clear my counters

at

manufacture.

opportunity to secure

Now is your

partment.

180 MIDDLE 182,

NEAR CORNER OF EXCHANGE STREET.

STRENGTH IN INDIANA.

A subscriber for the campaign Kennebec
a citizen of
Indiana, says in his
I ani a
letter: "I want Blaine's speeches.
I know of sixty
Blaine man all the time.
Irishmen in this county who would have
voted for Blaine in '84 but for the K. R. K.
game. They cannot be caught that way
again. If Blaine is nominated in'88 he will
carry Indiana.

DR. C. M. TALBOT,

preserved by

FOB BAYARD.

HAD

New Orleans States.

Was ever there a more lame and impotent
conclusion ? It is almost impossible to realize the situation, to realize that the American secretary of state made
the official repun

οι

ίο wis oenaie 01 me

August au,

Cannot be made by medicines, or the skill of physicians ; font the old ones
can be strengthened and

unn-

the

use

DENTIST,

of

ARCHITECT,

Adanison's

FIRST NATIONAL BANK BUILDING, ROOM 28 1-2.
Artistic low

specialty.

price houses and seaside cottages
augl8eod2m

Book, Card
—

for Coughs,
Colds, Asthma, and all diseases of the lungs.
Price, 35 and 75 Gents.
a sure

cure

-StllVTJBRS'

97

deod&weownrmlyC

novlleodtf

tended to.

Wholesale aud ltetail Dealers in

STOVES, TEV WARE
—

NNANCUI,.

Railway Bonds

always on

a

hand.

specialty. Choice Investments
Orders executed for cash or on

margin.

Interest allowed on deposits.
Correspondenee
nvited.
45 Wall Street. New Vork.
apGdem

Wm»MY& JIOIILTiT

BANKERS
Cor. Middle and Exchange

Street.

For "worn-out," 14run-down," debilitated
school teachers, milliners, seamstresses, housekeepers, and over-worked women generally,
Dr. Pierce's Favorite Prescription "is the best
of all restorative tonics. It is not a Cure-all,"
but admirably fulfills a singleness of purpose,
being· a most potent Specific for all those
Chronic Weaknesses and Diseases peculiar to
It is a powerful, gen ral as well as
women.
uterine, tonic ana nervine, and imparts vigor
and strength to the whole system. It promptly
cures wealcnees of stomach, indigestion, bloating, weak back, nervous prostration, debility
nnd sleeplessness, in either sex. Favorite Prescription is sold by druggists under our positive guarantee. See wrapper around bottle.
Price $1.00, or six bottles for $5.00.
A large treatise on Diseases of Women, proplates and nufusely illustrated with colored
merous wood-cuts, sent for 10 cents in stamps.
Address, Worth's Dispensary Medical
Association, 063 Main Street, Buffalo, Ν. Y.

WE

'i^wnj n;

liOrk Ilox

MABEN,

Β.

Pres't and Man'r,
Minneapolis Minnesota.

392,

Real Estate Mortgage Securities.
I am seuding First Mortgages on real estate
to eastern parties, netting then seven per cent,
semi-anper annum, with the interest
uunlly. I loan only one-third of the value of the
security, and attend to all collections of both interest and principal. The mortgages are in the
form of Bonds with interest coupons attached.
with parties and
I will be pleased to
Address,
give full particulars.
S. II. BITRIVHAM, Iiiucolu, IVeb.

[

Seven per

Mortgage Coupon

Fimt

ceut.

and

Bonds,

THE AMERICAN INVESTMENT CO.
Debenture JRondti,

Six Per Cent

AND

—

—

SEVEN PER CENT. GUARANTEED MORTGAGES,
—

FOlt

BALK

BY

Uiiia Mutual

Paid

Capital
Company, $500,000.00.

(>old..«s
4s

each

which has had thirty-six years' experience,

Death losses paid,
Endowments paid,
Snrrendered policies,
Dividends,
A

STREET, Portland.
*anldt.f

More
by tlie Showalter Mongagc Co.
than fifty Savings Banks in :New Hampshire
Vermont and Rhode Island, «?-lso Insurance
Companies, Societies and Individuals are
investing in this class of snv.nties. Call or
address Tor illustrated pampldet,

JOHN M. FREEMAN, Agent.
NO. 11 EXCHANGE ST.. PORTLAND, ME.
dGm*

:nar6

ESTABLISHED 1854.

H.M.PAYSON&CO.
Rankers I Brokers,
Investment

Bought
32

$8,301,1)20.4?
3,374,402.00
5,047,970.22
4,208,862.35

TOTAL·
of nearly

STEPHEN

<§ibol"-; Job

PAYMENT to

SHOWING
Policy-holders
millions
lars, equal to
Twenty-two

Securitie
and Sold.

EXCHWGE

It is one of the best medicines
tlint we have used. Any one suffering; with cold s sore lungs, sore
throat, indigestion, cholera morbus, teeth ache, neuralgia, rheumatism, sprains or weak eyes will
find this to be a safe and sure remedy, We speak from experience,
being cognizant of its use for the
various diseases named. It saved
my wife's life in an attack of
pneumonia. We feel it a duty to
say this for the benefit of others.
We know of many of the best citizens of I'oriiaud who will indorse every word and more than
we have said in its praise.

THE

POLICY CONTRACT is plain and
definite in all its terms and no chance for

ITS

misconception.
POLICIES ARE
IΝ C Ο NTESTABLΕ
After three years for any cause except fraud.

ITS

CLAIMS, WITHOUT

immediately

soon

as

the

as

ISSUES POLICIES

ITplans.

on

approved

all

Company are
AGE, EXPERIENCE, STRONG FINANCIAL CONDITION. LARGE SURPLUS. EQU1T
ABLE and ATTRACTIVE PLANS, and conser
vative management.

THE

ADVANTAGES of «hi»

Call or send to
of its plans.

any Agency Office

for

a

circular

JOHN K. De WITT, President.
HENRY D. SMITH, Secretary.
ARTHUR L. BATES, Ass't Secretary.
THOMAS A. FOSTER, M. D., Medical Director.
JOSIAIIII. DRUMMOND, Counsel.

JAMES

EDITOR OF EXPRESS,
Poitlitu*!, Mf.

:

Baker's Great American Specific, the infallible
for all pains (internal or external) cuts, burns,
bruises, sprains, soreness of limbs, rheumatism,
neuralgia, toothache, and other household ills, is
sold by all dealers. Price 50c. Maurice Baker &
au24eodtf
Co., Prop'rs, Portland, Me.

cure

for tvie Original S3 Shoe.
yenzr ïetaîl
Bewavoof Imitations.
None Genuine unless bearing this Stamp·
—

JAMES MEANS* $3 SHOE.

Made in Button, CongTess and Lace. Best Calf
Skin. Unexcelled in Durability, Comfort and Appearance. A postal card sent to
us will bring you informa■"—how to get this Shoo la
State or Territory.

J. Means & Co.,
41 Lincoln St.,

SÎNK1NSON,

Boston, Mass.

MANAGER FOIt CITY AGENCY.

eodtf

tnar2f

GREENWOOD GARDEN OPERA HOUSE.
TOWN

MIKADO!
THURSDAY, FRIDAY and SATURDAY

Billy Taylor!

Boats, Franklin Wharf. Round
aug23dtf
trip, including Garden. 25 cents.
Take Star Line

FOREST CITY PAVILION.

Nucci-pm! Hurcem! NtiimtinQ room only, dieplnyrd nightly!
ffECK CiOMMBWCIWe ALU. Ιβ.
Positively the last appearance of the great Californien comedian JOIIN Ει I>C'F and Ms talented comedy company, consisting of recognized artists ;

also'between

NOTICE

and WEDNESDAY

the acts

a

big

VABIETI
miss it!"

Ol-IO. The Event! "Don't
Round trip tickets on Forest City steamers, admit
dtf
ting to Pavilion only 20 cent?.
auglC

To the

OF

OF

DEE RING.

Honorabte Board of Selectmen of the Town

of Deering.
Portland ICatlroad Company, which was
first incorporated by tlie Legislature of tins
State under the name ol the Portland and Forest
1 venue Railroad Company, respectfully petitions
■our Honorable Body for à renewal of the location
>f tlie route of its railroad as now operated within
lie limits of the Town of Deering, for the term of
ifty years, as authorized by the provisions of secion one of chapter four hundred and fifty-seven
■f tlie private laws of 1800, as amended by diaper jiinetv-one of the private laws of 1801.
Portland railroad company,
IΓ J. Ι,ιββυ, President.
Portland, July 10,1880.

ΓΗΕ

the
per-

hereby given that a hearing
foregoing petition will be given to all
interested, at the office of the Selectmen m
leering, Maine, on Monday tlie sixth day of Sepember, A. D, 188(5, at ten o'clock lu the forenoon.
SOLOMON STUART,
) Selectmen
of
ALFRED R. HUSTON, !
GEORUE H. CROCKER,) Deering.
Deermg, Aug. 10,1880. aul0,17,24,31&sep0
OTICE is

ons

on

Vulgarity :
"THE El'RKKAN." the leading Colored VoMASTKB WILLIE
calists of America.
IIKOFFT, the greatest living Boy Violinist.
The little wonders CO Κ A »«d K1TIK. in
in Ml*
lightning changes and Character Songs.
JIAV Ε. H»II. Prima Comet Virtuoso. MM"
ANNIE W. FIOI1. Prima Contralto and leading Pianist. PROF. E. H. H BI.OSIIJ, Club
Swinger. TH«N. ». UVl'TKEV, in Humorous Dialect Headings and Character Songs. -TIKS.
HELEN !.. ηοΐ'ΤΛΕϊ. in beautiful Concert
Vocal Selections. Also

CHANDLER'S

Complete Orchestra of First-

Fall and

Class Musicians !

BASE BALL

Friday & Saturday, Anç. 27, 28.

FRIDAY, LADIEM' DAY.
ΙΙΑνΕΚΙΙΙΜ.Μ, Tuesday and Wcdae··
day, Aug. .31 and Mept. 1·

CHEAP EXCURSION
These lines should'all appear equally black to a normal eye. Persons to whom the ,above lines do
not appear equally black at live or ten feet, have a visual imperfection which commou: spectacles will
This
not improve. They must have special lenses ground to correct the deformity oft their corneas.
defect is called ASTIGMATISM. ·Μ1«6»·άθ* -SLJfflear.C".:

LIEBIG COMPANY'S

Liebig's

MEAT. To be liail of all storekeepers
Grocers aud Chemists. Sole Agents for tli
United States (wholesale only) C. David Λ
Co., U Kenchurcli Avenue, London. England.
juu2e
dlawly.S
OF

Wanted.
i MAN to take an office and represent a niantiL ut'acturer : §50 per week ; small capital relulred. Address, with stamp, BOX 70, West Aeon, Mass.
au20dla\vS4t

A2ÎD

—

cents.

Maine State Prison !

50

I AXiSOO ΑΛ·ΒΒ3ΒΒΒ·ϋΟ)

—

VIA THR

—

M. C. R. R. and K. & L. R. R.
on

—

—FROM—

PEBBLE SPECTACLES for $1.50 each.

PEBBLE EYE GLASSES for $1.50 each.

Never become Scratched, and more durable than Glass.

Always cool.

A Large Variety of Go'd ! Spectacles and Eje Glasses, best quality, at $4.00, $5.00 and $6.00

BABIES.

scribed by

Congress

ugC

physician.

a

eo

tf
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question

LIQUID

Ml'RDOCR
my22

FOOD

DR. F. Ε.
after

absense of

an

PORTLAND

one

Portland, Me.

year returns to

FOR A FEW
taking

WEEKS,

rooms at the

fOIVCREMM
DUHAIVT
HOUSE
HT.,
wliere lie will receive patients between the hours
of Ο to 1£ n. »i.. !£ lo 4 an<l 7 to Η p. in.
CONMVIiTATlON Fit Et Κ. He would wish
the public to know that the following testimonial
in quescame to him unsolicited·and the
tion was under his treatineut but three weeks.
Portland Me., August 12th, 188G.
We, the undersigned, Charles Π. Brewer, and
Emily .1. Brewer, wife of said Charles H., residing
at No. 92 Paris St., in said Portland believing it to
be but an act of justice, and in gratitude to Dr.
the following
F. E. Baxter, desire to make
facts.
Our daughter Lillian Brewer, now about
eighteen years ot age suffered from her birth with
a scrofulous affection of the throat and tongue,
causing her for a large part of her life the most incredible suffering; lier tongue being at one time
so swollen as to measure 8 inches in circumference
outside of her lips. Many eminent physicians and
surgeons, both in Portland and in Massachusetts
pronounced her case incurable; others said that
help was possible they thought, but none was ever
rendered ner until Dr. Baxter came to this city in
the fall of 1884, and our (laughter became one of
his first patients in this city. By his skill she is
now|cured,«md it is within our personal knowledge
that he has wrought other most remarkable cures
and we shall be pleased to give all information to
parents and others who have children or friends
suffering. Any question asked of us by letter will
be promptly answered. Vfe are grateful to the
man who cured our suffering child, and we desire
that others may have the advantage of the skill
that did so much for us and ours.
CJIAKLES H. BREWEB.
EMILY J. BBEWEJt.
aug20dlw*

patient

public

Ai« Cw·
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II. H. lUCKhii,
anlS

Wholesale Agent, Portland.
M W&S 13 vv

Saturday Excursions
—

Ever since the opening of our'Business in Portland, whenever we had an article
of real merit we haye always called the attention of the Buying Public to it, We
now have an offer to make, and it will hold good only while this special lot lasts.

It is this

due July 1,1880

on First Mortage
Co.. will lie paid by

O.
Bonds
C10UPONS
SAMUEL J. ANDERSON Receiver,
/

of P. &

tion at tils office in

R. R.

Portland.

tiei|>iu&
..-jHipv-r Ad ver·
■·'■■!* Agency of Meeoa.
.·■

•i^NÂVE=X

on presenta
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RUMFORD FALLS
—

AND

—

4fVra

2000 TARDS GENUINE BOXBURY TAPESTRY CARPET, All one Pattern,
which we shall sell for just 90c. per yard. Now, housekeepers, you all know the
quality, you all know that the ltoxbury Tapestries are the best Tapestries woven
in the country ; and many of you know that it is the only Tapestry Carpet which
has 2 black stripes on each side running1 along the hack. This is the Boxbury
Trade mark, so you can see there is no deception. Write for Samples at once.
Also we shall offer a lot of nure ALL-WOOL CABPETS at from 55c. to 7ôc.,
which will never be surpassed for quality and style.
Our Carpet Booms are now all full, and no such stock has ever been shown outside of the largest Carpet stores in New York and Boston. We shall also offer for
a few days some Choice Lowell Body Brussels at 1.2S.
But order at once if you
wish to take advantage of this unheard of figure.

Chamber Sets,
Parlor Suits,
Stoves and

DIXFIELD.I
llound

Trip Tickets only

4.50!
Tlie U. F. <!t II. rfailroad Co. has arranged for three

Saturday Excursions,

Aug. 21, 28 and Sept. 4, '86.

Leaving Portland on Saturday at 9.30 a. m. via
Grand Trunk
arriving in Canton 12.00
foi dinner: thence by Taluter's
noon;
Mountain Wagons .pthe West bank of the Anat East
droscoggin rivei, crossing the tope
Kumford above the Falls; spending about two
hours at the Falls: thence down the East bank of
the river through Mexico, to Dixtteld; and soend·
log Sunday at that beautiful village: good accommodations can be secured at the National House
for #2.00 per duy.
wagons will leave
Dixneld at 7.0J a. »o. ; driving down the East bank
of the river; cnss.ng the bridge at Gilbertville,
and connecting with the regular passenger train
Ktund
due in Portland 12.05 p.m. that
Trip Excurnioa Ticket» from Horilnnd lo
Itiiiift'orri I'iiIU and Krlurii *
which
will be good only according to the above schedule.
To prevent overcrowding stage and hotel, the number of tickets for each excursion will be limited;
for as early as the
therefore tickets must be
preceeding Friday ; and, with other Information,
are to be obtained only at the R. F. & B. Railroad
This
Co'e office, 34 Exchange Street, Portland.
offers a rare opportunity to take a ride up the
beautiful valley of the Androscoggin river, and to
view that wonderful undeveloped water power—
L. L. LINCOLN, Supt.
Rumford Falls.
It. C. BRADFORD, Trcas. and G. X. A.

Railway,
stopping

ferry

Ranges.

Our full line of Parlor Stoves will be in in a few days. Write for cuts and
Prices, and please remember that we are the largest distributors of Household
Goods from our three stores now in the United States, buying in such enormous
quantities enables us to sell lower than small distributors.
Don't forget the Roxbury Tapestry Carpet at 90 cents per yard. It was never
before offered at this price.

Monday,the

day.

applied

B. A. ATKINSON & CO.
MANAGER.

Grocers and Packers

PRIVATE SCHOOL,

STEEL EDGE SCOOP
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MISS
ber Kith, h««r ttchool for Υ
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LIGHT, DURABLE AM CHEAP.

P. & 0. R. R. COUPONS.

Yarmouth: Freeport $1.25; Brunswick $1.00:
Lewiston, Lisbon and Lisbon Falls $1.25 ; Augus*
Uallowell, Gardiner and Richmond $1.50:
PAYSON TUCKER,
Bowdoinham $1.25.
Gen l Manager.
F. Ε. BOOTHBAY,
G. P. Α., M. C. R. R.
aug25d4t

Exchange

eodly
I.Λ I>I ::s. Enamel yonr
Ranges twice a vear, tops
once a week ami yon have
the flnest-polislied stove in
jthe world. For sale bv all
Urocers and Stove Dealers.

—

Members of the Board of Trade and of the Mercan obtain tickets for themchants
selves and their ladies at the Merchants Exchange
at
each,which will include steamboat fares
both ways.
Steamer Gordon will leave Custom House wharf
at 10.20 a. m. and 12,30 p.m. Returning, leave
Jenks' Landing at 4.20 p. in.

Ei;ôT0N.MAS3·
tf'jmON MR*·

eb24

—

SATURDAY, AUG. 28, AT 2 P. M.

auglO

AND

wish.
Trains
Regular trains leaving Portland at
6.45 a. m. ; Brunswick 7.45 : Lewiston 6.50 ; Augusta 6.15 ; Gardiner 6.32 ; Richmond 6.57 ; Re·
turning Leave Rockland 1.20 p.m.; and by
Special Train at 3.00 p. m. : Thomaston 1.30 and
Passengers for Portland and Kreeport
3.15;.
must return at 1.20 p. m.
Ticket* for the ltound trip, Including Admittance to the Prison, only $1.50 from Portland and

AT «REIT CHEBEAGUE

Corneer Pearl and Middle Streets, Portland.

—

Way Stations.

GUM BAKE AND DINNER

ISAAC C. ATKINSON,

IW MORCAN
4JLAHG-BQ5T0H

and

Special Arraugemenu have been made with
the Warden for the Excursion, so that Every Department of the Frison can be visited by all who

BOARD OF TRADE.

Boston.
CO., SM&Wtf

BAXTER,

Portland, Lewiston, Augusta

ta,

often asked—how does Murdock's
Liquid Food compare with other Foods and Tonics? We refer to the State Inspector of Foods for
Massachusetts in his annual report for 1886.
Murdock's Liquid Food contains 14.10 per cent,
of albumen ; all the other foods do not contain
any. Common food does not contain over one per
«ent. that is available.
It contains less organic matter than common
food, and common food contains 16.85 ; the other
preparations from 22.62 to 60.50 per cent.
It contains 0.42 of ash, which is indigestible
matter. The others contain from 3.30 to 23.74
per cent.
In alcoholic extracts 1*97· The other preparations are all TONICS, as they contain from
20.13 to 56.13 per cent.
These facts sliow why Murdock's Liquid Food
excels all other foods and preparations i η making
new blood and cleansing the system of disease.
The

aoh.

GEORGlT C7 FRYE,
Corner
and Franklin Streets.

Remember that with feeble infants who do not
thrive 011 their mother's milk or the best prepared
foods in the market,WE REQUEST NO C&ANGE
OF FOOD, but add 5 or more drops four times
daily of Murdock's Liquid Food, and you will find
that their lost or needed vitality will ue restored
to them in less than thirty days.
Not a case of Cholera Infantum known where
Murdock's Liquid Food has been used, nor a death
from Cholera Infantum where it has been pre-

guaran-

EXTRACT

—

THOMAS* ROCKLAND,
—

Spectaclesifor:25lcents. SEye!glassesIfoh25

το

—

SATURDAY, AUG. 28,

OF MEAT. An invaluable tonic. "Is a success
and boon for which nations should feel grateful."—See "Medical Press," "Lancet" &c.

offer the article with Baron

o'clock,
d3t

—

LIEBIG COMPANY'S EXTRACT

tee^ genuineness.

Game called at 3

Admission 25 cents.
au25

"oickihjom"

eod&w3m33

Genuine ouly with the fac-simile of Baron Lie.
big's Siguature in Blue Ink across the LabelThe title "Baron Liebig" and photograph
having been largely used by dealers with no
connection with Baron Liebig, the public are
informed that the Liebig Company alone can

UKOUNBS.

BROCKTONS K. PORTLANDS,

FULULINEÎORCENUINE PEBBLES.

CARL ZERHAHN

HEARING.

Fua, and Pie·

PORTLAND

m

OF MEAT.

WILKINSONS COMIC OPERA COMPANY.

Thursday Sight, This Week, Aug. 26.

Proceeds to help defray expenses of Free TemFree meetings
perance Meetings already held.
every night this week, except Thursday.
d3t
aug24

500

Fluest and Cheapest Meat Flavoring Stock for Soups, Made Dishes aud
Sauces. Annual sale 8.000,000 jars.

request of the public, commencing
Monday, Aiigiimt 23,

THOS. N. DOUTNEY

Children
Ailiuiiiiou, with Seel, £3 cents.
15 crnlN. Rmrred Chair* IO real*
extra. No half price to chairs.

LIEB1G COMPANY'S EXTRACT

At the earnest

MONDAY, TUESDAY

a large assortment and arc prepared to adjust Hie same
upon scientific principles. We use NACIIET'S TRIAI. CASE, together
with the OPTHAEMOSCOPIC TEST LENSE, combining the best
methods known for detecting all optical defects of the eye and determining the lenses needed for their correction.

[Operations annually.

sands who
tusfc them.
augl6

—

IttB. AND J1HS.

We have

With what we have been and are doing
we «hall be able, in our new Free Hospital
that we are now building corner of Hunt·
iugton Avenue and Camden street, to perform iu the Surgical half of the Hospital,

•This shoe stands higher In the estimation of
ΤFearer* than any other lu the world. Thouwear it will tell you the reason if you

ST.
eodtf

jy28

SPECTACLES.
EYE CLASSES.

A tablespoonful four times a day will make 10
rounds new blood monthly, and the system con24 to 28 pounds.
SHOWING HOW EASY IT IS RENEWED
AND HOW NECESSARY WHEN DISEASED.

r's Gre

IT

proofs are complete aud satisfactory, and without
waiting go, 90, or any number of days.

Manager,
dtl

auc24

tains

ITS

PAYS DEATH

BERRY,
(qoaxL ffiwUe

dol-

ASSETS ARE SO,I
17.15, while
its Liabilities are only $5,413,416.74.

IT DISCOUNT,

<md

Mo. 87 Plus Street.

of

UNION MUTUAL, recognizing its mutuality, is the most liberal company in its
dealings with its policy-holders.

PER CENT RONDS GUARANTEE!»

1

RECORD IS

6s & 4s
Bath
Maine Central. .7s & 6s
P. & Ο. Κ. Κ—6s

eodtf

8HURTLEFF,

AHETAS

\o. 194 'IE»i)!iE
.Innuarv 1.18*4.

FIRST NATIONAL BANK BUILDING,
ΡΟΚΤΧΑΛΌ, ME.
eodSm
jeie

COMPANY,

IS Σ

33 Ο
tf s A 4s

Solicitor of Patents,
associated with Wilbur F. JLuut, Counsellor at
Law and in Patent Cases,

IS A

HOME

eodSm

S7W. BATES,

1848,

HAS THEREFORE A SURPLUS of
Nearly $400,000 according to the Massachusetts standard, and of over $ 700,000 by
the New York standard.

marl 2

Rockland
No. .Pacific
Anson

1 IV

ORGANIZED

JTIE.

TO

—

I'ROUHA.tl.TIE EXTRA URAXD.

RECORD.

LUNT,

jel6

MAINE.

OF

COMPLIMENTARY BENEFIT !

BOSTON & PORTLAND CLOTHE GO,,

STREET,

PORTJLAND,

LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY,

BIG TENT, FOOT OF PEARL ST.

Grand Miscellaneous Concert!

food, cooked food or extracts, enabling the patients to take any
strength they desire, with benefit.

600»

Refunded if Programme It Not Equal
to Promise. Satisfaction Guaranteed.

Money Cheerfully

FALL OVERCOATS NOW READY.

liave removed to

(LATE UNITED STATES ATTORNEY,)

EMERY, SIX
of

it is tlie natural flavor of the
articles of which it is made,) you
can alter it every time you take it.
Heinember also it must have a
flavor different from everything
known, as it is the only Raw Condensed Food free from insoluble
■natter, in the world, therefore
cannot taste or smell like common
food, cooked food or extracts. It
canuot be so rcduced but that it
will still be superior to common

(and

prices.

W.C.WARE,

LIQUID FOOD,

MURDOCH

Including entertainment (meals and lodging over
ilt Bridtfton House and Cumberland House.
Bridgton, and Martins' House, No. Bridgton, and
Elm House, Harrison, all first-class hotels.
Leaving Portland on the 12-40 p. m. tiain,—Returning, leaving Harrison and Bridgton next
morning, conuecting with train arriving in Portland at 12.35, making only one day from the city.
4
Tickets on sale at Boston & Maine Depot.
C. E. GIBBS, Proprietor, j
au24dl w α
Bridgton, Aug. 23,1886.

255 JVIiddle St., Portland, llo.

if you do not like the flavor of

Ed.,

Counsellor at Law,

—

Stock

Remember this Fact.

to

$4.00,

To Bridgton and Harrison and Return,

ana uounseiiorsauaw,

LBUR F.

188 Middle Street, Portland, Me.
in

aug21dta

Portland, Aug. 20,188G.

Three door* we«l of fo» nier office·
Ira S. Locke.
Joseph A. Locke.
dtf
feb27

DOLHUNDRED THOUSAND
LARS, paid policy-holders for each year of
existence.
the company's

H.

WILLIAM

or

PRACTICAL PRINTERS,
971-2 Exchange St., Portland, Me.

vy-e rf.

TiEÎHEî

f T»

ι ne Minnesota Loan ana ι rusiuo.

sizes.
We are also offering many heavy weight SUITS for
Winter, in odd sizes, that were carried over from last
This is a good opseason at much reduced prices.
portunity for you to buy good Clothing at unusually
low

on

as the steamer passes

Bongo River, whose beauties have been sung by
sr-v»
the immortal Longfellow,
"Nowhere such a devious stream,
48HI
Save in fancy or in dream;
-cjS
Winding slow through bush and brake.
Links together lake and lake."
Two miles as the bird flies, six miles by steam_r, making twenty-seven turns—In fact the most
crooked river ever navigated by «teamboat. Panning through hongo Lock, up the picturesque Bay
of Naples, and the narrow beautiful Long Lake to
Brldgtou and Harrison.
εχιύβμιοχ tk he h

11 to 16

Boys' Knee Pant Suits, ages 4 to II years, $2.50,
$3, $3.50, $4, $5, $6, $7 and up.
BIC BARGAINS in Boys' Knee Pants, $1.00, all

all bids. Address
CHAS. J. CHAPMAN,
Chairman Committee on Public Buildings.

any

Suits, for school wear,ages

For the year ending April 1, between one hundred and two hundred surgical operations have
been performed at the Free Hospital for Women
supported by the Murdock Liquid Food Co., Boston, without the loss of a single patient, and all re
stored to usefulness.

B. THURSTON &

180 MIDDLE

correspond

References :

ject

Many new styles of Boys' Suits for Fall now ready.
Boys' Extra Good School Suits, ages 14 to 17, $5,
$7, $8 and $10, medium and heavy weights.
Knee Pant

War-hoop

the Indian

Liauid Food was given before and after the operations

Attorneys

payable

)
Judge W. W. VIRGIN,
Hon. JOSIAH H. DRUMMOND, Portland, Me.
Hon. C. F. LIBBY,
)
Hon. H. M. BEARCE Norway, Me. je7eod3m

WANT

WE WILL DO IT QUICKLY.
WE WILL DO IT CHEAPLY.
WE WILL DO IT WELL.

eod&wlm

jy28

COMMENCING WEDNESDAY, AUG. 25th,
Passing by the Images where Capt. Frye made his
leap for life to escape the Indians, Hawthorne
Cave, Indian Pulpit, the boyhood haunt of Nathaniel Hawthorne; a big Indian In costume will
appear on the high cliff ami Are a salute and give

■

LOCKE & LOCKE,

81*Ε

C.

SEALED

A

TO DO YOUR

HEADACHE, Bilious Headache,
and Constipation, promptly cured by
Dr. Pierce's Pellets. 35c. a vial
by druggists.
*

PROPOSALS will be received by the
Committee on Public Buildings at the Mayor's
office, City Building, until Monday, the 30th fust.,
at 12 m., fcr furnishing materials and performing
all labor required in the erection and furnishing
of the exterior of a brick school building for the
City of Portland, on the corner of Carroll anaNeal
streets, according to plans and specifications prepared by Fassett & Tompson, Architects. The
said plans and specifications can be examined on
and after Monday next, at the office of the architects, No. 93 Exchange street, when all information m regard to the work to be performed can be
obtained. The committee reserve the right to re-

WF&JUfiin

SICK

Ifîs

eod3in

PORTLAND ME

I

Je23

eodtf

promptly.

—

12 EXCHANGE ST.,

Securities, suitable for
Savings Banks and Trust
Funds constantly on hand.

IS CENTl Security iloree times loan
> luterest
Semi-annual.
|kj p--jHi EL I ■ ) and paid at your home—all
loans guaranteed—by the Minneapolis
Equitable Investment Co., which has a paid
up capital of 950,000. You will have no taxes to
pay, no foreclosure suits, and your interest and
Send for referprinciple will be paid
ences, etc., If you have money to loan.

AND

KITCHEN FURNISHING GOODS.

Choicc

janl3

DUNHAM,

TENNEY &

George.

POOR'S HI AIV §' All OF ItAUiKOADS.

EXCHANGE,

-2 Exchange St., Portland, Me.

.

TO CONTRACTORS.

—

FINJO .101! PRINTING A SPECIALTY.
All order? by mail or telephone promptly at-

The King of Portugal, who has just visited
in London, is not a handsome man and did
not particularly charm the Londoners as he
went about in an unfashionably cut frock
coat and carrying a cane ornamented with
tassels after the fashion of the Fourth

tors of

AND

Job Printer

Trial Bottles, 10 cents.

feb6

Y. Stock Excliauge and Proprie

a

itiarks,

wn. m.

DOOIÎ.

Members of the Ν.

DORTICOS,

ANTOINE

Island Press

POOR, WHITE & GREENOUGH,

unc-

Nitrous Oxide Gas and Dr. Mayo's Vegetable
Vapor administered when desired for the painless
extraction of teeth.
jel6d3m

ed States, and in less than two week· thereafter sends a special envey to Mexico to
learn and report the facts of the case which
was the subject of that clear and ringing
paper.
THE WOLF AT THE CANADIAN FISHEKMAN'S
(New Brnnswick.)
Between paying duty on the American
side, customs efficials seizing boats and the
Canadian duty and cruisers, it looks as
though the people of the islands of Charlotte sounty were going to have a hard show
to keep the wolf from the door the coming
winter. If many morn regulations are passed
cutting down our means of obtaining a livelihood it will be about time for us to set up a
government for ourselves and secede from a
Union from which when we ask for bread
we get a stone.

El. If. liny & Son's Drug Store, J
tion of Free and JTIiridle etreelH:

over

KRIDliTII.V WD HtKRISOV,

BOSTON.

Men's Pants at

Young

BSBB

TO—"

—

years, $3.50, $4, $5, $6, $7 and $8.

CITY ADVERTISEMENTS.

CARD!*.

Men's and

in
Bargains
a/\U καγΙ annrl

ma·

Routes

Sebago

Lake

all Wool Suit for $10.00.
Suits for $8.00.
and $18.00 Suits for only $12.00.
Men's Heavy Winter Suits, regular

Men's $15.00
Men's $12.00
Men's $15.00
A few lots of

tu* m smoc—:ovkb -us^wiko

Illustrated Circular.

WE EMPHASIZE

Boys'

eodtf

Kennebec Journal.

Semi for

price $20.00, now $15.00.
Special values in Young Men's fine Dress Suits at
bargains in my Boys' and Children's De- $15.00, $18.00 and $20.00.
New Styles in Young Men's Sack Suits, straight
cut, only $12.00.

cents each.
-

liuildinge.

383 Hanson Avenue

aug23

at once.

Suits, ages 5 to 15 years, Blouse Suits, Blouse
Waists, &c. A full line of sizes in those Best Diamond Shirt Waists at only 75
Children's Short Pant

lor

E. VAN NCQRDEN & CO.,

Men's and Youths' Suits in broken lots of about 50 per cent, of their cost
to

•1

BARGAINS this week because we are closing out many
lots of goods daily of our Summer stock at
"Wonderfully Low Prices."

CLOTHING,

at a

a

Dwellings.

Galvanized Iron and Copper Cornices an<|
Metal Shingles. Sheet Metal Work

«Utter*.

I

Spring and Summer stock of Men's,

of my

now

and

VENTILATORS, for Mills,

SALE.

MARK DOWN

semi-annual

IIUSINEN*

Journal,

METAL SKYLIGHTS
And
Stores

C. J. FAR RING TON'S

CURRENT COMMENT.
MB.

HON. JAMES G. BLAINE and HON. \VM.
VilBSON, of Ohio, will speak at mass meetings In
the afternoon, as follows;
North Berwick, Wednesday, August 26.
South Paris, Thursday, Auuust 26.
Lewiston, Fi .day, August 27.
Houlton, Tuesday, A.ugust 31.
Dover, Tlmrsdav, Stfj»t. 2.
Hkowhegau, Friday/Sept. 3.
Uultv. KatiirdaKj^BiHatBrdav^Seaw ^
UjUiy,

ahdmubiti.

τιιμ«ι:<,ι.λνι:οι;ν.

a

FOE SALE

TENNEY &
auglG

BY

—

DUNHAM,

PORTLAND,

MUE.

eodlm

!•
The
The best in the world.
"
Expert"Standard" ami Light
Itoauster." New improvements,
New maand prices reduced.
chines this year, including a Lathe Coland
dies' Light Tricycle,
umbia "Safety" Bicyclr.
"

C. II· LAMSON, 177 MIDDLE STREET
apl3 N-ud (or Catalogue, free, d&wt!

No. 148
A.

Spring Street.

WOLHAUPTER, aided by experire

open

on

M«*pt«>ni-

Lnilifo and
riiililifu at Mim Narucut'* Ncliool Koouim,
No. I IS »prin« Ml. The aim of the school is to
furnish a thorough education in the English
Drawing will rebranches and the languages.
ceive special attention. For further information
addressIîliM WelhaupUT, llrnke'* IIoimc,
K,« n« u< h. N II., until Sept. 1st, after which
date Miss Wolhaupter will be at her school-rooms
augl4eodtf
every afternoon.
ο

0FMUSIC
NEW

Boston, Mass.

THE LARCESTind BEST EQUIPPED In the
w O R L D —100 Instructors, 2005 Students last year ThorMusic, Piano and
ough Instruction in Vocal and Instrumental
Organ Tuning, Fine Arte, Oratory, Literature. French, German and Italian Languages, English Branchée, Gymnastics,
with
Steam Hratand
room
and
board
to
etc. Tuition, Λ$
Electric Light, #45to t".1) per term. Fall Term begins September», Iff». For Illustrated Calendar, withlYill Information,
address, E. TOURJEE, Dir., Frankliu Sq., BOSTON, Ma»·.

jeio

PORTLAND THEATRE
ONE

eod2m

SIGHT, SATURDAY, AIG.2S.

ATKINSON'S COMEDY COMPANY
t hurle*

inn;

ENGLAND CONSERVATORY

dtf

augl8

Ill

Atkiiuon, Uanui;(<r.

the great Musical Coined?,

Peck's Bad Boy
ΑΛΙ) ails PA.

THE FUNNIEST COMEDY ON EARTH, 1Ί-ΛΥEI) BY COMEDIANS WHO ACT AM* SIM».

The Realistic Grocery Store
—AND—

THE CREAT COAT SCENE.
Prices 75.50 and 85 cents.
Thursday, Aug. 30.

mences

Sale of seats

com-

aug23dlw

PRESS.

THE

WEDNESDAY MORNING, AUG. 25.
4ΓΙΤΗΕ PRESS.
be obtained at the Periodical Depots
iTBay
G.
Railroad Station

of N,
; Marquis,
Fesseuden, Horse
Exchange St. ; Armstrong, E.& M. C. K. 11. Deput; Hodgson, OGVa Portland and 559 Congress
»ts. : Costello, 7 Exchange St. : Gilpatrick, 47 Middle St. ; Jewett, 504 Congress St. ; Peterson, 2 Ex
and Chestnut
change St. ; Goold, corner Congress
Sts. ; Lanagan, 66 Oxford St. : Chisholm, 109 Con
Brackett St. ; Holden, 221
gress St. ; Hopkins, 190
Spring St. :l Sheafe, 243 Congress St. ; Ross, 192
Congress St. ; Dam, 239 Spring St. ; Leighton, 40£
Congress St. ; Beardswortli. 87 India St. ; and o)
Chisholm Bros*, agents on all trains running out oi
th§ city.
flAuburn, Willard Small & Co.
{ {Augusta, J. F. Pierce.
fttBatn, J. 0. Shaw.
M ilddeford, F. M. Burnhani.
"
A. L. Jellersou.
Ulrfoston, Mass., American House.
Brunswick, B. (i. Dennlson.
9 Cumberland Mills, D. P. Horr.
S? Damariscotta, E. Vf. Dunbar.
3 Freenort, \f. A. Mitchell.
B[FryeDurg, A. F. Lewis, J. C. Gerry.
j.Falriield, Ε. H. Evans.
76

f iFarmington, D. H. Knowlton.
LJGardiner, Palmer & Co.

flttr«rham, Jas. H. Irish & Co.
Μ Lewie ton, Chandler & Estes.
"Lone Island, T. M. Glendenning.
ciMecnanie Falls, II. S. Jordan, E. A. Thomas.
r,Norway, fc. L. Crockett, A. O. Noyes.
it Old Orchard. Geo. E. Fogg.
^Richmond, G. A. Beale.
flJRockland, O. S. Andrews, Κ. H. Burnham.
BlSaccarapna, 1). P. Ilorr.
frVSaee, Η. B. Kendrick & Co., Wm. Stackpole.
SpringTal·. C. H. Pierce.
IliB·. Parie, A. M. Gerry.
niThtmasteu, S. Delano.
UlTinalhav«n, A. B. Viual.
m Waldob»ro, G. Bliss.
I IWaterville, C. H.
HYarmouth, H. Humphrey.

Hayes.

TOBACCO.

DOROTHY'S

GliAVES.

BY HELEN ΓΟΠΕΚΤ

"No," said Dorothy Mallard, "I won't run
the farm with any man on shares ! I've seen
enough of that in father's time. It was always the man that got rich, and father that
lost."
"You won't, eh?" said Silas Green, reddening angrily.
"No," said Dorothy, "I won't!"
"Then I guess

you and

the children will

starve," growled Silas. "Anyhow, I guess
nobody'll feel sorry for you."
"It's all very well to talk about sympathy
and help and all that sort of thing," said
Dorothy Mallard. "But when it comes to
actual business, I've observed that every
man's hand is for himself."
"But no woman ever made a farm pay,"
said Silas Green, sullenly biting the end of a
match.
"Well, anyway, I mean a try at It," said
calm Dorothy.
She was not quite twenty, this positive
woman,
young female—a tall, well-mado
with bright, gray-blue eyes, a healthy redand-white complexion and very dark-brown
hair, brushed straight away from her forehead.
t"

.ι

0

1 —u

limited to six-button kid gloves, opera
matinees and walks on the sunny side of
Upper Broadway, but a straight-forward,
business girl, who knew every detail of farm
life, and could tell just when rye ought to go
in and carrot» come out.
Her father had been "complaining,'"as the
countryfolk phrased it, for years, and now
that he was dead, Dorothy felt a new avalanche of care descending on her. For there
were four wistful-eyed little girls and one
delicate boy to be provided for,
Silas Green and Dorothy Mallard had nev-

I 'suppose!! it's

money.thanlthat'this'year.
the tobacco crop."
"That, and other things,"

said

Dorothy.

"The strawberries have done splendidly'
and I could hare sold twice as many spring
broilers and fresh eggs if I had had them.
But I don't deny that the tobacco crop has
been very
fortunate—very fortunate, indeed!" she added, with a far away glitter in
her gray-blue eyes.
"I swan to goodness, I'm glad of it!" said
Silas Green, with an effort. "Yes I be. You've
done a'most as well as If you'd been a man,
Dorothy. And I don't mind tellin' you I've
made up my mind to let bygones be bygones,
and marry you after all."
"Marry me?" said Dorothy.
Silas Green nodded his head benevolently.
"Oh, no, I don't think you will," said she.
"I've decided to let you take care of the
children just as
you please," said Silas.
"Though I still think it would be better to
bind 'em out to traders. For ther's no denying that you're a smart girl. Dorothy, I
somehow can't get you out of my head. I—"
"Don't go on, please!" faltered Dorothy.
"I mustn't listen to it, Silas.
I am ever so
much obliged to you, but I am engaged to
another man !"
"Hallo!" said Silas.
He took up his hat and went precipitately
home.
"I wonder who it can be," said he to himself. "There ain't a man in Glengowe half
good enough for Dorothy Mallard!"
But the next Sunday, with all the roads
covered with the first pearl-white snow of
the season, a cutter dashed by him as ho
plodded along toward the old stone church.
"It's Dorothy !" said he, stopping to stare
after it. "And that's Mr. Mayhew, the cithat
gar manufacturer from Providence
bought in her tohacco crop. I see it all now !
ι—see—it—au

As for old Jubal, lie rejoiced greatly.
"De righteous is allays cared for," said he.
"I'se to sweep out de warehouse an' feed de
engine fires. I'se allays hanker arter a
And I'se to have all de waste
warm place.
chewing shog I wants. Ef dar's any better
place dan dar, I wishes dey'd jes' let mo
know."
WIT AND WISDOM.
"Ah, me," she said, after arriving at home from

church, "I

afraid most of the women at church
tiiis morning heard but little of the sermon."
"Why not?" inquired her husband.
"Becanse most of them spent the entire time
looking at the clothes worn by other women." »
"How do you know they did that?"
"Why, I kept my eyes on them all through tho
services."
She wondered why her husband laughed.
am

"When Baby
"When she

sick,

η *·

gave her

we

Caetorla,

Child, she cried for Caatoria,
When eh· becawa Mies, ehe clung to Caatoria,
When ehe had Children, she gave them Caatoria,
rrz*

*

arc

been regularly engaged, but it was an understood thing in tho community that they
belonged to each other.
They had "kept company" ever since Dorothy put up her hair behind a comb. And
Silas had perhaps learned to domineer a liter

tle in a good-humored way. Consequently
he did not approve of this new out-cropping
of Dorothy's independence,
"I'd marry her in a minute if she'd hear
to my way of doing thiugs," said he. "Of
course the little girls are old enough to be
bound out. I know plenty of good, sensible
women who would give 'em their board and
clothes for the work they would do. And as
for the little boy, we would not quarrel about
him. There's lots of odd chores a boy like
that would be useful for."
But Dorothy's eyes had flashed indigna,
tion when Silas had hinted at some such ar-

rangement.
"Do," she said bitterly.

"Send little Abel
to the workhouse. That's the way to manage. And as for the girls, it's a pity we
don't live in Singapore or Bombay, or some
of those places where they fling all the girl
babies into the river, before they are old
enough to be in the way. I wonder, Silas

Green, what you take me for?"
So Dorothy gave up all ideas of married
life, and set herself to work to earn a livelihood out of the old farm.
il S I1U U30

Iliy MJLI1IUU1Î

Ui

WliCttl illlU

IJV,

saiil she.
potatoes and that sort of thine
"It would require too much capital and
too many hands. Besides father used to
say that the market was overstocked. I'll
That's a
put the big corn lot into tobacco.
crop that a woman can handle. Old Jubal
will help me about the curing for a mere
trifle : and I'll put some grape-vines up the
rocky terraces by the south wood, and the
big strawberry-fleld is coming into fine bearing this year. I'm glad I set out the young
plants laht June, and watered tliem all
through the drought. And then there's the
young chickens. We never did have such a
fine lot before. Polly, and Chatty, and Hess
and Bell are old enough to help a deal ; and 1
know that littie Abel can at least weed
stiawberries and help pick worms off the tois. He'll
bacco leaves, child though he
like to think he's helping, too There's a
deal of ambition in that lad."
Old Jubal was a rheumatic old colored
man who traveled around the country mending tinware and recaning chairs. His laziness was a proverb through the whole neighborhood, but nevertheless Dorothy Mallard
contrived to get some good, heavy work out
of him.
"If dar's anyfing dis chile un'erstand's it's
Hoan
de car of tobacco," said old4Jubal.
you fret, Miss Dawthy; I'll guarantee do
crop turns out fust best.";
And so eld Jubal tooK up his residence in
the barn chamber, where he smoked himself
into stupefaction of an evening, and told
ghost stories that made little Abel's flaxen
hair stnnd nn And. between the T>ine-lieht-

ings.
"An old nigger of seventy and a child of
!" jeered Silas Green. "We'll see what
sort of farming that is !"
Dorothy turned short around upon him.
"I believe." said she, with glittering eyes,
"that you would be pleased, Silas,—yes, actually pleased—if I was to fail in this enterprise of mine."
"Well, I calculate it would teach you a
seven

pretty good lesson," said he, disagreeably.
But as time went on, the young chickens
grew as fat as if they had been in Dorothy's
confidence, and were secretly preparing
themselves for the girdiron and the spit ; the
ripening strawberries crimsoned all the field;
the young grape roots stretched their green
tendrils sunward, and the tobacco waved its
monster leaves as if it fancied itself down in
oid Virginia instead of growing on a rocky
Rhode Island farm.
The field won such renown that one day a
famous cigar manufacturer from Providence
drove up and examined it and inquired for
the raiser.
"Miss Dawtliy is de boss," said Jubal.
"Where is this Hiss Dawthy of yours?"
inquired Mr. Mayhew.
"She's done took a load ol> eggs an' poultry to town. Sfassa mus wait."
Mr. Mayhew naturally prepared himself to
behold a raw boned, elderly female with a
hide and leather complexion, and elbows as
sharp as the angle of a Virginia fence. His
surprise at the appearance of Dorothy Mallard can easily be imagined.
At the end of the season Dorothy balanced
her accounts.
"Well," said Silas Green, who had strolled
up in the frosty night, with the inevitable
burned match in his mouth, "how much
have you lost?"
"I don't know that it's any of your business," said she with some spirit.
"I only asked as a friend," remarked Silas,
somewhat discemfited.
"Oh, is that it? I thought it sounded exactly as if you were asking as an enemy,"
dryly observed Dorothy. "Well, of course,
if that is the case I don't object to answering. I haven't lost anything."
"Ju*t made things meet, eh?"
"Plus one hundred dollars!"

responded Dorothy.

triumphantly

"Great Scott !" shouted Silas. "There ain't
many farmers in Glengowe lie ν made more

A blind man was sitting in cempany with some
visitors, when one of the cempany left the room.
"What white teeth that lady ha»!" said th· blind
man..

"Why," said

a

friedd, in great surprise, "how

you tell?"
"Because," answered the blind
last hour she has done nothing but
can

man.

"fer the

laugh."
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Hecla
Old Colony
C. B. & y
Mexican Central scrip
Mexican Central It 7s
Eastern i'ailroad fis
Boston & Maine Kailroad
Calumet &

174%
134%
38

41%

125
200

102%

Sonora7s

Now York Stock and Money Market.
[By Telegraph.]

Exchange is quiet and steady at 4 8lXi
Government bonus
@4 81% and 4 83V4@4 83%.
Kailroad bonds quiet and
are dull and steady.
closed dull but
firm, Tte>tock market
firm-it small fractions above opening ligures.
Stock Exchange aggreTne transactions at the
orarAfi 153.405 siiares.
of Governxne ioiiowing are to-day's quotations
ment securities :
ηΛη,,
Ss
100%
United States bonds,
New 4s,
New 4s, coup
109%
New4%s, reg
110%
New 4%s, coup
Der

cent

iénâ"al»

!£<>%

1^6%

113%

Central Pacificists
Denver ά Κ. Ur._lsts

Erie 2ds
Kansas Pacific Consols
Oregon Nav. lsts
(Jnion Pacific; 1st
do Land Grauts
do Sinking Funds
The following New York

120
115

uo

8

142Va
165

1341/2
lOOVe
129
30

82%
! 74
134%
1G%
«%
86%

44 %

139%
79%
10%
43

pref

Missouri Pacific
New Jersey Central
Northern Pacific
do nref
Northwestern
Northwestern preferred
New York Central
New York, Chicago £ St. Louis

109%
53%
27 %
68%
113%

.'

do;pref

23%

Ohio & Mis»
Ont. & Western
Orecon Transcon
Pacific Mali
Panama
Pullman PaUce
Keaaine:
Kocli island
St Louis & San Fran
do

Fiour.
low

X

56%
98 a
134
25 Va
126

28*4
W/s
112%

pref

Spring, and.

«âraïu.

!

Mixed Corn.5 6@57
iuia.... 58^59
Corn, bag
ναμ, lots
Meal, bag lots. ..55®5b
75 Oats, car lots.... 40.® 41

25@3

501

XX Spring..4 50@4
Patent Spring
Wheats
5 25@5
Mich, straight
roller
4 75@5
clear do—4 25@4
stone ground.4 62^4
St Louis st'gt
roller
5 00@5
ciear do....4 75@5
Winter Wheat
Patents
5 25@5
Fi»h.

] High

—

92

00^22

bx..lC@20c|

—

—

@201 granulated φ lb
12&151 Ëxtra C

Fowls.
Ducks
Geese

β»/»
5%

Seed*.

&

IRed Top....$2^4@$2%.
ι Timothy Seed2 15@2 2(/
11
2 501 Clover
@13c
@

ApplfN.
bbl

Dyspepsia

in its worst forms

yield

will

to the

of Carter's Little Nerve Pills.
They not only
relieve present distress but strengthen the stomand
ach
digestive apparatus.
ter

name ycr
"Say. Milus. when air yer gwine
new boy?" asked anegre upon meeting an ac-

quaintance.

"Done named him."
"Dat so?"
"Yes, sir."
•'Hopes yer gin him er bis name."
"I did. Named him arter a big Congressman."
"What does yer call him?"
"Oleomargarine Bill."
"Dat's right. Name him arter de statesmen an'
de folks can't say dat he's er slouch. Dat generman what yer named him arter hel' de whole Congress fur er long time, an' er cose mus' be er
smart man."

Derangement of the liver, with constipation, in
jure the complexion, induce pimples, sallow skin,
etc, Remove the cause by using Caiter's Little
Liver Pills.
Firsj

One

a

doctor—I

dose.

am

sorry to

you inlthis
for you?

see

Who is prescribing
Second doctor—I am myself.
First doctor—Great Scott! Don't
are committing suicide!

dit.ion, doc.

Financial

coa-

do it!

You

amqjommehuial.
FREIGHTS.

The following are recent charters :
Bark Sarmiento. Portland to Buenos Ayres.lum
ber at private terms.
Bark Bremen, Portland to Buenos Ayres,lumber
$9.
Bark Mary I. Baker, Portland to Montevideo,
lumber $9 25 if Bueni s Ayres, $9 CO.
Bark Iiiioer, Portland to Greenock, spoolwood
52s 6d.
Bark S. R. Lyman, Norfolk to Demerara
Port Spain, staves at private terms.
Bark Alice, New York to Portland,coal 90c

and
and

discharged.
Schrs Francis K. Baird, Emma and Mary F.
Godfrey, Kennebec to Philadelphia, ice 65c.
Schr Mima Belle,Wiscasset to Baltimore,ice C5.
Schr Cumberland, Richmond,
City, iron $1 30 ψ ton.

Va., to Jersey

Webster, Gardiner to New York,
lumber
50, laths 30c, loaded and towed.
Schr Nettie Sliipman, South Gardiner to New
York, lumber $1 62Va,laths 35c,loaded and tow'd.
Schr Orizimbo, same trip, lumber $1 15.
Schr Eva May, Portland to Glen Cove, empty
bbls at private terms.
Schrs Ralph Sinnet, Clara Leavitt, Fred Jackson and M. S. Lewis, Philadelphia to Portland,
coal $1 05 and discharged.
Schr F. Learning, New York to Portland, coal
90c and discharged.
Schr Ella, Portland to a Connecticut port, spoolwood f2 ib M.
Schr Perseverance, Portland to New York, lumber f 1 75.
Schr Ε. H. Furber, Clark's Cove to Portsmouth,
Va., ice G5c.
Schr II. B. Cousens, Kennebec to Camden,N. J.,
Schr Grace

ice Gôc.
Schr J.

Nickerson, lennant's Harbor to New

α, αιιιαιι

vi

jxniii^

çx·*

y

m·

Imports.
Schr Nancy—1657 boxes of
CHESTER, Ν S.
lobsters to Portland Packing Co.

Foreign Exports.

MONTEVIDEO. Bark Celina—414,018 ft lumber.
Rauroad

Receipts.

PORTLAND. Aug. 24 188β.
Received by Malue Central Railroad—For Port
and 3:1 cars miscellaneous merchandise ;;fer cou
nectliig roads 105 cars miscellaneous merchan-

dise.

Grain

Quotations.

i'heeme.

jVermout— 10 @10V3
N.Y.factory 10 @10 Va
11@12
Sage
Busier.
Evaporated ψ lb 9^1 Oc I
JLeuiou».
iCreamery ψ lb. ..21@23
7 50@8 001Gilt Edge Ver....20(o;22
Palermo
7 50(a;8 001 Choice
15 ^16
Messina
IGood
14® 15
Malagers....
Store
12@14
Ornugf*.
1
Florida
$2
Valencia
I Eastern extras ..17@18

WHEAT.

Aug.

Opening—
IjHighest

—
—

Lowest

—

77%

Closing

70%
80%

-Vol'.
82 V»
82%
81 Va
82

Oct.

Nov.

43%
43%
43%
43%

44%

,44%

Oct.

Xov.

27%

I—

Sept.
78%
78%
77%
7HVj

Oct.

80%
81

CORN.

Aug.

Opening—

C Highest
i Lowest
Closing

—;

;

—
—

41%

Sept.
42%

4214

42

.t

42%

44%
44%

OATS.

Aug.

Opening—
Highest

Lowest

Closing

1

2eya

Sept.
20%
26%
26%
26%

28

—

27%

—

28

Portland Daily Press Stock List.
Bankers aud

Corrected by Swan & Barrett,
Brokers, 186 Middle street.

STOCKS.
Par Value. Bid.
Descriptions.
Canal National Bauk
100 166
Casco Nat. Bank
100 149
Cumberland National Bank.. 40
49
First National Bank
100 143
Merchants'National Bank.. 75 120
National Traders' Bank
100 140
Oceau Insurance Co
80
100
Portland Company
90
Portland Gas Company
62
50
BONDS.
State of Maine 6s, due 1889
109
Portland City 6s,Municip'l variouslOO
Portland City 6s, R. R. aid 1907...124
Bath City 6s, Mun. various
102
Bath

City Os

100
R. R. aid various
Bangor City tis, long R. R. aid... 113
122
Bangor City 6s, long Mini
Belfast City 6s, R. It. aid
104
And. & Ken. R. R. 6s, various —106
Portland & Ken. R. It. 6s, 1895..112
Leeds & Farming'tn R. It. 6s
112
Maine Central It. R. 1st mtg 7s. .121
Maine Central It. It. Cousol 7s.... 130
Maine Central It. It. skg Fund 6s.106
Portland Water Co. 1st mtg 6s.... 103
106
2d mtg 6s
"
3d mtg 6s... .110

The

Asked
167
101
51
145
122
142
90
100
65
110
llo
12»
lOo
101
116
124
10b
107
114

108
104

108
112

Boston Stock Market.
[By Telegraph.]
following quotations of stocks are received

dailv:
Atch., Topeka and Santa Fe;ltailroad
Eastern Railroad
Bell Telephone
New York and New England Railroad.

dopref

Flint & Pere
do pref

Marquette Railroad

com

Boston Water Power Co
Mexican Central
·?···*
Marquette, Houghton and Ont. It., coin—
Wisconsin Central

88 y«

!?|ΐ|

18/8
Q 1ft

2?

Λ

o*

/4,

Steamer Cadet leave State St. Wharf 10.15 a. m.,
in. ; Franklin Wharf 5.45, 6.45.10.30
а.m. ; 1.00,2.15,4.30.6.10, 7.40,t8 30 p.m. ; Peak's

2.00, 7.30 p.

ples, Brown, Philadelphia.
Cld 23d, brig Lahaina, Allen. Boston.
DAlilEN—Ar 23d, neb Welaka, Cottrell, from
sell

Edward Waite,

Lee. Portland.
NEWPORT NEWS—Sid 23d, schs Jose Olaveri,
Arey, Boston; Lizzie Carr, Brown, do,
PÉNSACOLA—Cld 23d, sell James Β Jordan,
Martin. New York.
CHARLESTON—Sid 23d, sell Edw C A True,
McLaughlin. Baltimore.
PORT ROYAL, SC—Ar 23d, sch Win D Spear,
Farr, New York.
RICHMOND—Sid 23d, sch Lizzio lleyer, Harrington, Boston.
Ar 23d, sch Lizzie Wilson, Chadwick, Kennebec
NORFOLK—Sid 23d, schs Bertna Warner,Lathwaite, Portland; Susan Ν Pickering, Haskell, for
Bangor.
GEORGETOWN, DC-Ar 23d, schs William I,
Walker, and Fannie Whitmore, Kennebec.
BALTIMORE—Ar 22d, sells Daylight, Hodgdon
and Β C French, Conary, Boston.
Ar 23d, ship Cyrus Wakefield. Young, Dublin;
sch Faustina. Philbrook, keenebec.
PHILADELPHIA—Ar 22d, sch Eben Fisher.
Reynolds, St Jonn, PR.
Ar 23d, sell Mary II Morse, Crocker, Kennebec.
Cld 23d, schs Marcia S Lewis, Kelley, Portland;
Geo M Adarae, Standish, Boston.
NEW YORK—Ar 23d, schs A Β Crosby, from
Nova Scotia ; Margaret, Calais ; G M Brainard.
Stephen
Rockport; Henry Whitney, Provideuce;
J Watts, Nova Scotia; Catharine, fm Ellsworth;
Medford, Castine; Empress, Bangor; Β F Neatly,

POWDER
Pure.

Absolutely

marvel of purity,
More economical
strength
than the ordinary kinds, and can not be sold in
competition with the multitude of low test, short
weight, alum or phosphate powders. Sold only in
cans. Royal Baking Powder Co., 100 Wall St.'
Ν. Y.
ju2dly
This

never varies.
powder
and wliolesomeness.

BEST THiNO KNOWN

IN HARD OB SOFT, KCT OB COLO WATER.
LABOR, TIME and SOAP AMAZINGLY, and gives universal satisfaction·
!STo family, rich or poor should bs without it^
Sold by ail Grocers, BEW ARE of imitations
9vell designed to mislead. PEAKLINE is the
DNLY SAFE labor-saving compound, and
tfilways bears the above symbol, and name of
JAMES FYXJL ΝΕΛ7 YORK*
SAVES

ÎAGtated

—

_

™

WISHHTG^BLEAOHING

ell. Calais.

—

HARPSWELL STEAMBOAT CO.
Delightful

(twenty
co Day.

Mail

in

il «ή)

down

Cas-

Harpsweil

intermediate lanamgs at

and

intermediate landings at 11.3u,
Bound trip tickets, Sundays, to
Harpswell 35 cents, other landings 25 cents,
GEO. F. WEST, Manager.
jeâodtf

for Portland and
a. m., 4.30 p. m.

FOREST CITY STEAMBOAT CO.
July 18,1880,

Steamers Forest City, Express, Minnehaha and
Mary W. Libby will rnn on the following times.
Forest City Tickets taken on any of the abovw
steamers. Amusement coupons taken at Kink, Pavilion, Koller Coaster or Elevated ltailroad.
WEEK DAY TRIP·.

Portland for Peaks' 5.45, 6.45, *8.00, 9.00,
10.00, *10.30, 11.15, 12.15, 1.45, 2.15, 3.00,
4.00,4.45. *5.15, 6.10, 7.30. 8.00*9.00, 9.30.
Leave Portland for Little and Great Diamond, Evergreen and Trefethen's 5.45, 6.50, 9.00,10.30,
12.15. 2.00, *3.15, 4,30, 6.10, 7.30, 9.30.
Leave Portland for Long Island 7.4o, 10.30, 2.15,
5.45.

Leave Peaks' 6.10,7.15, *8.30, 9.30,10.30, *11.00,
11.40, 1.10, 2.10, 3.30, 4.15,4.45,5.15, *5.35,
6.30, *8.00, 8.30, 9.00, *10.15, 10.30.
Leave Little Diamond 6.20,7.30,8.20, 9.40,11.40,
1.05, 2.40, *3.55, 5.10, 6.50, 7.45, *10.20.
Great Diamond 6.15,7.25,8.15.9.20,11.35,
The Most Snccesssnl PREPARED FOOD Leave
1.00, 2.20, *3.35, 4.50, 6.30, 7.50, *10.25.
Leave Evergreen 6.05, 7.15, 8.05, 9.30, 11.25,
FOR NEW-BORN INFANTS.
12.55, 2.30. *3.45, 5.00, 0.40, 8.i'0.
Leave Trefetnen's 6.10, 7.20, 8.10, 9.25, 11.30,
It may be used with confidence, when the
12.50, 2.25, *3.40, 4.55, 6.35, 7.55, *10.30.
safe
and j Leave
mother is unable to nurse the child, as a
Long Island 7.55,11.15. 3.15, 6.30.
!
natural substitute for mother's milk.
TRIPS.
SUNDAY

The BEST FOOD to be used in
connection with Partial Nursing.
No other food answers so perfectly in such
It causes 110 disturbance of digestion and
will be relished by the child.
cases.

A SURE

PREVENTIVE and CURE for

CHOLERA INFANTUM.
By the

the

of this prcdvjcsted and easily asfatal results in this dreaded dis-

use

similated Food,
ease can he surely prevented.

A Perfect Nutrient for INVALIDS
in either Chronic or Acute Cases.
Hundreds of physicians testify to its great value.
It will be retained when even liine water and milk
is rejected by the stomach. In dyspepsia, and in
all wasting diseases it has proved the most nutritious and palatable, and at the same time the
most economical of Foods. For an infant may be
made

150 MEALS for $1.00.
Sold by Druggists—25c., 50c., $1.00
entitled ·■'Medical
5gT*A valuable pamphlet
Opinions on the Nutrition of Infants and In valide," sent free on application.
Wells, Richardson & Co., Burlington, Vfc.

7.30, 9.10, *10.30, 11.15, 12.15
1.45, 2.45, 3.00, 4.00, 4.45, *5.15, 0.10, 7.30.
Leave Portland for Great and Little Diamond, Evergreen and Trefethen's Landings 7.30, 9.00,
10.30, 12.15. 2:00. *3.15, 4.30, *6.10, 7.30,
Leave Portland for Long Island 10.30, 2.15, 5.45.
Leave Peaks' 8.30, 9.30,10.30, *11.00,11.40,1.10,
2.10, 4.15, 3 30, 4.45, 5.15, *5.35, 6.30, 8.30.
Little Diamond, 8.10, 9.40,11.40,1.05,2.40, *3.55,
5.10, 6.50. 8.10.
Leave Great Diamond 7.50, 9.20,11.35,1.00, 2.20,
*3.35. 4.50, 6.30, 7.50.
Leave Evergreen 8.00, 9.30, 11.25, 12.55, 2.30,
*3.45. 5.00, 6.40, 8.00.
Leave Trefethen's 7.55, 9.25, 11.30, 12.50, 2.25,

Leave Portland

*3.40. 4.55. 6.35. 7.55.
Leave Long Island 11.15, 3.15, 6.30.
The 2.15 trip will be a sailing trip to
land, touching Peaks' both ways.
*0n stormy and foggy weather starred
will nut lift

AND ALL PAKTS OF

—

Nova Nrolin, Prince EdInlaml, uud Cape Breton.

Brunswick,

Wfw

warilii

SPRING AND SUMMER ARRANGEMENT.
The new Steamers of this Line will leave Kailroad Wharf, foot of State street, every MONDAY,
WEDNESDAY and FitIDAY at 5.00 p. m., for
EASTTOKT and ST. JOHN, with above connections.
Through tickets issued and baggage checked to
received up to 4.00 ι*. M.
destination.
For Tickets and Staterooms, apply at the Union
Ticket Office, 40 Exchange St., or for other information at Company's Office. Kailroad Wharf, foot
of State street.
J. B. COYLE. JR.,
nov20dtf
Gen'l Manager.

H^-Freight

PACIFIC MAIL STEAMSHIP vOMPMÏ'S
—

LINK

FOIt—

California, Japan, Chin"· Central
and Sauth Amarica and Mexico.
ACAPULCO

sails

Tuesday, August 24,

noon.

From New York, pier ftot of Canal St., North
River, for Han FranciMco via The ImiIiuiun of
Panama,
Great reduction in rates to San Francisco, Cabin

$60; Steerage $30.
From San Francisco, 1st and Brannan Sts.
For Japan and China.
CITY OF SYDNEY, sails Saturday, Sept. 4th,
2 p.

m.
or

For Freight, 1'assage,
general information
apply to or address the General Eastern Agents.
Ε. Λ. ΛΙΙΑ.ΎΙΜ A
Il S Mime Nfrect* Cor. Broad

CO.,
Nl., BomIou.
dtf

JelO

BOSTON
STEAMERS.

,

Ml fl.lICR ΑΚΚΑΝβΕΜΚΙΊΤβ:
THE FIKST-C'LASS STEAMERS

JOHN BROOKS and TREMONT
alternately leave FRANKLIN WHARF, Portland,
and INDIA WHARF, Boston, every week day ev
euing at 7 o'clock ; arriving in season for connection with earliest trains for noiuts beyond.
Through tickets for Providence, Lowell, Worces
ter, New York, &c.
Till further notice, the
SUNDAY TKIP*
steamers of this line will leave Portland and Boston every Sunday at 8.00 p. 111.
J. B. COY LE. Jit. Manager.
je2Utf

Long Is(*) trips

DIRECT

STEAMSHIP

UNE.

From BOSTON every WEDNESDAY and SATURDAY.
From Long Wharf, Boston, b
p. m. From Pine Street Wiiarf,
Philadelphia, at 10 a. m.
Insurance one-half the rate of
'sailing vessel.
Freights for the West by the Penn. R. R., and
South by connecting lines, forwarded free of commission.
Hound Trip &1>«PuNMUge JjMO.OO.
Meals and Room included.
For freight or passage apply to
£. ». MAMPNON, A^i nl,
70 I.out: Whart, KoMon.
31dtf

STEAMER HAIDEE,

€APT. M. B. TO\Vi\SE\I),
Burη ham's Wharf, Portland, daily (Sundays excepted,) for So. Freeport, touching at
Cousins and Great Cliebeague Islands, at 10.30 a.
Will leave So. Freeport daily at
in. and 5 p. m.
7 a. in. and 2.30 p. m.
For passage or freight apply to the captain on
board. Carriages in attendance upon the arrival
will leave

—

*■— Ό-

MAISË STEAMSHIP COMPMl
For NEW YORK.
Steamers leave Franklin Wharf on Wednesdays
and Saturdays at 6 p. m. Returning, leave Piei
3S. East Kiver, New York, on Wednesdays and
J. B. COYLE, Jr.
Saturdays at 4 p. m.
General Agent
sept21-dtf
KAILIIOAOM.

§ .20

Twelve rides without admission
Sixty rides without admission
Long Island and return
B. J. WILLARD.
jy28dti

15
1.00
3.0 »
25

Manager.

FOÏ1

A RELIABLE REMEDY

AND

—

1{&S,ache'

THE

AND

Portland, White iUoiiiitafn and
Niagara rail? Line,

Seltzer Apperient.
It is certain in its effects. It
J is gentle in its action. It is pal
Jatable to the taste. It can be

leaving Portland every week day at 8.35 a. m..
with through Parlor Sleeping Cars attached. Tickets and all information to be had at Waldron's, 40
Exchange street, Portland, and at ticket office of

relied upon to cure, ami it
by assisting,not by out
raging, nature. l)o not take
violent
purgatives yourselves,or allow your children
to take them,always use this
'•elegant pharmaceutical preparation, which lias been for
more than forty years a pub-

PORTLAND AM) OfiimURG I!. R.
GHAS. II. FOYE. G. T. A.

jy22dtf

Sick-Headache
4.ND
Λ 1

~

...

STARCHINE!

Starch Factory
U. S. Estab. 1824.

in

_

Happiness

__w.

1

-·

—

—

...

..

...

The Standard of Purify and Excellence.
Endorsed for its Purity and Heaitlifulness by all
Chemists and Physicians who have examined it.
"I have given this powder a thorough chemical
examination and find it to be of full weight, entirefree from Alum, Ammonia, Lime and the Phosphates, and to be an absolutely pure bread-raising
preparation every way to be recommended for
wholesomeness and efficiency."

ly

RICHARD (

reference, A. H.

21

Maine Street. Box 1302, Bangor Me.
—

I want

yon to do parlor work for

home ; plenty work ; good pay
WANTED
at your
1! materials free. A. LOVE. Cleve;

own

me

SI per piece ;
land.

aug4eod&wlni

O.

w,

"By a thorough knowledge of the natural laws
which govern the operations of digestion and nutrition. and by a careful application of the line
Mr. Epps has
properties of well-selected Cocoa,
our breakfast tables with a delicately
us
which
save
many
lavored beverage
may
heavy doctors' bills. Jt is by the judicious use of
such articles of diet that κ constitution may be
to
resist
gradually built up until strong enough
evrry tendency to disease. Hundreds -of__subtle
maladies are tloatiug around us ready to attack
wherever there is a weak place. We may escape
many a fatal shaft by keepn.· g ourselves well fortified with pure blood and \ properly nourished
frame."—Civil Service Gazette.
Made simply with boiling water or milk. Sold
only in half pound tins by Grocers, labeled thus:

Îirovided

JAMK8 EPPN &

CO.,

IKoiiiiropnthic Chenii*t«, Loudon, Eng.
S&Tu&wly
jeli>

NEURALGIA!

UPHOLSTERY GOODS,
Turcoman

■

«id Silk

Curtain»,

Curtain Fixtures,

Window Sliat!

SD

UPHOLSTER^

HARDWARE,

AVE MAKE TUE OXLY

GENUINE

KOLLEB,

and our Stop Roller f.<* Standard.
fl-gfAfik your Dealer for them, tako no other.

[ WHOLESALE.1
eodly

ap21
i jti r ο κ τ ε »

WINES and
OF ALL·

—

W.S&Mly

feb7

Sale— In Insolvency.

Valuable ami Hewirable Keal IC»tate ii
Portland for Sale,

dwelling houses

and lots

hereby
city for private residence,
mediate sale.
1—House and lot at No. 41 Tine street, near
Brackett, now occupied by Warren P. Chase.
The lot is about 29x80, 2 story house and L about
70x20, containing nine rooms, with good cement
celler, heated by steam.
2—House and lot at No. 33 Cushman street,
Lot about
now occupied by William H. Milliken.
00x95, two story house and L. containing nine
rooms, well built, in good repair; a convenient
and attractive house and very pleasantly situated.
3—The fine brick house at No. 342 Spring
with
street, now occupied by John S. Wilson,
late T. C. Merlarge lot 87Vax227, adjoining the
house with French roof
two
story
;
sey's grounds
and two story L, containg 15 rooms, thoroughly
built and in excellent repair, and one of the best
situations in town : large stable, well furnished
with water, etc. ; about 70 pear, and fruit trees;
small cold grapery.
Further particulars will be given on inquiry of
the undersigned, assignee in insolvency of Wilson.
Chase & Miuiken. individually and as partners;
and the property may be examined at any time.
JOSEl'lI W. S Υ Λ10Ν DS, Assignee.
dtf

au21

UNITED

LIQUORS

STATES
HOTEL

KINDS,

BALE

WILSON,
/DR.SPECIALIST,

BY

R, STANLEY & SON, importers,
NO. 410 FORE ST..
Also

SHUT MINERAL· SPRING WATER,
FKOS

Treats complicated Disthose made
eases and
chronic by malpractice.
No cure no pay, only for
medicine.

PORTLAND, ME.

Ganeral Managers for New Eugland for (ne
Celebrated

Hîi;iîl«W.

MAINE.

free
Rxauii nation
and
Con.«iiltatiou
augGtf
from Ο a. in. lo S p. m.

^à and FINTUIjA treated with
lout the use of the knife orcletention from business, also

other diseases of the liec]tum. Cure guarantee. WM.
READ (M. I). Harvard 1H42)
iall

II III,
ST CATHARIVES
MtHOOI. FOR
DI«IF.*AN

KIR|,N.

Increased advantages offered. For cirjlylOeodXOn
culars address the principal.
«-.5.50.

superior

U00LPH0 WOLFE'S SON & GO.,
STREET,

18 BEAVER
NEW

YORK.

and ltOBERT Μ. ΚΕΛΙ) (M. D. Harvard 187Π)»
K»*Kvan* House, I\o. 175 Tremoni Si.,
<
ton.
References given. Consultation free. Sen
for pamphlet.
Office hours, 11 A. M. to ι I'. ,vl.
to
18
th
7th
August
N.B.
Oifice closed lrom

(Sundays and holidays excepted.)

feblSeodly

3tOOaud
p. ua.
connects at
The l.f o p. ua. train from Portland Route for
Tiannel
Ayer Jianct. with lioowac
IVorreoter, for
I>#*pot,
I'niou
and
at
tile West,
and all raiL
New Vork via Norwich
¥. Α- Ν. K. It. R.
Via Mpriuiifirld, also with N.
Philadelphia.
for
("Steamer Maryland Boute") and the Mouth, and
Hultiauore, Uu->fii talion,
the Went.
with RoMtoaa A Albany R. R. for
Juyic·
Close connection made at Weaifbrook
K.K. aid
taou with through trains of Maine Central
with
through
Portland,
at Grand Trunk Transfer,
trains of Grand Trunk Kailway.
and Souib
Through Tickets to all points WestAgent,
Pertmay be had of S. H. H ELLEN,Ticket
Street.
Preble
of
foot
at
land Λ Kochester Depot
St"" "l λ
PKTEKS. Huut.

j'.'rw"'

R. R.

Ogdens&urg

Portland and

SUMMER ARRANGEMENT.
1886,
Commencing Monday, June 28, Trains will

Passenger
until further notice aid
as follows:
l^enre Port lit
Jackson, Glen
Conway,
No.
8..Ί5 a. m., foi
Bethlehem, Profile
House, Crawford's, Faybans,
Hiver, Montpeher, St.
Wells'
Littleton,
House,
Montreal, Burlington.
JohnsDury. Newport,and West.
Swanton, Ogdensburg
to
Fabyan's, Summit Mt.
1'-£.4θ p. an., Express
Profile House, LittleWashington, Bethlehem,
and Jefferson, c#n
Lancaster
Franconia,
ton,
for
Montpelier and St.
necting via Wells' Kiver
This train will net
Johnsbury same afternoon.
or Hiram.
Baldwin
W.
stop at So. Windham,
«15 p. u·., Local, Portland to £artleU--Md
termediate stations.
and

Stages

-—,

ior ïamiuKbuii.iocvefev,

——

Denmark and Lovell connects with 12.40 p. m.
with 6.15 p. m.
Stage for No. Windham connects
train.
Portland:
in
Arrive
Truinit
N.45 n. in., <rom Bartlett and way stations.
i2.:*5 p. m., Express from all white MountalB
Jtesorts.
5.45 p. m., Mixed train from Bartlett and way.
7.15 p. in., from Montreal, Burlington, Ogdea»·
burg and West.
J. HAMILTON, Snpt.
CHAS. If. FOYE, G. T. A.
je25tf
.June 25, 1880.

BRIDGTON&SACQRIVER B.R.
SUMMER ARRANGEMENT:
I8M>.

CoiniuviK ing June
Trains Leave Bridgton

A.M.

A.M.

r.M.

6.10

ΐο.ιυ

6.30

7.4<
12.35
8.45
Arriye Portland
β.ΐδ
12.40
ΐΛ;ιν« Portland (P.&O.K.li.) 8.35
8.6C
3.07
ll.lu
Arrive bndKtuii
North
for
trains
Bridg
all
Stage connects-«uh
ton and Harrison, ana w»m trains leaving Fortlau·
at 12.40 p. m. for Waterf ore*.
J. A. ΒΚΝίνβχτ, Supt.

je29dtf

BOSTON AND MAINE

R.~R.

PAMBTOU I'BAII* MKKVICJE,
in

effect June

i$7,

WESTERN D1VIS10H.

TRAIN» LfiAVE PORTLAND

t3.30
For ISomiou at t0.16, t8.4U a. in.. fli5.4o,
a.m.
t5.30 p.m. ISoistou for Portland 7.30,8.3©
and
Beach
Hciirboro
1.00,3.50, 0.00 p. m. For
1'iut- Point 0.15, 8.4M. 10.25 a. m., 2.00,3.30,
Waco
Beach,
Orchard
01«l
J5.UU, U.l", 8.05 p.m.
and Hi tide lord β. 15,8.40,1< '.25 a.m., 12.4ο, 2.00,
Keuncbunl·
3.30,45.00, 5.30, 0.10, 8.o5 p. m.
8.0Î p.m.
0.15, 8.40 a.m., 12.40, 3.30, t5.00, 6.3U,
in.. 8.30, *5.00, S.3C
Well» Kcach 0.15, 8.4m
Worn
Great
Fall»,
p. m. North ISrruicli.
Ex·
0.15, 8.40 a.m.. 12.40, 3.30, |5.· O, ô.3o p. m. 0.15
I.owcll
ami
LtitTreuie
eter, Haverhill,
S. 40 a. iu., 12.4u, 3.3U, 5.30 p.m. Bochewterv
12.40.
Fa ruling ton and Alton Haj 8.40 a.m.,
8.4#
•i.30 p. III. \\ olfboro and Centre Harbor
.TluilciieHter am; Concord
a. 111., 12.40 p. ni.
m.
3.3®
0.15
a.
p.
in.,
(via Newmarket Junction)
via Lawrence, 8.40 a. m.
York,
New
to
Lines
Kail
all
tConuects with
South and West.
tVia Eastern Division to Searboro Grossing. 8,40
Parlor Cars on trains leaving Portland 6.15,
leave Boston a Ρ
a. in., 12.40, 53o p. m. Returning
«.30 a. in., 1.00, 3.50. 0.00 p. ni.
TBA1N4
MINDAY
for Bon'.ou 1.00, 5.3ο P· ui. ; for Dorer 1.00, 4.15,
5.30 p. 111.; for ttcarboro Bench, fine Point.
Old Orchard Beach, Sino and Hiddeford
10.00 a. m., 1.00, 2.00, 3.30, 4.15, 5.30, 7.l>- p. m
Fare to Oltl Orchard and Kelurii

Sundays

SO CEjSTTS.
EASTERN DIVISION.
For Bunion at 2.00 and IT0.00 a.m., Hsl.00 anc
in.
.Returning Leave Bo»ioh at 7.30
*ud 9.00 a.m. and 12.30 and 7.00 p. m. For
Hiddcford at 2.00 and 9.00 a. in., 1.00 and 0.00
η m
Fer l*ortMiuouth and Newburr port ;tf
À>.
i.OO iititf ©.OO α. in., ι.υυ auu
lim -jsii ) 9.00a. m. 1.00 and tl.OO p. hi. I«''f
1.00 a:
a.
i'.OO
2.00
and
us.,
at
1'rnii
leiu and
fains.
ti.oo μ. m. Pf U.HAX »;A Ks «n almvc
South
»;Connects with Kail Lines tur New Vurk,
anil West.
wltli Sound Lines lor New York, Sout
··>.

sCunnects
and West.

West
Through Tickets to all points South and
Oftti-c·.
tur sale at t'oi llniKl i>«'pot lirltrl
and at 1 uiou Ticket UIDir, 4» Kichnn»·
Slrefl, Portland.
D. J. FLANDEKS, «en. f.SI.A
J Ah. T. FUKBER, Gen'i Manager.

<J£.

Arrangement,

a. m.,

in Effect June 14, 1886.

arrives at Bucktieid at

11.4Γ»

a.

in.

HOTEL DIRECTORY.
Embracing the leading Hotels at whicn the Daily
Press may always be found.

AIJBÎRN.
ELM

lTOr«K^ourt

ton at 4.30 p. m.
Returning trains leave Canton at 4.16 andO.'O
a. in., connecting for Lewiston, Portland and Bo*
ton.
Stage connections daily with passenger train ai
West Minot for Hebron Academy; at Buckfleld foi
West Sumner, Chase's Mills aud Turner; at Can
ton for Peru, Dixfield. Mexico and Kumford Falls,
also for Bretton's Mills.
L. L. LINCOLN. Supt.
jelSdtf

CHANGE OP Tl.m:.
On aud after iTKWDAY, July Ù,
«raia* will ruu ax ioilowo:
DEPARTIREZ.
For Auburn and I^e«vÎMion,7.20a.Ui.t 12.50
and 5.30 p. m.
For Qorhana, 3.f 0 and 5 30 p. III.
For (iorhnui, .Tloatr< ;il and ΙΊιίι·η.«ο, 9.30
a. m. and l.3o p. m.
For €£uebec, 1.30 p. in.

AHRIVALN.
From 1 nvÏNiou and Aaburu, 8.25 a. IT*.
12.ι»π. ·ί·15 and Ô.40 p. in.
From («orhatn, 8.25, 0.30 a. ill. aud 7.0O p. in,
Froiu Chicago and iTloulvral, 12.05 and
5.18 p. in.
From Quebec, 12.05 p. m.
Pullman Palace Sleeping cars on uight traiu ahd
Parlor cars on day train between Portland Acd
Montreal
TICKET OFFICE:

35 Exchange St., and Oeoat root of India Street.
TICKETS SOLD AT KEDLCEi» UAH:

dly

marie

St.—W^S. &Ap/Toilng.

—

SHANNON'S HOTEL—Jerry Shannon, Proprie

το

C'anada, Detroit, ûhiiiiûo, .Tlilwauit
fiurmuali, Ni. Louîh, Omaha, flairi·
na\r, Nl. Paul, Malt ILak*- ( it),
?)» uvt r, Mail Frunciitro,
and all points in the
^
Lnyllnyysl, Hoi itntl South \\ <·«ι.

I'm·

JOSEPH 11
^iencral M;iu<tp«i
WM. 1£DG Ait, G. P. Α..
J. STEPHKNSON Supt.
5. 188<ϊ.

ICK80N;

Jul ν

tor.

BATH HOTEL—C. M. Plummer, Proprietor.
BETHEL·.

Assignee's

IN THE ORIGINAL PACKAGES,
FOB

vegetable decomposition or otlier pauses,
Limestone, Sulphate of Copper, ,v<·.,

hv Alii
nml a fiiilfi
other 'distillation have insured for it the
for it.
claimed
reputation of salubrity
For sale by all Druggists and Grocers.

SÛRE CURE FOR
Κιπνευ
Dtspepsia, Indigestion, Liver and
Complaints, Nervousness, Heartui rn.Wind
inthe Bowels,
or
Pains
Stomach
the
in
Hkadacue, Drowsiness, Low Spirits,
Melancholy, and Intemperance.
As a Mehicinb it is quick and effectual; curing
the worst and most aggravated cases of Dyspepsia,
Kidney Complaints, and all other derangements
of the Stomach and Bowels.
It will instantly revive the most melancholy antf
feeble,
drooping spirits, and restore the weak,
and vigor.
nervous, and sickly to health, strength,
Persons who, from
Nightly Dissipation·
evil
the
feel
dissipating too much over night,
effects of the poisonous liquors in violent headaches,
Siekness at Stomach, Weakness, Giddiness, etc.,
will lind that one dose will remove all bad feelings.
AU Druggists.
D. H. HAM & CO.,
54 Broad Street, BOSTON, MASS.

three

Ilawley St., Co3tca, Bass.

As a general beverage and ecessai'j
corrective of water rendered i.ipnrc l»j

faoiiltv

in the most desirable parts of the
11HEsituated following
offer for imwe

84

SCHNAPPS.

of Ddolpho Wolfe's Schnapps, its unsolicited endorsement by the medical

jïïiiliHHÎîB;

For Forent

«RMD TRIM RAILWAY OF CIMM

SCHIEDAM AROMATIC

preparation

Ms

«JIIATFIilT·.—com FOKTI ινβ.

RRBAKFAHT.

WOLFE'S

Soses.

nrmdly

EPPS'S COCOA.

ι*%.ι

to
the Aromatic Schnapps is
for these pur·
every other
A public trial of over 80 years
uration in everv sectitn of our couutrj

DU. SAM'S

FOR SALE BYALLCROCERS
marlO

UIQlni\3u,\.

U /·....·i~iû: MMKiiii·

as

STANLEY, A. M. Ph. D.

Ά

THIS PAPERS»»»

MARBAGE. r.sl
S»
TOWLE, General Agent,
with

Professor Chemistry and Geology, Bates College
State Assaycr of Maine from '75 to '83.

...

C. S. GOSSE,* so®-

The Single Men's Endowment Association of
ΑΛ at marriage.
Minn., pays £»«
than $3.00 a
less
Costs
in first mortgage
invested
reserve
month. Has large
bonds. Circulars free. Α ηρ te^Do not write for
circulars if you intend ·**· -*· to marry within two
Agents wanted, to whom liberal comyears.

BU

iTlill», Wf alFor Maccarnppa, Caaanberlaud
at 7·3θ
brooli Juaactioaa and Woodford'·
Û.iO tUW
S.OO,
and lO.OOia. an., f.lO,
(mixed) HL.'iO p. ω.
IO.OO n. ua,
Avenue (Dvering)

aud Canton at 1.10 p. m.
Passenger train leaves Mechanic Falls Junction
3.15 p. in., arrives in Buckûeld at 8.50 and On,

pounds

est

O.'JO,

(mixed)

10.45

Saves time, labor and money.
Gives Troy laundry finish and gloss. Equal to over
of ordinary starch. Ask your grocer for
two
BTARCHINE. Satisfaction guaranteed or monev refunded. SAMPLE F BE Ε for letter stamp.

The Geo. Fox Starch Co

l.fΟ.

«·■»

«"·.

Connection* via Giaud Ti uub Bfiailway.
Mixed train leaves Mechanic Falls Jnnctior

Requires no cooking.

•

p. ua.
and (mixed) ai
For (iorhiaui at 7..'{Ο η. au.,
au.
ar Ο..ΊΟ p.

Summer

.Starching,Ironing and
Polishing Made Easy.

From 115 lbs. to 161 lbs.

».

nmw

Kiuuford Falls and lluckiicld Railroad

Wonderful Reformation in Laundry Starch.

...

Wnlrr-

«pringralr
KMhniër,
ami «ace Ki»«-rat 7..IO

r·,

oorw, au»

je28

I lists everywhere
DYSPEPSIAlicfavorite'*SoldblJdnifJ

Larfl!

For

{0.00 p.

—

Tarrant's Effervescnt

cures

___

—

ALL POINTS WEST

CURE FOR

CONSTIPATION,

Falls !

Niagara
—

NATURE'S

US,

DAILY EXCURSION.

-*

DF TRAIHS.

June
On and afterMonday,will l.enr^
Passenger Trains
l'orllnnilx
Junciiom,
•■'ceeier, flmton, Ayer
at 7,'.i
SrUMhmi,
Windhnua and Kpping
y
m.
.fO
a. m. and f
p.
and
poiuts North
For ^lanchcMter, C oncord,

From PHILADELPHIA every TUESDAY and FRIDAY

FARES.

Single tickets with admission
Children, tickets with admission

Poi utiud & Kochester Κ. K.
ARRANGEMENT

EASTPORT, CALAIS, ST. JOHN Ν. B., HALIFAX, N. S.
—

PORTLAND & WORCESTER LINE.

—

rim

d&w2mnrm

jly20

FOB

Boston'Philadelphia

(Custom House Wharf)
Oil and After

Leave

food

—

On and after June 30,1886, Steamers Gordon
and Alk e will leave Custom House Wharf, Port-

For

Calais.
PROVIDENCE—Ar 23d, sell Henry May, Crow-

w

jy31dtf

Λ

m.

*»

JNevv Y 01'Κ ΙΟΓ ISOStuli; ouuu υ oinim, uuuvûch
for Belfast ; Addie Ε Snow, Amboy for Damariscofta; Sea Bird, do for Boston.
STONINGLON—Ar 23d, sch Rosa & Adra, fra

....

1.30,2.35, 5.10,6.3o, f8.00,

land, daily, as folio ws; viz.:
For Long Island, Little Chebeague, Hope Island, Jenk's 9.30,10.20 a.m., 2.00, 5.00,6.05 p.m.
For Harpsweil, 9.30 a. m., 2.00, 5.00. 6.05 p. m.
For Orr's Island, 9.30 a. in., "5.00 p. m.
lieturn for Portland—Leave Orr's Island at 6.15
a. in., 1.30 p. m.
Harpsweil at 5.15, 6.45 a. m., 2,
3.45 p. m.; Jenk's at 5.50, 7.35, 11.25 a. in., 2.50,
4.20 p. m. ; Hope Island at 5.55, 7.40, 11.30 a. m.,
2.55, 4.25 p. ill. ; Little Chebeague at 6.05, 7.50,
11 35 a. m., 3.05, 4.35 p. ill. ; Long Island at 6.25,
8.10,11.55 a. m., 3.25, 4.55 p. m. Arrive at Portland at 7.00. 8.45 a. m., 12.30, 4.00, 5.30 p. m.
*5 o'clock trip will not run through to Orr's Island Saturdays, only to Harpsweil.
SUNDAYS.
For Long Island, 9,10,10.30 a. m., 1, 2, 2.30 p.

Pisagua.
Cld 23d, ship Reporter, Keazer, Batavia ; brig
Abbie Clifford, Storer, Fernandina; sell Thos W
Holder, McMillan, Cienfuegos.
Passed the Gate 23d, schs Nellie Grant, from

""

in..

9.00 p.m.; Cushing's 7.05, 11.00 a. m. ; 1.20, 2.45,
5.00, 6.50, 8.50 p. in. ; White Head 6.10 a.m. ; 6.40
in.
p. in. ; Cape Cottage* 11.lu a. in. ; 2.55, 4.50 p.
Steamer Euiitu leaves Franklin Wharf 7.45, 9.00,
7.80
2.5o,
l
a.
ni.
ίο.
2.00,
I
4.00,
tll.oo
; 12.05,
p.m. ; Peak's 8.00, 9.3o. flO.35, til.30 a. in. ; 1.00,
2.30, 3.15, 5.05,*10.15 p.m.; Cusliing's8.10, 9.40,
tll.20 a. m. ; 4.20 p. in. ; Cape Cottage?; 8.20 a. in.
HundayTiuie Table: State St. Wharf 10.55 a.m. ;
2.00 p.m. ; Franklin Wharf 9.15,10.30 a.m. ; 12.30,
2.15,3.15 p. in.; Peak'd 9.35, 10.50 a. in.; 1.00,
2.35, 5.15 p.m.;Cushing's9.45,11.00a.m.; 12.45,
2.45, 5.00 p. m. ; Cape Cottageî 11.10 a. m. ; 2.55,
4.45 p. m.
*0r at close of Greenwood Garden Entertainment.
tMay be omitted in foggy or stormy weather.

jWeather permitting.

Kennebec.
Also ar 23d, barque Onaway, Crickett, Pisagua;
sch Pytnon, Cheney, Amboy for Boston.
Ar 24th, barque Isaac Jackson, Welch, from

Sid 23d, sell A Β Crabtaee, Bennett, New York;
120%
Connecticut, Wlieeler, do.
113
DUTCH ISLAND HARBOR-Ar 22d, sell Ad45%
die, Bowman, from Parth Amboy for Bootlibay,
17
!Cau & Western..
Messina and P*
109 Va
(and sailed 23d.)
17
bx.tf 50^7 001 Island
lermo
14Va
NEW BEDFORD—Ar 21st, ich William Flint,
Lead.
Rread.
'55Va
Pendleton, Bangor.
Sheet
63
Pilot Sup
7V2@8
7V2@8
Ar 22d, sch Josie Hook, from Bangor.
do gq
G¥i(&7
6Υ2(&6
Pipe
19V4
VINEYARD-HAVEN— Ar 23d, scbs Sarah &
5
52
4V2@ 5
Pig
33%
Ship
Ellen, from Philadelphia for Boston; Orrte V
Leather.
66 Vi
Crackers ^lb..5V2@C
Hoboken fordo; Ε C Gates, New York
Drisk·,
Coal.
New York29
for do: Hume. Newport for Rockland; Percy,
21@ 22
Cumberland. .4 00@4 75 Light
for Eastport.
York
New
Acadia
7 00(^7 50 Mid weight. 23@ 24 {
100%
Ar 22d, schs Com Tucker, from Elizabethport
Chestnut
(a5 75 Heavy
23(£ 25
for Kennebunkport: Ulrica R Smith, Weeliawkeu
35
50
Franklin
7 00@7
; 43%
Slaughter... 35@
for Newburyport ; Mopang, do for Scituate ; Naut@5 75 Good d'mgd. 21@ 22
Lehigh
ilus, Tollman, Amboy for Portland; Petrel, New
Am calf
Coffee.
17
92@1 10
Bedford for Bangor; Geo Nevinger, Hoboken for
Lumber.
6
Rio lb $>.... 93A @11%
Bangor; Tlios Borden, Clinton Point for Portland;
18
South pine,30 00@40 00
Java
14%
@21
Hoboken for Castine.
Alexandria,
Clear pineCooperage.
3lVg
Ar 23d, schs Emeline G Sawyer, from Weehaw35
Hhhd shooks and hds— i
$56@$65
Uppers
ken fer Boston ; Izetta, Amboy for Camden.
$45« $55
181
Mol. city.. .1 50@1 75 Select
ED<;ARTOWN—Ar 22d, schs Silver Spray, frn
135
Sug. city.. .105(&l 10 Fine coram οη$35(&$42
Amboy for Waldoboro; S J Lindsay, New York
$12@$14
104Va
Sug. s'd slik 50@ 751 Spruce
for Bancor; Ellen Perkins, Newark for Saco;
124
Pine sugarI Hemlock
$11(S$12
Nellie, from Newark for Boston; Yankee Maid'
Box shooks
13
@ 45 ! Clapboards—
Mobile|&Ohio
New York for Bangor; Ε Arcularius, Amboy for
i Spruce, X.. $28@$30
140
Sutrar neadins—
MorriiC& Essex
Lynn,
20
Clear
35
in
148
$26@$28
Fort Wavne
18@
Spruce
HYANNIS—Ar 23d, sch A Η Edwards, from
2d clear
Pine
$22(a:$25
126
Pacific 6s of '95
18@ 20
Kennebec for Atlantic City.
20
No 1
94
Hard pine.
Lone island
$15®$18
Sid 23d, schs John Price, Wright, (from PhilaPfne-.
22
Mol. heading
21
$25(gg§50
for BanCon. Coal
delphia) for Portland; Charley Woolsey,
Shingles—
Hoops—
gor,
X cedar....3 75@4 00
New 14 ft
$25
BOSTON—Ar 23d, sch Herbert, Perkins, from
50
Clear
cedar.3
Old
25@3
New York Mining Stocks.
Rockport.
2 15(s2 «0
X No 1
Short do 8
Ar 24th, ship Andrew Jackson, Emery, Liver[By Telegraph.]
No 1 cedar. 1 25(αϊ 75
7 ft
$81 ynniop
pool; schs Mansur Β Oakes, Ingalls, Macliias; S
are
otovoa
ïlOffitl.II
Δ,Ρ^Γη)1
Κϋ
NEW YORK, Aug.24,1886.—The following
Sawyer, Bryant, Damariscotta; Mary Eliza, Mor121 Laths—
closing quotations for mining stocks to-day:
Sprues rouizli
rissy. Winterport; C W Dexter, Hamilton, Calais;
I Spruce.... 2 00@2 10
Oak Mid
27 50
Colorado Coal
Smith Tuttle, Ferris, Damariscotta; Lizzie Poor,
lilme—Cement.
staves
$12 50@$14|
4 00
Dickey, Bangor; Rlack Warrior, BabDidge, Deer
Quicksilver
1
Oo
cask..
Lime
!
Cordase.
23 00
do preferred
Isle; iCaressa, Pratt, and Arboreer, .Clark, Ells145
11
Cement
Amer'η ψ lb
!
112
Va
Standard
worth,
Matche*.
11
Russia
18 25
Homestake
SALEM—Ar 23d, sch Maria Adelaide, Nicker50
13
Manilla
@14 I Star, ψ gross
2 30
Con. Cal. & Va
son, Amboy.
41
Bolt
39@
Manilla
14y2iDirigo
Rope
2 99
Bodie
In port, schs Harmona, fm Bangor for Warren;
Metale.
Sisal
10V2@liyal
Julia Ε Pratt, Calais for New York; Velma. Nova
Drug· and llye·. ICopper—
Scotia for New York ; Charity, Boston for Bangor;
20 22
Acid Oxalic
>2©14l 14x48 com
Boston Produce Market.
Yankee Blade, do for do; Am Eagle, Province"
14x48 plantart...
50@
52j
for do; Geo Prescott, Boston for Newcastle;
town
BOSTON (Aug 24, 1886.—The following are to36
ished.
2 20@2 301
Alcohol
do for Cranberry Isles; Τ J Beckett,
Mt.Vernon,
:
20
I Bolts
Ammonia—
18@
day's quotations of Provisions, &e.
do
for
Gardiner; Diadem, do for Bangor.
12
M sheath
Y
carb
l
25
cuts
14
15@20
short
14
50
cut
;
00@14
Pork—Long
GLOUCESTER—Ar 23d, schs Flora A Sawyer,
16
6%
81 Y M Bolts.·
14 75;backs 14 50^15 00; light backs at 13 50@ j Ashes, pot.
and Adeline, from Bangor for New York.
24S25
Bottoms
I
Bais coabia.
45@
14 00 ; lean ends 14 00@14 50 ; pork tongues at
PORTSMOTUH—Ar 23d, schs Annie S Holten,
13
lîeeswax
33@ 351 Ingot
13 00,£$13 50; prime mess at $14 00@15 50; exGilchrist, fm Elizabethport; Winner, Frye, Port
Blch powders
51 Tintra prime at 10 50α>$11 ; raess, ,old, at 10 50; do
Johnson.
24® 27
Straits....
Borax
10*
new at 11 50@fl2.
Sid 23d, schsXimena, Pettigrew, Calais ; NorBrimstone— 2y2
27® 28
English,..
Lard—choice at 7V4@7V2C ^ft> In tierces; 7%@
mandy, Wyman, Bath.
Char. I. C .5 75®6 25
3"
Cochineal
8c in 10-tb pails; 8Vi@8^c in 5-lb pails; 8Va&
BATH—Sid 22d, schs Anna Ε J Morse, Lansil,
Char. I. X..8 00®8 50
1 Υτ
Copperas
8% c in 3-tb pails.
Baltimore ; Ella M Hawes, Purington, and W S
6 25^)7 75
Terne
Cream tartar. 40!
Hams 13@14c ^lb, according to size and cure;
.Ionian, rrowell. Philadelphia; J M Morales, Jor5 25(e£5 50
Coke
Ex. logwood. 12(_
smoked shoulders 9@9Vac; pressed hams at 12V2
dan, New York.
14@ 15
Gumarabic... 55@1 00 Antimony
13c.
Ar 23d, êch M F Godfrey, Godfrey, Portland,
0
Zinc
25
Aloes
15(a)
25@8 00
cape....
at
7c
lb.
Dressed hogs, city,
ψ
and proceeded up.
17
29
Solder
y2xV2. 16(a,
27@
Camphor
Butter—Western extra fresh mad· creamery at
BOOTHBAY—Ar 24th, sell Arrival, Stewart,
Zflolaeee*.
50@ 55
21c:
fancy higher; do extra firsts at 18@ Myrrh
Camden for Portland.
3 50@3 »·2 Porto Rico... 30@ 40
Opium
19V2C ; do irsts 16@17c ; do imitation creamery,
28
2>
25 Barbadoes.... 72@
Η η frfifth fAP.t.O"linioa 1 ASZM Κ»
γΙλ οηηΗ 1 9ι®1 Sf
Shellac
Foreign Ports.
Inditro
85@1 00 Cienfuegos.... 24 a1 25
ry,choice 12@12V2c; do fair to good 10@llc; do
3 75@4 OOl Boiling
iodine
17@ 18
At Singapore July 14, barque Wild wood, Sawcommon flots —@9c; Northern creamery, extra,
Nail·.
1251
Ipecac
nominal at 21Va@22c; do extra firsts at 19@20;
yer, for Hong Kong.
2 30@2 4
Licorice, rt.. 15@ 20|CasK
Sid fm Cardiff 18th inst, ship David Brown, McEastern creamery choice to extra 20@21e; VerNaval Stores.
Lai CX
34@ 401
Gilvery, Trinidad.
mont cmry extra 21@22c; do dairy 17%(®l8y2c;
25
bbl
3
2
351
Tar
10(oj2
Morphine
ψ
00@3
At
Carthagena Aug eth. barque Isaac Dodge,
do extra firsts ftt 16(^16 Vic. Jobbing prices ltg
Oil bergamot.3 00@3 25[Fitch (C Tar)3 25@3 50
Gaul, from Aspinwall, ar 1st, (master and a sea2c higher.
3 25fa3 50
Wil.
Pitch
1
001
liver
Cod
at
50@2
to
man
choice
sage
sick.)
extra, 9c;
Cheese—Northern,
3 00^4 00
2 75@3 001 Rosin
Lemon
Ar at Bathurst Aug 1, brig Mansoh, Page, frem
9V2@10c; Western choice to extra 83,4c: Tower
1 25'Ojl 75iTurpt'ne, gall 57^45
Olive
New York.
grades accordifig to quality; job lots Vac nicher.
4
25"a4
75
Oakum
i
PenDt
oy2@7Vlî
Ar at Buenos Ayres prev to Aug 19th, barque
Eggs—Neai by 19c;Eastem extra at 17@17Mi«;
Oil.
Wintcrgreen..2 30®2 451
Shetland, Haskell, New York.
East firsts 16c; Ν Η and Vt extra at 17@17Vac:
Linseed
50i
br'mde
Potass
45@50
42@
Ar
at Gibara 18th inst, sch Nellie Shaw. DinsNew York extra at I6e; Western good to cnoicejat
48(φ 53
Chlorate
21@ 25 Boiled
more. New York.
14c; Michigan choice 14y2c; Nora Scotia 15y2@
30
00 Sperm
115ία)1
2
Iodide
at Cienfuegos Aug 16th. oarque Boylston,
75(®3
Ar
lc
16c. Jobbing price
higher.
45® 50
Quicksilver...
50(Whale
Small, Philadelphia.
neans—Choice small NY hand picked peal 65@
30® 3o
65@70iBank
Cld at North Sydney, CB, 20th, barque Ada Ρ
Quiniue
1 70 ^ bush; choice New York larce hand picked
Ktrhuebarb.. 75(a)! 501 Shore
28$ 33 Gould. Iienrahan, New York.
do 1 60{α. 1 60 ; small Vermont hand picked pea at
33
Rt snake
35(aj 40 Porg
Ar at St John, NB, 23d, schs Emu, Colwell, and
1 75(α<1 80.
16
55@ 67
at
fair
eood
to
Saltpetre
10^
Llewellyn, Colwell, Koekland; Lampedo, Holder;
Hay—Choice prime hay at fl9;
65
1
25
Castor
55@l
Senna
15^
Almcda, Mullen, and Wallulah, Keast, Rockland;
517(0J$18 00; Eastern fine at $14@$1«; poor to
4,0.4 y2 Neatsfoot
90@1 00
Canary seed..
Kye
Roy, Lister, and Mabel Purdy, Dykeman, from
ordinary $12<a$16: East swale $10@$11. ton.
Cardamons. ..1 2o(a2 00 Elaine
52@ 50
Rockport.
straw, choice, 16 00; oat straw $9@$10^
Paint».
Soda, bi-carb.3% @ 6%
Potatoes—Extra native ^ bbl ;i 75@2 00; Port2 y2@
Sal
3| Pure gro nd ld700@7 50
bbl.
Spoken.
land 1 75; Jersey at $1 75@1 87Va
3 a; 3% Pure dry lead7 00(&7 50
Sulpur
3® 3y2
July 4, lat 4, Ion 30 W, barque Irensides, Emery
Sugar lead... 20-^ 22 Eng Veil Red.
NSW.
for
York
New
from
Sydney,
60
Red
Lead
White wax... 55@
7@7V2
Watertown Cattle Market.
5 00,α;7 Ου
8 Am. Zinz
Aug 17, lat 42 25, Ion 63 20, ech Navarino, from
6@
Vitrol, blue..
(By Telegraph.)
for
Florida.
2
Yellow....
Calais
Rochelle
y*
Vanilla, bean. 810@ $121
I
Rice.
WATERTOWN, Aug. 24,1886.—Cattle market
Oncb.
27 Rice, ψ H>....
6@7ya
No 1
uuchanged ; prices firm.
first
7
50
at
quality
;
Market Beef—Extra
24 Rangoon.— 41/2@51Λ
No 3
Maleratus.
at 7 00(αι7 26; second quality at 5 00@6 50; third
171
No 10
14. Saleratus
5@ 5y2
8 oz
quality 4 00@4 50.
10 oz
Spices.
.Receipts of cattle 1066 head.
Store Cattle—Working Oxen^ pair $100@$175 ;
Gnnpotvilei'-Hhot Cassia, pure.. 13@ 15
To the Cuticura Remedies I owe
at
$50(a;$80
22 a) 25
3 50@4 00 Cloves
Farrow Cows at $15(a$34; fancy
Blasting
13
a>
15
6
50
25@6
Ginger
yearlings $9(δ$18; *wo years old $14@$28;
Sporting
My Health, My
6
Mace
three years $24(5 $40 ; Milch Cows and Calves
75@ 90
Drop shot—
and My Life.
7
50(a) 65
Buck
Nutmegs
$25@$4«.
Western
25
live,
fat,
15,167;
22@
Swine—Receipts
Pepper
Stai-ch.
Hay.
A day never passes that I do not think and speak
&5y2 ; northern dressed 6%c.
8
3y2@
Pressed
Sheep and Lambs—Receipts 7669; in lots 2 50@
§13@$ 15 Laundry
kindly of the Cuticura Remedies. Seven years
Teas.
Straw—,... $ 9@$ 11
@4 00; extra 4 50&5 00.1
ago, all of a dozen lumps formed 011 my neck, rangIron.
Veal Calves 2y2(a}6c.
Souchong,.... 18@ 50 ing in size from a cherry stone to an orange. The
2
painful to
Common
25|r) 30
@2ye|Oolong
large ones were frightful to look at. andsaw
50
me, in
Relined
bear; people turned aside when tliey
21/4@21/21 do choice.. 35@ 30
Market.
street or
on
the
Cattle
to
be
4
25@
ashamed
^4y2 I Japan
Chicago
Norway
disgust, and I was
15: do choice.. 35@ 40
12
and their treatment, and all
Cast steel
in
Physicians
society.
By Telegraph.]
Tobacco.
In a moment ot
German steel 5
(a;7
medicines failed to do any good.
CHICAGO, Αηε. 24, 1886—Cattle—Receipts
Best brands.. 50® 60
3
Shoe steel—
despair I tried the Cuticura Remedies—Cuti6700; shipments 2Ô00; steady; shipping steers,
Medium
40@ 45
ironSkin Cure, and Cuticura Soap,
Sheet
the
cura,
great
3 90;aS 20 ; stockers and feeders at 2 20@3 50 ;
30@ 40
Common
3%@41/4 Common
an exquisite Skin Beautifier, externally, and Cut
Half ψ
cows, bulls and mixed 1 50@3 56 ; bulk at 2 40&
H.C
icura Resolvent, the new Blood Purifier, inter4@4y2
3 00; through Texans strong.
70
leaf....
Nat'ul
60@
Russia
13y2@14
nally; the small lumps (as I call them) gradually
in about two
Hogs—Receipts 4,000 ; shipments 3500 ; weak ;
liHlY
7CtvSV2
disappeared, and the large ones broke,
rough and mixed .3 95@4 65; packing and shipProvisions, &c.:
Flour.
Grain.
weeks, discharging large quantities of matter, lea vping at 4 70@5 07 ; lights 3 75@3 85; skips at
two slight scars in my neck to-day to tell the stoing
2 50@3 50.
was one hunry of my suffering. My weight then
Sheep—Receipts4300; shipments 500; weaker;
dred and fifteen sickly pounds; my weight now is
SAILING DAYS OF STEAMSHIPS.
natives 2 20@3 00; Texans 2 00Φ3 00. Lambs
one hundred and sixty-one solid, healthy pounds,
FOR
FROM
at 4.25^4 80ya.
and my height is only live feet, five inches. In my
New York..Liverpool. ..Aug 24
Wisconsin
t ravels I praised the Cuticura Remedies, North,
New York.. Hamburg... Aug 24
Bohemia
South, East and West. To Cuticura Remedies
Domestic Markets.
New York..Bremen —Aug 25
Eider
I OWE MY HEALTH, MY HAPPENESH and MY LIFE.
20
York..
New
Aug
Hamburg...
Kugia
[By Telegraph.]
A prominent New York druggist asked me the othYork.. Hav&VCruz Aug 26
Washington.New
City
er day, "Do you still use tne Cuticura RemeNKW YORK. Aug, 24, 1886.—Flour market
New York..Laguayra... Aug 26
Valencia
dies ; you look to be in perfect health?" My reply
weak—receipts 18,716 bbis; exports 3620 bbls Athos
New York.. Hayti
Aug 20
"I do, and shall always. I have never "known
and 15,042 sacks;sales 17,600" bbls.
=·
Τ
licinir
Liverpool... Aug 26 was,
Vancouver
Quebec
Flour quotations—No 2 at 2 00(^2 60; superfine
Boston
Liverpool ...Aug 26 Cuticura Remedies." Somtlmes I ara laughed
Favouia
Western and State 2 15@2 90; common to good
New York..Liverpool... .Aug 26
Britanic
with
not
to
acquainted
people
by praising them
extra Western and State at 2 70©3 25; .'good to
Liverpool. ..Aug 27 at
Quebec
Circassian
their merits, but sooner or later they will come to
choice do at 3 30@5 00; common to choice White
of Richmond New York.. Liverpool.. .Aug 28
City
as those that use
the
same
believe
and
senses
do
at
their
wheat Western extra at 4 60@4 80; fancy
-New Vork..Kingston ...Aug 28
Alvo
them, as dozens have whom I have told. May the
at 4 85@6 00 ; common to good extra Ohio at 2 70
New York..Hamburg ...Aug 28
Polaria
time corne when there shall be a large Cuticura
28
@4 75 ; common to choice extra St Louis at 2 70 a,
New York..Glasgow
Aug
a
Ancliori
Supply House in every city in the world, for the
5 10; patent Minnesota extra good to prime at
Aug 28
New York..Havana
Saratoga
benefit of humanity, where the Cuticura RemeNew York. .Rotterdam..Aug 28
Leerdam
4
dies shall be sold only, so that there will be rareδ 10, including 2,700 bbls city mill extra
45^
New York..Bremen
Aug 28
Elbe
ly a need of ever entering a drug store.
4 60; 750 bbls fine do 2 00&2 65 ; 760 bbls »uBoston
.Liverpool...Sept 2
Scythia
M. HUSBANDS,
2
2
No
at
70,αί
bbls
extra
perfine 2 15A2 90;1200
Liverpool... Sept 2
Sarnia
Quebec
210 Fulton St., New York, Ν. Y.
3 25; 5800 bbls winter wheat extra at 2 7<Λα5 1υ;
3
Liverpool... Sept
Quebec
Polynesian
are
a positive cure for ev6200 bbls Minnesota extra at 2 70^5 10. soutliCuticura Remedies
from Pimples
ern flour quiet.
Rye Flour steady. Wheat is
ery form of Skin and Blood Diseases,
.AUGUST 25.
lower; receipts 179,500 bush; exports 226,252
MINIATURE ALMANAC
to Scrofula. Sold everywhere. Price Cuticura,
bush; sales 346,000 bush spot; No 2 Spring 8lJc;
6 30
50cents: Soap, 25 cents: Resolvent, $1.00.
4 56, m h
rises
Sun
watei {
Drug and Chemical
No 1 hard at 94c ; No 3 Red at 88 Va(^8Sc in elcv
7 00
C 30!
Prepared by the Potterfor
J
Sun se s
"How to Cure Skin
steamer No 2 Rea 857/e&88c elev: .no 2 lied at
8ft 2111
Co., Boston, Mass. Send
1334 ,,
j\
LtiUgrli of «lay
I t
89V4@89V2c elev; No lifted at 94c ; No 1 White
y
it
1
in
Diseases."
!····
rises
Moon
12,10
89c. Kye dull. Corn higher; receipts 40,100
Mend for "flow to Cure Sliin Dist'nxes."
bush; exports 36,417 bush; sales 112,000 bush;
DIMPLES, Blackheads, Skin Blemishes, and Baby
No2 at 5Js4@52c delivered; No 2 White 52V2C.
NEWS.
a llTl Humors, use Cuticura Soap.
iSTE
Si48
JYLARI
Oate lower; receipts 93,100 bush; exports
bush ; sales 96,000 busn ; No 3 at 31c ; do White
KIDNEY PAINS, STRAINS, BACK
do
White
at
No
2
at
35@
34:0,3414c;
32@32Vfcc;
ACHE, Weakness and Weariness caused
PORT OF PORTLAND.
3514c : Mixed Western 33@34c; White do at 36(<£
by overwork, dissipation, standing,
Cotfee—Rio firm at 10c.
43c ; White State 40c.
walking, or the sewing-machine, cured
Sugar firm; refined steady—C 4%@4%e; Extra
24,
Plaster.
TUESDAY,
August
by the Cuticura Anti-Pain
C 4"13-16(0(6 1-16c; White ExC at bVa&o 6-16c;
New, elegant, original and infallible.
Arrived.
Off A 5 7-16@5 9-16c; Yellow 41/4«43/8c; Mould
aul8W&S&\v2w
25c.
A at 6 l-16@6Vec; standard A at ôty's&ô ll-16c;
Steamer Cumberland, Thompson, St John, NB,
granulated at 6@6 l-16c; cut loaf and crushed at via East port for Boston.
6 5-16@6%ο; Dowdered 6i4@6VaC ; Cubes at 6 3
Sch Oceanic, Moore, Boston.
Petroleum—united
Sell Charity, Magee, Boston.
16^6^0; Conf A 5 5 16c.
61c. Tallow steaay. Pork quiet; mess quoted
Sell Geo 11 Davenport, Steele, Columbia Falls10 50 for old 11 00@11 60 for. new. lieei is dull.
edgings to J H Blake.
Ijard lower; Western steam spot at 7 ôBîJrcfined
Sch Louisa Frances, Thorndike, Rockland—
quoted at 7 60 for Continent, 7 85 for S A. Mut- lime to C S Chase.
DR. C. W. BENSON, of Baltimore, Md., lias dis
Cheese is firmer;
ter is firm; State at J6@23c.
Sclï Susan, Grover, Pemaquid.
covered that the Extract of Celery Seed and the
State 7@9c Western flat 7Vs@8c.
Sch Mattic Τ Dyer, Sargent, Bootlibay.
Extract of German Chamomile Flowers combined
Freights dull.
Cleared.
in the form of Pills, is the most wonderful nervine
CHICAGO. Aug 24, 1886.—The Flour market
in the world and invariably cures
Barqne Celina, Tibbetts, Montevideo-S C Dyer
is quiet; Southern Winter Wheat at 4 15«,4 60;
Co.
&
Wisconsin at 3 90^4 15; Michigan do at 4 00@
Mick Headache, Nervous Headache, NeuParrsboro—
Sch Windsor Faeket, (Br) Wyman,
4 50; soft Spring Wheat 3 50^3 75; Minnesota
master.
ralgia, NerroiiNneMR, NIccpIcnhucnh,
bakers 3 50.a>4 10; patents 4 4(ao,4 80;1ow grades
Sch τ W L Greser, (Br) Coggins, Westport, NS.
l'aralynin, Ht. Vitus' Dance,
1 75 o;2 75; live flour 3 25@3 5o. Wiieatlower;
Mattie Β Kussell, Larrabee, Kennebec, to
Sell
2
Red at 7914c.
Corn
No 2 Spring at 77 Vac ; No
and all nervous troubles, as they act directly upon
load for Philadelphia—«J S VVinslow & Co.
quiet at 413/ec. Oats steadv at 26VeC. Rye dull;
the nervous system as a nerve food and exciter of
Sch W C Pendleton, Webber, Damariscotta—Ν
No 2 at 60c. Barley quiet; No 2 at 59c. l'ork is
nerve matter.
Blake.
They are invaluable to all nervous
weaker 9 50@9 624*. Lard easier at 7 30 ; short
people, and Dr. Benson's reputation as a specialrib sides steady 6 15@6 17Vfc. Boxed meats are
ist in the treatment of nervous diseases at once
at this port
Nor
Carsten
Boe,
Donnevig.
barque
steady: dry salted shoulders at 63/4@.»%c; short
from Trapani.reports: Aug 2, lat 44 20, Ion 50 10
gives them a high standard. Sold bv all druggists,
clear sides at 6 63ία;6 65. Whiskey at 1 15.
or sent to any address on receipt of price—50c a
spoke sell G W Reed, of Bucksport, with 725 qtls
Keceipts—Flour, 9,000 bbls; wheat. 77,000
box. or (5 boxes for §2.50, Office 154 N. Howard
fish. All well.
bu; corn 403,000 bu; oats 277.000 bu; rye 3.000
St., Baltimore.
apr8d6mnrmcTh
bush.
bu ; barley, 64,000
FROM OUR CORRESPONDENT.
Shipments—Flour, 7,000 bbls ; wheat, 160,000
WISCASSET. A ug. 22-Ar, sch Ella M Hawes,
bush: corn, 144,000 bush ; oats, 203,000 bush :
Purington, Bath.
rye 1,000 bush, barley 20,000 bush.
"·"
ΛΓΓ *
ΤΛΝΤ
Aug 23—Sid, sch Lizzie S Haynes, Sawyer, for
ST. LOUIS, Aug. 23, 1886.—Flour is firm;
1' Λ
S
OF
Philadelphia.
choice family at 3 00@3 15; fancy 3 40&3 50; exi ki'J.K and
THIS
sells Ira D Sturgis, Hodgdon. New
24—Sid,
Aug
«·.■
at
3
4
25.
tra fancy
ftlo at our
60(ffi3 80 ; patents at 00(g-&4
have it
Lawrence
Haven;
Haines, Lewis, Bridgeport.
office. Situ*: id you desire
Wheat is lower; No 2 Red at 79%c. Corn lower
to advertise in any papers,
EAST MACHIAS, Aug. 21—Ar, sch C V Minot,
at 39c. Oats lower at 26% c. Lard 6 75.
it will pay you to write us
Hathaway, Portland.
Receipts—Flour, 3,000 bbls ; wiieat, 78,000 bu;
for an estimate. Srate how
corn.44,000 bush; oats, 23,000 bush; rye, 2,000
much, how long, and where
FROM
MERCHANTS' XMCHANGE.
bush, barley 7,000 bush.
you want, to advertise. For
ten cents we will Rend
Shipments—Flour, 8,000 bis; wheat 15,000 bu;
Sid fm Caibarien 12th Inst, brie Hyperion, Foss,
complete directory of
corn, 3.000 bush ; oats 3,000 bush ; rye 1,000 bu;
North of Hatteras.
American newspapers,
barley 00,00 bush.
Ar at Cardenas l6tli, barque Hancock, Guptill,
together with much
Pensacola.
DETROIT, Aug. 24,1«86.—Wheat easier; No 1
valuable Information
Sid 18th, barque Harriet S. Jackson, Bacon, for
White 79VaC ; Mich Red 82c ; No 2 Red 82c.
for advertisers. ESTIBoston.
MATES FREE.
Receipts, 47,400 bush.
Sla fm Matanzas 14th, barque Lizxie Carter,
NEW ORLEANS, Aug. 24, 1386,-Cotton dull;
Carter, Delaware Breakwater: 16th, Hannah Mcmiddling 9 l-16c.
Loou, Bowers, do.
Newspaper Adv'ng Agency,
SAVANNAH, Aug. 24, 1886.-Cotton is quiet;
Ar at Cienfuegos
Aug 13, barque Neptune, Hill,
middling 8%c.
Norfolk.
CHARLESTON, Aug. 24, 1886.—Cotton nomiClotilde, Coggins, ί ascagoula.
^«karque
nal ; middling 9c.
AUK 20' silip 6·0100' ^wers, from
dtf
maylO
Boston
MEMPHIS, Aug. 24,1886.—Cotton quiet; midArat Victoria, BC,
13, ship Ocean King,
Aug
dling 91/ec.
Sawyer, San Jbrancisco.
MOBILE,Aug. 24, 1886.—Cotton nominal; midSid fm Liverpool
Aug 22, ship St Charles, PurAdvertising Bureau (1'j Spruce Street), where ndvertti
dling 9c.
βββδίτ.ϋ
ington, Philadelphia, i«gàwaiceafos SESBfcj
Um contracts-lc-.v U'«uoue for It IN
Yflttij:,

CO.

TIME TABLE.

б.25, 7.15,10.50, a.

WE

Igg
132

STAR LINE STEAMBOAT

Sta-

...

CHICAGO BOARD OF TRADE.
Tlie following quotations are received daily by
F. G. Stevens, No. 42Vi Exchange street:

Arrangements for evening sailing parties can be
made with the Captain on board.
jel9dtf

Domestic Potcs.

Philadelphia.
CHARLESTON—Ar 23d,

aud 3.50 p.m.

a. m.

Fishermen.
Ar at Bucksport 22d, sehs Fisher. Hanson, from
Grand Banks, with 1000 qtls fish ; Charlotte Morgan, Clements, Bank Quero, 1100 do; Mattie F
Deyereux. Grand Banks, 1800.
Ar at Port Mulgrave, NS, 21st, sell Eben Dale
from North Bay for North Haven, full fare.
A

STEAMSHIP CO,

Leave Burnh&m's Wharf at 0. 7, 9, 10.15 ft. m.,
12.20, 2.15, 3.30, δ and 0.15, p. 111.
Leave Casco Wharf, Diamond Island at 6.30.
7.45, 9.30, 10.40, a. in. 1.30, 2.45, 4.30,5.45, and
G.45, p. m.
The 10.15 and 3.30 trips will be made around
the Island touching at Diamond Cove at lia. m.
and 4.05 p. m. and at Farm Landing at 11.15

cargo may bo saved.

PASCAGOULA—Cld 12th, barque Sarah

Internationa!

14tli, and

and after Monday, June
uutii further notice,

THE STEAMER ISIS
will rim as follows: (Sundays excepted.)

Sell Ella Elliott, Jones, from Bockport for Gaiveston, before reported ashore at San Luis Pass
has sustained no damage and was expected to
come oil 24th. Wrecker» were throwing out the

w_

use

FOR DIAMOND ISLAND AND DIAMOND COVE.
Ou

RAI lEOAl»·

steamers·

18LAND STEAMERS.

MISCELlAJiEOIIS.

Memoranda.
Bath) Ford, from Liverpool
Ship Kennebec, (of has
put into Gibraltar with
Cal,
for Wilmington,
rudderhead sprung.
of
Bath,
Endeavor,
Capt Whittier, is
Barque
ashore at Sagua and will be a total wreck. The

Oats, bag lots....43^44

....

19*'s
31%

1st pref
St. Paul
"St. Paul preferred
St. Pau;, ivlirm.|& Man
St Paul "ft Jmaha
ao prei
Texas iPacific
Union Pacific
U.S. Express
Wabasli, St. Louis & Pacific
do pref
Western Union Telegraph
Alton & Terre Haute
do pr«f
Boston Air Line
Burlin.ïto & Cedar Rapids
Canaaa Southern
^
Canton
Central Iowa
E. Tenn
do oref
Kansas & Texas
Uoustou & Texas
Metropolitan El
Richmond &1Danville
Oregon Nav
Wells. Fargo Express

grades. 3

Chickens

.43

Illinois Central
Ind Bloom. & Western
Lake Erie & West
Lake Shore
Louisville & Nasn
Manhattan Elevated
Michigan Central
Mum. <s St. Louis

PORTLAND, Aug. 24, 1886.
The following are to-day's closing quotations of
Grain, Provisions, &c.:

109%
9%

re-

137
108

Erie'preferred—«

PORTLAND WHOLESALE MARKET.

Superfine and

passed l'rawle Point Aug 22, ship Danl Barnes
Stevens, from Antwerp for San Francisco.
Passed Anjier July 2d, ship Wandering jew.
Nichols, Manila for Νcw York.
Ar at Cuxhaven Aug 11, ship J W Marr, Cotton,
Lobos.

cargo.

142i

market is

ceived daily, by private wire, by Pullen, Crocker
& Co.. No. 33 Exchange street. Pertland, Me:
Adams Exuress
American Exuress
Central Pacific
Chesapease & Ohio
Chicago & Alton..
Chicago & Alton preferred
Chicago, Burlington & Qulucy
Del. & llud. Canal
Del.,(Lack. & West
Den & Kio Grande
Erie

LONDON. Aug. 24, 1886.—Consols 1 00 15-16.
S. 4s af !29% ;
4 Vas, 112*/*.
LIVERPOOL. Aug. 24, 1886.—Cotton marketdull; uplands at 6V»d ; Orleans 5 3-16d ; sales 7,00£>. bales; speculation and export 500 bales
LIVERPOOL, Aug.24,1886.—Quotations—Winter Wheat 6s 9d®6s lid: Spring wheat at 6s 9d
@6s lid;Club wheat 6s ll(l@7s Id. Corn—mixed
Western at 4s 5d; peas at 5s 5d. Provisions, &c.—
Pork 57s 6d: bacon 35s 6d for short clear and33s
6d for long clear. Chc -se at 43s 6d for American;
lard, prime Western at 35s 3d;jtallow, 23s 3d for
American.

LONDON, Aug 24, 1886.-U.

50 Cotton Seed.
car lots..23 00@24 00
00
do bag...24 00^25 00
75 Sack'dBr'n
75
car lots. .36 50@17 50
do bag... 18 ΟΟφΙΟ 00
25; Middlings. 18 00@21 00
00
00 do bag lots,19
IProvinioui·.
50 PorkBacks ...15 50^16 00
Clear.... 14 75^15 00
Cod, φ1 qtl—
Mess
12 00@12 50
Large Shore2 75@3 00
Large Bailk2 50^2 75 Mess Beef. 7 50i^8 00
2 00^.2 25
9 00^9 50
Ex Mess.
Small
2 00 u)'2 751 Plate
9 00:a9 50
Pollock
1 50^2 00
Ex Plate. 10 00@10 50
Haddock
1 25@1 76 i Lard
Hake
Tubs ^ &..7V2@7sAc
Herring—
Scaled©·
Tierces
71/a®7s/4c
8
No 1
(«;8%c
13@16ci Pails
Mackerel ^ bbl—
13,fiil3Va
iHams ^ib
Shore Is. 19 00@21 00| do covered. .14@14Va
Oil
Shore 2s. 6 50® 7^0i
Med. 3s. 4 75@ 5 75 Kerosene—
Port. Kef. Pet
G¥>
Small
@
S
Produce.
Water White
13
Pratt'sAst'l.-Pbbl.
Cranberries12
Devoe's Brilliant
Maine
8Va
Ligonia
Cape Cod...
7 Va
Pea Beans... 1 75@1 85 Silver White
8 Va
Medium.... 1 75@1 85 Centennial
KaiitiiiM.
German mdl 60^1 75
2 25@3 00
Yellow Eyes.l 40@1 65 Muscatel
Potatoes, bush, 5υ®60 I London Lay'r 2 50^2 87
4 00@4 50|OnduraLay. 12
St Potatoes
(ai2Va
3 00^3 251 Valencia
Onions
7@9ya

110%
115%
stock

European Markets.
By Telegraph.]

BETHEL HOUSE-W. F. Lovejoy & Son, Proprietors.
ΚΟΙ.Μ ΓΚΚ'Μ MILLS.

HANCOCK HOUSE-M. Hancock, Proprietor.
BOSTON.
QUINCY HOUSE—J. W. Johnson & Co., Proprit;
tor.

AMERICAN HOUSE, Hanover St—L. liice &
Son, Proprietors.
RRITNMWIC'K.
P. & K. DINING ROOMS—W. R. Field, Proprietor.

CANTON.
CANTON IIOUSE-N. L. MANDS, Proprietor.
HOItATI.
Mr. CUTLER
etor.

HOUSE—Frccmam Pugsley,Propri-

COBNIHII VILLAGE.
LINCOLN HOUSE—C. E. Woodbury, Proprietor
CALA EM.

AMERICAN HOUSE—M. D. Gardiner, Proprietor.

COKMMII.
DAVIS HOTEL—Μ. Β. Davis, Proprietor.
ELL8WOBTH.
HANCOCK HOUSE—George Gould, Proprietor
ΕΛΜΤΡΟΒΤ.
PASSA M AQUODD Y HOUSE-T. II. Bucknam.

proprietor.

<«BAV.

GRAY HOTEL.—C. E. Whidden, Proprietor
LE1VMTON.
DeWITT HOUSE—Quinby & Murch, Proprietors.
J1 AC II I AM.

EASTER HOTEL—Ε. E. Stoddard, Proprietor
.tlECIE l.M(

FALLS.

COBlfs HOTEL—1'. It Cobb, Proprietor.
no n η ι Dt« ι·: u ock.

DANFORTll HOlSE-C. Daniorth, Proprietor.
PORTLAND.
CITY HOTEL, Corner of Congress and Green Sts."
,J. \V. Robinson, Proprietor.
FALMOUTH HOTEL, Corner of Middle and UnionSts.—J. K. Martin, Proprietor.
PERRY'S HOTEL, 117 Federal St.—J. (i. Perry,

Proprietor.

PREBLE HOUSE, Congress St.-M. S. Gibson.

Proprietor.

U. S. HOTEL, Junction of Congress and Federal
Sts.—McDonald & Newbegin, Proprietors.
RAYMOND VILLAGE.
CENTRAL HOUSE—Wm. II. Smith, Proprietor.
NACCABA PPA.
PRESUMP8C0T HOUSE—YV. S. Pratt, Proprie-

«AIM CENTRAL RAILROAD
On und after MONDAY, June
IttSC, I'assemcer Traino Leave
l'orlUiml as follow»:
Htillliar, VnBft'boro, NI. John. Slnlitax, anil Ihc Previncvn, Hi. Stepheu «m
Aroe*t«oS* C-'ounty, 12.30 ρ iu., Via li«w»«tou. 12.35 am' ^11.1 ô p. in., via Aagnita; and
foi EtUworlh, Bar 1Ι:ιι Ι>οΐ hu<1 Bangor
A PiHcnlr.qnn It. I&
*11.15 p. 111., foi
'MUowhet;»n, Bcii'nwt an. UexM'r, 12.30,
"*12.35, til.15 i>. hi.; Walerville. 0.45 a. m.,
12.30,12.35. 5.15 and, *11.15 p. in., for Au*
sjutta. Ma llowell, (anrdiucr and Bmo*·
wStk, 0.45 a. in., 12.35, 5.15. {11.15 p. m. ;
Bath, <>45 a. m 12.35, 5.16 p. in., and on
Saturday m o'-.iy at 11.15 p. ui. ; Rockland and
liiiox nil.) Biiiccolu Κ. li., 0.45 a. m., 12.35
p. ni.; und οι» Saturdays only at 5.15 p. ui.;
Λ ni urn and l.ovi»iou a! S3.o a. in., 12.3o.

For

5.10 ρ in.; Lt-wiiitou via SlniuH»ii k. 0.45
{11. J 5 p.m. ; Fnrminmon, Monmouth.
Winthrop and .Ylaranacook 8.3o a. ni. and
12.30 p. ill. ; Oakland and North An*ou.
I 2.30 p. 111. : PnriuinKtOu vin Brunnwirk
0.45 a. in. and 12.35 p. m., and from
a. ill.,

CONGRESS ST. STATION ONLY

For Bnnuor,
12.38 p. in.

ElUworih and Bar Harbor a
Fast Express
stopping at Bruns
wick, (jardiner, II alio well, Augusta
and Watervillo

only.
AU other trains timed as above from Commercial
Station,stop at Congress St., where through
tickets and baggage cheeks may be obtained for
principal points East and West.
îThe 11.15 p. m. train is the nljiht express with
sleeping car attached and runs every night Sundays included, through to liar Harbor but not to
SUowheganon Monday
or to Belfast
and l>exter or beyond mornings
to Bar
ltaugoi,
Harbor, on Sunday mornaig-. excepting
Trains aru due in Portland as follows : The mora
from
trains
iug
Augusta and ttatb 3.45 a. m.;
Lewiston, 8.»0 a. iu. ; the day trahis from Bangor at 12.46and 12.55
p.m. ; the afternoon train?
iroiuWatervdle, Hath, Rockland
and Lewistoii ftt
l
St.

5.35 p. m.,
iving Yankee at 5.45 p.m.: th*
night rullman Express train at I. 50a. m.
liiniitcd ricketM, tir<ti aud second
cinu^ foi
all point·* in the Province*
on nale in rf*
duccd rate·».

PORTLAND, BANGOR, MT. DESERT & «IACHIA5
STEAMBOAT CO.
Steamer CITY

jjjj^week on

op it κ is ηΟΛ D makes tw*
the route La^veen Portland a

tor.
MUOM HE€5AN.
COUURN HOUSE—Robert W. Haines,Proprietor

I—I

A U33.

Portland, June.2o, 1886.
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THE

WEDNESDAY MORNING,

THE FIRST GUN.

AUG. 25.

PORTLAND AND VICINITY.
NK1V
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Republican

Immense

An

Meeting; at

TO-UAV.

Sebago.

AMUSEMENTS.

Trade—Clam Bake and Dinner.
New England League Gaines.
Excursion—Maine State Prison.
Board of

Mr.

Cheap

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.
I. Α. 1ί. Α.—Notice.
For Sale—Horse.
Notice of Dissolution.
Lost—Shawl.
For Sale—Farm.

A

Annual Meeting—2.
To Let—Rooms.
For Sale—Residence.
Notice of Sale.
For Sale in
M. G. Palmer—2.

Blaine'sOpening Speech
of the Campaign.

Masterly Exposition of the
Benefits of Protection.

Boston—Restaurant.

Perry—Clothing.

Charles

WINSLOW'S
be used when
SOOTHING 8YRUP should always
children are cutting teeth. It relieves the little
sufferer at once ; it produces natural, quiet sleep by
the little cherub
relieving the child from pain, and
awakes as "bright as a button." It is very pleasant to taste. It soothes the child, softens the
gums, allays all pain, relieves wind, regulates the
fcowrt*, and is the best known remedy for diarrhoea, whether arising from teething or other
onuses. Twenty-five cents a bottle.
SM&W&wly
tanlG
Advice

to

AN

mother·.—MBS.

teria, Nervousness, Indigestion, Palpitation.
eod&w

aug23

Kearney says the Chinese must go,
but, before they go, we wish to inform them and
everybody else that Adamson's Botanic Balsam
continues to win the day in curing coughs, colds,
and all difficult breathing. Price 35 and 75 cents
Trial bottles 10 cents.
MW&S&w
*ug23
_____

sick headache, biliousness, constipation, &c\, can be cured in less time, with less
medicine, and for less money, by using Carter's
Little Liver Pills, than by any other means,
d&wlw
aug 23
cases

of

MUNICIPAL COURT.

Λ

connnil

iiffflnrp

Scathing Review of
Bayard's Diplomacy.

Mr.

Yesterday was a lively time at Sebago
Lake, nearly 5,000 people having gathered to
listen to the speeches at the opening meeting
oi the Republican campaign in this county.
The county committee had anticipated a big
crowd and special trains were provided by
the Portland and Ogdensburg to bring the
thousands to the lake. Besides the regular
noon
train
from this city,
a special
train
consisting of ten heavily loaded
arrived
cars left the depot at 1.20 and
at the Lake station about forty-five minutes
later, having taken on board accessions to
the crowd at every stopping place. Chandler's Band was on the train and played at
When the
the stations along the route.
Portland train arrived the crowd in the
around the speaker's stand gave abundant assurance of a great attendance. Large
numbers had come from up the line of the
Ogdensburg, and others from Bridgton and
the surrounding towns. The Bridgton and
Spiller's Bands were aleady on the ground
grove

Intoxication; thirty days

TntAvinotinn

Threaten

Purpose and Effect of the
Third Party Nominations.

BEFORE JUDGE GOULD.
Intoxication:
Tuesday.—John C. Hanscomb.
ten days in county jail.

William O'DonnelL

Which

the Laboring Man.

UNRIVALLED RECORD.

in the last twenAllcock's Porous Plasters have,
the best, safest,
ty-five years proved themselves
and most effectual remedy for Spinal Complaints,
TuIncipient Consumption, Diarrhoea, Pleurisy,
mors, Asthma, Bronchitis, Epilepsy, Lumbago,
Loss of
Debility, Rheumatism, Gout, Sciatica,
Vigor, Dropsy, Paralysis, Loss of Voice, Hys-

More

Dangers

■

ninety days in county jail.
Charles Gillen. Intoxication, second offence;
sixty days in county jail.
Bichard Cavanagli. Common drunkard; sixty
days in county jail.
Daniel Konau. Assault; lined $i5 and costs.
George E. Lane. Search and seizure; fined
$100 and costs. Appealed.

nvwl ilnrin.r flwi

..

fi

»· i>.-w .»■»

tlm

M.rnn

l.o.wlo

number of selections.
As the lionr of 3 o'clock approached the
crowd pressed forward to obtain the most
desirable position; near the stand and the
immense size of the audience became fully
BRIEF JOTTINGS.
apparent. The grove was Idled 011 all sides
the people standing close together, while
The yachts Wave forest, Lilly and Norman
the crowd extended nearly to the railroad
were la the harbor yesterday.
track.
On and after today the car which leaves
Upon the platform, besides the speakers,
Mmijoy Hill at 9.45 and Market Square at 10,
will ruu to Congress street station.
were seated the officers of the meeting and
There will be a grand gathering of Grand
a few others.
Mr. Blaine, accompanied by
Army posts at Lake Maranocook on Septem- 1. W. Dyer, Esq., chairman of the Republiber 9th, when all the old soldiers will meet
can county committee, entered the grove and
each other once more.
proceeded directly to the stand at about a
Schooner yacht "Magellan Cloud," Capt.
quarter to 3. He was greeted with applause
A. D'Eutrcmont, from City Point, Boston,
by those near the stand, and the hand-clapanchored off Teaks Island Monday, bound
ping was renewed when those farther back
east.
saw Sir. Blaine as lie stepped upon the platThe ."S2nd Maine liegiment will hold its reform.
union at Long Island today.
The Forest
The meeting was called to order by Mr.
City company's boats will take the comrades Dyer, who said that the county committee
to the Island from Custom House wharf at 9
under whose auspices the meeting was held
would announce the following list of officers :
a. in., returning at 3.1ό and 9.30 p. m.
Présidait—John E. Warren, Cumberland Mills.
The meeting in the Doutney tent, at the
Vice Presidents—Samuel O. Paine, Standish ;
foot of Pearl street, was largely attended
Woodbury Dana, Westbrook ; Clias. J. Walker,
Portland
Will. Osgood, North Yarmouth;
Mr.
su:
was
last evening.
; Dr.
Doutney's
ject
Cyrus Cole Cape Elizabeth; William Cook. Casco;
"The Murder of My Father and His MurW. H. Motley, Deering; Ε. B. Mallett, Freeport;
Thomas Hancock, Gray; Joliu J. Lawrence, Powerer."
nal; John W. Ti-ue, New Gloucester; E.J. Stubbs,
Air. Perkins, of Perkins's baud of LewisYarmouth; Win. II. Smith, Uaymonu: Philander
ton, wets in town yesterday to complete ar- Tolman, Harrison; M. Gleason, Blidgton; and
Clias. E. Rogers, Windham.
rangements fer a sacred concert on Long IsThe list was received with applause.
Mr.
to
be
under
the
land, Sunday,
management
Warren said that lie appreciated the honor
of the Maine Central railroad and Forest
conferred upon him but that it was not necCity Steamboat company.
essary for him to make any remarks in view
PERSONAL
of the programme which had been arranged.
He then introduced Hon. James G. Blaine.
C. C. Couilliard of the Boston Herald was
Mr. Blaine was greeted with prolonged apin town yesterday.
plause aud spoke for nearly an hour, holding
Miss Emily W. Flaherty sang at St. Silthe closest attention of his hearers to the
via's church, Bar Harbor, last Sunday.
close of his remarks. He spok# distinctly
Miss Maude Banks, daughter of General
and was understood by those in all parts of
milks, Tinnlff îicraëDïit On the stage at Portsthe grove. The speaker was frequently inmouth Monday nigtit as Parthenia in "Ingoterrupted by applause. Mr. Blaine's speech
mar." She is said to havo sustained the
follows :
part creditably.
MB. BLAINE'S SPEECH.
Adjutant L. B. Hail, of the Grand Army Fellow Citizens:
of Maine, is the first of the Maine party to
A new administration of the national government is usually unvexed in its first year
return from the California reunion. Comexcept by the importunities and the disapmander Lane went to Portland, Oregon.
pointments of its own supporters. The peoGovernor Robie and his party are expected
ple at large give small heed for the time to
the last of the month.
public affairs, and the discussion of political
issues is left as a somewhat perfunctory task
is
for
the
Secretary Bayard authority
stateto opposing partisans in Congress. This
ment that had not Mr. W. H. Clifford had a
season of apparent indifference is caused in
Congressional fight on his hands, he would part by the natural ebb of the tide which
flowed so high in the preceding national elechave been sent to Mexico in General Sedgtion and in part also by the American inwick's place, to investigate the Cutting case.
stinct of fair play which demands that the
There is talk in diplomatic circles in Washparty freshly installed may have free opporington that Mr. Clifford may be appointed tunity and full time to lay out its ground
and mature its measures. This period of
Minister to Mexico, should Minister Jackson
popular inaction is thus not only advantageresign.
ous for rest, but it prepares thosa who are
The Kennebec Journal has this item,
the ultimate arbiters in all matters of public
concern to give patient hearing to fair arguwhich shows that there, is considerable bad
ment when the time arrives for popular disfeeling over the dispute concerning the land cussion.
for the railroad shops at Waterville : "It
The approaching election of a Governor, of
will be remembered that Hon. E. F. Webb of
four Representatives to a new Congress, and
that shall choose a Senator of
a legislature
Waterville recently went to Dakota to make
the United States, revives the interest in poa purchase of land for the Maine Central
in
Maine and subjects to inquiry
litical topics
railroad of Mr. Frazier Gilman. Since his ι the various issues which separate our people
into distinct political parties. Have the old
return ne nas sued Mr. (iilman for 85,000 for
differences between the Republican
and
an alleged personal assault made upon Mm
Democratic
organizations been adjusted, or
"'·
-langerons weapons in Dakota. The have they grown more palpable and more
ors have already been made out and
pronounced? Are the questions over which
the Republicans and Democrats have waged
notice served."

present played

η

The following were among the arrivals at
the Falmouth yesterday:
I. Collins and
son, G«d. W. Roberts, Chicago ; E. W. Metcali, Ohio; A. s. Seott, Montreal; F. W.

Stevenson, Bridgeport, Conn. ; J. R. Smith,
Montreal ; Jas. Hopkins and party, Philadelphia; Bishop Doane, Newark,
A. L,yon and party, Rochester, N. T.; Geo.
R. Carter and party, Castine; W. A. Hawes
and party, Tarrytown, N. Y. ; J. A. Jenckes,
wife and three children, Rhode Island ; E.
Leadlay and party of six, Toronto; A. R.
Hopkins, Bangor; F. M. Shepliard and wife.
East Orange, N. J. ; Hon. James G. Blainei
Augusta.

Inner

rnntast;

a
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litigation in the court of public opinion to be
discontinued and a settlement effected by
entering "neither party" on the People's
docket l" Or, on the other hand, do the American people ju»t now begin to see with clearer
vision the aims and intentions, the methods
and the measures of each party, and are they
waking to a new and more earnest struggle
over policies that are irreconcilable, over
measures that are inherently and inevitably
in conflict? Let us inquire of these things
in a sptrit of candor!
TIIE TARIFF POLICY.

It is in the lirst place especially worthy of
observation that in the history of industrial
questions no party in time of peace has ever
been more united in support of a policy than
is the Republican in support of a protective
tariff to-day. At the late session of Congress a measure known as the Morrison TarComplimentary Concert.
iff Bill, designed to first weaken and ultiAccording to the advertisement in another mately
destroy the protective policy, was recolumn a concert complimentary to Mr. and
sisted by so compact an organization of the
Republican members that a single vote from
■^«^TluiHiasN· Doutney, will be given in New
and two or three votes from Minj&atl..street, tomorrow jicsoteYork
were all that broke the absolute unathe
to
be
night,
proceeds
party. And this wae renii«rr·?
assist in the financial support of the free
still more sMkiiig_by the fartίhat the orof
RepublTjiin^ Λίύιικνι in New York
temperance meetings they have befen holding gans
and Minnesota declare that these exceptional
In this city. Mr. Doutney, as far as can be
votes were adverse to the wishes of a large
learned, has kept his word in every partic- majority of those wiio elected the dissenting
members.
ular and furnished more than he promised
On the other hand, the vast majority of the
since he has beer. here. The persons enDemocratic members
supported the free
gaged to assist in the concert are of acknowl- trade side of the qu estion ; but a small miand
are
edged ablility
versatile artists.
nority, uniting with the Republicans, found
able to defeat the measure.
themselves
There is no doubt but that it will be a sucThereupon the Democratic papers quite gencessful affair. The following is a list of the
erally throughout the country denounced the
parties engaged: Prof. Hopkins' Eureka recusants as unfaithful to the creed of their
Colored Vocalists;
Master Willie Krafft, party, and the journal in New York which is
said to reflect the views of the national adclaimed to be the leading boy \ iolinist of
ministration gave formal notice to all DemoAmerica; Miss May E. FWb, cornet virtu- crats, North and South, who lean towards
the policy of Protection, that they must reoso ; Miss Annie W. Fish, contralto and pianist; The Little Wonders, Cora and Kate vise their opinions or leave the party, because with their views they can lind no symBeaudry, in lightning change- and character
pathy in Democratic ranks and no standing
songs ; Prof. E. P. Furlong, club swingers ;
room ou Democratic platforms.
These leading facts indicate that the policy
Thomas N. Dôutney in humorous recitations
of
Protection versus Free Trade is an issue
character
and
songs ; Mrs. llel· 11 L. JJoutshaped and determined 110 longer by sectionney in concert ballads; Chandler's full oral preference, but has become general and
chestra ; Miss Morrison, special pianist, and
national, affording a distinct, well marked
line of division between the Republican and
others. There will be a free meeting toι democratic parties.
I do not recall these
night.
facts as preparatory to an analytic discussion
of the protective system, but with the view
Wedding,
of applying them to certain current moveA quiet wedding took place
yesterday noon ments and current events.
at the residence of Mr. J. R. Cobb,
The hostility of the Democratic party to
Deering,
entailed upon the country a
thelcontracting parties being his daughter protection hashas
in many ways obstructed
vast loss, and
Alice E. and Capt. Leslie B. Clark of this
the progress and development of certain seccity. The ceremony was performed by Rev· tions. Since the financial panic of 1873 and
the contemporaneous solidification of the
Ε. M. Cousens, of Cumberland Mills, in the
Southern vote, the Democratic party has,
presence of invited friends and relatives. with the exception of a single Congress, held
The couple were the recipients of many ap- control of the House of Representatives.
propriate presents. Captain and Mrs. Clark The power to originate revenue bills has
been exclusively in their hands, and they
liter receiving the congratulations and best
have used it to the confusion, the detriment,
wishes of all present, took the 1.30 p. in. in
many instances to the destruction of new
Montreal
for a short bridal
train for
enterprises throughout the Union. Confitrip.
dence once shaken is hard to restore and the
Reduction in Rates.
schemes of improvement which have been
The Western Union Telegraph Company abandoned within the past ten years on account of the uncertainty of our revenue laws
have just made a great reduction in rates
constantly menaced by the Democratic party
from their Portland office to all the principal in Congress, would have caused prosperity
in many communities which
and
places in the country. The reductions havehappiness
felt the discouraging influence of dull
range from 20 to 40 per cent, and affect over
times.
(K)0 offices.
The Democratic party is constantly using
the comparative dullness in business, which
The night rates to points we t of this city
their own course in Congress for twelve
•e been reduced, with a ie ν 1
xteptions, to years has largely developed, as an argument
tariff
of
15
iform
cents .1 15 words,
against the policy of protection lint it is
worth while to compare the condition of the
•is as low as the nigh
r-.ics of any
country in this year of grace with its condieting companies.
tion the year before the Republicans sue-

ceeded in enacting their first protective tariff. In the nine States which still do the larger amount of manufacturing for the country, and which did it nearly all a quarter
of a century ago, it Is interesting and instructive to compare their financial conditions at
the beginning of 1801 and at the beginning of
1S80. The States referred to are the six of
New England, with New York, New Jersey
and Pennsylvania. In 1801 the country presented a condition brought about by nearly
an entire generation of free trade, and the
aggregate amount which the people had accumulated in their savings banks during that
long period was less than one hundred and
millions of dollars. In the same States
sixty
on the first day of January, 1880, the aggregate amount in the savings banks was over
one thousand and twenty millions of dollars.
The difference in the amount of savings in
Maine for the two periods show that in January, 1801, the people had less than a million
and a half in bank, while in January, 1880,
the people had over thirty-six millions in
bank.
During this period it must bo remembered
that the increase of population in the nine
States has been about thirty-five per cent.,
while the increase of deposits in savings
banks has been at the rate of eight hundred
per cent.
It must he remembered that seventy-five
per cent, of this vast sum belongs to the wage
workers. The vast number of depositors may
fact that in Maine,
be inferred from the
where the aggregate population is less than
seven hundred thousand, the
thirty-six millions of deposits are divided between 110,000
one
in six of the
that
about
persons, showing
total population is a depositor, and that the
average to each is abeut three hundred and
twenty dollars.
The figures with which we are dealing
have been confined to the nine States named
because in 1801 the manufacturing done in
this country was mainly confined to those
States. But the thousand millions of savings
by the workers within their borders become
still more significant, as an economic fact,
when we remember that since 1801 the great
body of Northwestern States under the inspiring influence of a Protective Tariff have
in tui η developed an enormous aggregation
of manufacturing industries. Ohio, Indiana,

Michigan, Illinois, Wisconsin,

are

no

longer

devoted to agriculture solely but have a mass
of manufacturing industries larger in aggregate value than all the manufactures in all
the States of the Union on the day Mr. Lincoln was first inaugurated.
And yet another comparison may be made
still more embarrassing to the free trade
doctrinaires and more difficult for them to
answer.
While the American workmen in
nine states, working under a protective tariff. have over a thousand millions of dollars
in savings banks, the vastly greater mass 01
working men in England, Ireland, Scotland
and Wales, the whole United Kingdom, all
working under free trade have less than four
hundred millions of dollars in the aggregate
both in savings banks and postal banks.
These figures and these dollars are the most
persuasive of arguments and the conclusion
they teach is so plain that the running ruan
may read.
TIIE LABOR QUESTION.
The leading feature in the industrial field
of 1885 and 1S8C is the discontent among the
men who earn their bread by skilled and by
unskilled labor.
Uneasiness and uncertainty are founcUon all sides; there are wise aims
among many and with not a few there is aiinlessness with its inevitable result of disapThe man
pointment and discouragement.
who could by any prescription remove this
discontent aiid at once restore harmony and
happiness would be philosopher, patriot and
statesman. The man who professes to be
able to do it will generally proveto be a compound of empiricism and ignorance. But
111 the end, perhaps by toilsome paths,
with
many blunders and some wrongs, no one
need doubt that sound and just and righteous
conclusions will be reached.
Perfect freedom to test the virtues and secure the advantage of organization, to exert strong power
through combination, are certainly among
the common rights of all men under a RepubLabor associations have
lican government.
the same sanction and the same rights that
any form of incorporation may assume—subject, as all must be, to the condition that the
persons and property of others shall be respected. It is well for every citizen of a free
government to keep before his eyes and in
his thoughts the honored maxim that "the
liberty of one man must always end where
the rights of another man begin."
I have no new nostrums to offer for the
cure of labor troubles. I have no
guack remedies to propose. I am a firm believer in the
efficacy of the protective tariff, and I can
look back with serene satisfaction to my
record in Congress as never blotted by a single vote that was not friendly to the interests
1 never promised anyof American labor.
thing when 1 was a candidate for a public office, and now as a private citizen I have no
tpinTit.atinn
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thing elsi· than the simple truth as I see the
truth. It is in this spirit that I offer some
suggestions which seem to me worthy of attention under the existing situation of the
labor question.
In what may be termed the political creed
of the various labor organizations I have observed some singular omissions of pertinent
and, as I think, controlling facts—facts
which in a spirit of friendship and candor, I
beg to point out. I read, a few days since,
in a creed put forth by an association of
Knights of Labor, in another State, a recital
of eighteen distinct ends which they desired
to have secured or maintained by national
legislation. Among these there was not the
slightest mention of a protective tariff. That
might have been accidental ; or it might have
implied a perfect sense of safety in regard to
the continuance of the tariff ; or it might
have meant that those who proclaimed the
creed are indifferent to the fate of protection.

In any event it would be well for the labor
organizations to diligently inquire and ascertain how the wages of labor in the United
States can be kept above the rate of wages in
England, Germany and France on the same
articles of manufacture without the intervenWith the present
tion of protective duties?
cheap modes of interchange and transportation of all commodities, I inquire of these
gentlemen how, under the rule of free trade,
in the United States be kept
can wages
above the general standard of European
wages? 1 do not stop for the detail of argument, I only desire to lodge the question in
the minds of the millions of American laborers who have it In their power to maintain protection or to inaugurate free trade ;
who liave it in their power to uphold the party of protection or the party of free trade.
Another portentous fact has been omitted
—so far as I have observed—from the consideration andljudgment of the labor: organizations. They seem to have taken little or no
heed of the existence of more than a million
and a half of able bodied laborers in the
South with dark skins, but with expanding
intellect, increasing intelligence and growing
ambition. While these men were slaves,
working in the corn and cotton fields, in the
rice swamps and on the sugar plantations of
the South, the skilled labor of the Northern
But
States felt no competition from them.
since they became freemen there has been a
great change in the variety and skill of the
labor performed by colored men in the South.
The great mass are, of course, still engaged
in agricultural work, but thousands and tens
01
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entering the mechanical and seini-mechanical field.
They
are making pig and bar iron in Tennessee
and Alabama. They are manufacturing cotton in Georgia and tne Carolinas.
They are
bricklayers and plasterers everywhere ; they
arc carpenters and painters ; they are blacksmiths; they make wagons and carts; they
make cigars ; they tan leather and make harness : they are firemen and pilots on river
boats; they calk vessels in southern ports;
they lay railroad track ; they are switchmen
are

and section men on the line ajd firemen on
locomotives. In fact, they are generally entering all the avenues and channels of skilled
labor. Of course they are underpaid. They
receive far less than lias been paid in year»
past to Northern mechanics for similar
work. They arc able to take no part in making laws for their own protection, and they
are consequently and inevitably unable to
maintain a fair standard of wages or to reçuive a fair 14'wtmctfcm of their proper earn-

1 do not dwell on this subject at length,
though it could easily be presented in aggravating detail. I mention it only to place it
before the labor organizations of the North,

with this question addressed to them—Do
you suppose that you can permanently maintain in the Northern States one scale of
prices when just beyond an imaginary line
on the south of us a far different scale of
prices is paid for labor? The colored mechanic of the South is not so skilfuil a workman nor so intelligent a man as you are ; but
if he will lay brick in a new cotton factory
in South Carolina at half the price you are
paid, if he will paint and plaster it at the
same low rate, lie is inevitably erecting an
industry which, if the same rate of wages be
maintained throughout, will drive you out of
business or lead you to the gates of his own

poverty.

The situation is therefore plainly discernible and demonstrable, viz: First—If the
Democratic party shall succeed, as they have
been anually atttempting for twelve years
past, ill destroying the protective tariff, the
artisans of the United States will be thrown
into direct competition with the highly
skilled and miserably paid labor of Europe.
Second—If the Democratic party shall be
able to hold control of the national government the colored laborer in the Southern
States will remain where the Southern
Democrats have placed him politically, subject to the will of the white man, and unable
to fix the price of his labor. The colored
man will, therefore, under those conditions
and influences, remain a constant quantity
in the labor maiket, receiving inadequate
compensation for his own toil, and steadily
crowding down the compensation of white
labor, if not to his own level, jet far below
its just and adequate standard.
At every turn, therefore, whether it be in
exposing the white American laborer to the
danger of European competition by destroying Die protective tariff, or whether it be in
reducing the wages of the white man by unfairly making tlie colored laborer his fatal
competitor?in all the fields of toil, the Democratic party North and South appears as the
enemy of every interest of the American
workman. With that party placed in full
power and with all its measures achieved,
the wages of the American laborer will fall
as certainly as effect follows cause.
TIIE FISHERY

QUESTION.

The fishery dispute between the United
States and Great Britain has passed through
many singular phases .in the last seventy
1 think, was it suryears, but never before,
rounded with such extraordinary circumstances as we find existing at this moment.
Before discussing the merits of the American case it may l>e interesting to recall the

the question has been
process by which
placed in its presentofattitude.
January, 1885, several
On the 31st day
season of that
months before the.fishing
Arthur issued a Procyear began, President to the people that the
lamation giving notice
of Washington
fishery articles of the Treaty
to the conditions of the

(1871) had, according
terminated. The
treaty, been formally
would now
President made the results that
from this action plain and unmistakable by
states that
warning all citizens of the United to them by
"none of the privileges seenred
188j.
these articles will exist after July 1st,
deThis termination of the treaty had been
uotii
of
vote
creed by an overwhelming
made
branches of Congress, and was now
final and effective by the President's proclademation. This course had been earnestly
sired by the American fishermen, was fully
understood by them and was completed
without protest from a single citizen of the

United States.
Five weeks after President Arthur's proclamation was issued, his term closed, and
with the new administration Mr. Bayard beIn three or four
came Secretary of State.
installed in office the
days after lie bad been
British minister, Honorable Saekville West,
submitted a proposal to continue the reciprocal fishing arrangements until January 1.
1880. After a brief correspondence Sir.
Bayard accepted the offer. In other words,
Mr. West and Mr. Bayard made a treaty of
their own by which American fishermen were
to be allowed to fish in British waters six
months longer, and British fishermen should
freely fish in American waters for the same
period. When Mr. West first proposed this
extension of time, in his note ox March 12,he
based his suggestion solely upon the genertermious greund that as the treaty would
nate during the fishing season "considerable
American
occasioned
to
be
hardship might
fishermen if they were compelled to desist
fishing at that time." This exact point had
been foreseen, had been carefully considered
by Congress, by the President, by the State
Department, and by the American fishermen
themselves. In popular
they
parlance,
it"
were
and
had "discounted
fully
to
when
their
exceedfor
it,
prepared
ing surprise the British minister seemed
moved
with
to
be
compassion for
their possible sufferings. Apparently without other motive than disinterested benevolence, Mr. West was anxious to allow them
six months more of that precious time which
the Halifax commission liad declared to be
worth to American fishermen a half million
dollars per annum.
But reading a little farther in this re markable diplomatic correspondence, we find
that Mr. West instead of acting from motives
of pure generosity towards American fishermen was really paving the way for a
A regular
shrewd trade and a new treaty.
uiiuoiai;tiiiu.mg
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ard was reduced to writing, showing that he
received a large consideration for leaving
the British waters open to American fisherThe consideration
men six months longer.
was a pledge from Mr. Bayard under date of
the
President would at
June 19th, 1885, that
the next session of Congress "recommend
the appointment of a commission in which
the governments of the United States and
Great Britain shall be respectively represented, charged with the consideration and
settlement upon a just,
equitable and
honorable basis. The entire questions of the
two governments and
fishing rights othercitizens
on the coasts of
of their respective
the United Stbtes and British North Amerdefinite and rewas
ica." The stipualion
duced to writing that "in view and in consideration of such promised recommendations by the President" the British would for
the ensuing six months enforce no restrictive regulations against American fishermen.
In addition to all this Mr. Bayard gave significant intimation to Mr. West that the refunding of duties meanwhile collected under
our custom laws upon Canadian fish might
be brought before the commission thus promised.
Accordingly, in the following December,
six and a half months after Mr. Bayard's
memorandum pledge that the President
would make the recommendation to Congress, the President actually did incorporate
it in his annual message and gave in language which was a transcript verbatim of the
words which Mr. Bayard gave to Mr. West.
It would certainly be apart from my desire
to pass any personal criticism
upon the
President, of whom I wish at all times to
this
in
terms
of
but,
viewing
respect
speak
as a public question and speaking only with
exI
must
the freedom of a private citizen,
press my belief that this transaction was
throughout most extraordinary and unprecedented. It was extraordinary and unprecedented and altogether beyond his proper
power for a Secretary of State in the recess
of Congress to revive any part of a treaty
which Congress had expressly terminated ;
it was extraordinary for a Secretary of State
to begin negotiations for the renewal of a
treaty which every department of Government had just united in annulling: it was
extraordinary for a Secretary of State to enter into a trade with a foreign Minister for a
present benefit to be paid for by the future
™tinn nf thA iinvprnnipnt. :ind
most of all
was it extraordinary that a pledge should be
that the
Government
to
a
given
foreign
President of the United States should in the
future—more than half a year distant—make
a specific recommendation, on a specific subject, in specific words to the Congress of the
United States. That pledge was given and
was lield in the British foreign oflice in London, and it took from the President all the
power of reconsideration which the lapse of
time and the change of circumstances might
suggest and impose. It robbed the President
pro hac vice of his liberty as an executive.
He was no longer free to insert in his annual
message of December what might then seem
expedient on the question of the fisheries,
but was under honorable obligations to insert word for word, letter for letter, the exact recommendation which the Secretary of
State in the preceding month of June had
promised and pledged to the British Ministry. The matter presents a curious speculation in the working of our Government.
What, for instance, could or should the
President have done, if before the date of his
annual message he had become convinced, as
the Senate were cona large majority of
vinced, that it was not expedient to organize
an International Commission on the Fisheries. lie would then have found himself embarrassed between this pledge given to a foreign government in June and his convictions
of duty to the citizens of the United States
in the ensuing December.
Congress could not be induced to concur in
the President's recommendation for an International Commission on the fisheries, and
so the scheme for which Mr. Bayard and Mr.
West had made such extraordinary preparations came to naught. It would have been
strange indeed if any other result had been
reached.
Congress had for several years
been diligently endeavoring to free the country from the burden of the treaty provisions
respecting the fisheries and it could not be
expected that they would willingly initiate
measures for a new treaty that would probably in the end be filled with provisions as
odious and burdensome to the American fishing interest as those from which they had

just escaped.

As soon as it became evident that Congress would not accept the proposal for a
new commission, the government of the Dominion of Canada, with the presumed approval of the Imperial government, began a
series of outrages upon American fishing
vessels and fishing crews—seeking in every
way to destroy their business and to deprive
That course
them of their fishing rights.
continues to this day and is adopted by the
Canadian government with the deliberate intention and obvious expectation of forcing
concessions from this government. A few
facts in the long controversy over the fishery
question may be pertinently recalled as bearing on the present situation.
Let us frankly admit at the outset that we
terms of
are governed in this matter by the
the treaty of 1818. Of the injustice of which
this country was made the victim before that
treaty was ratified, we need not here and
We accepted the treaty of 1818
now speak.
in good faith, and through it largely curtailed privileges which were the birthright of
American fishermei, those hardy men went
to work under it anil by their enterprise
largtilv expanded their business—increasing
■ϊϊΓ an amazing ratio the number ol the vessels, their agtregate tonnage, and the number of men engaged in the hazardous calling. This rapid progress alarmed the Canadians, and with the view oi repressing rivalry and crippling American fishermen, a new
construction was applied to the treaty nearly
of a century alter it had been in
a

quarter

peaceful operation.

From 1841 to 1843, it was for the first time
contended by Great Britain that the American
right to fish within three miles from
shore meant three miles from the headlands,
which marked the entrance to bays, and on
this new and strained construction of the
treaty they sought to exclude American fishermen even from the Bay of Fundy, which
is sixty mi let; wide at its mouth. After a
long diplomatic discussion, maintained with
signal ability by Edward Everett, our minister at London, Lord Aberdeen—a naine
identified with justice and magnanimity in
more than one generation—then at the head
of the British Foreign Office, acknowledged
that the ground taken by England in regard
to the Bay of Fundy was indefensible, the
Canadian position was reversed, and the bay
was reopened to American fishermen.
But the design of coercing the United
States into opening her markets to Canadian
In 1852, a
fishermen was not abandoned.
fresh and determined series of hostilities
was begun against American fishermen. A
naval force was sent out from England, and
the whole coast of Nova Scotia was guarded
by the guns of the royal navy—thirteen war
vessels patroling the fishing grounds. It
was
again proclaimed that the three-mile
limit of the Treaty of 1818 was not three
miles from the shore, but three miles outside
of a line from headland to headland of bays.
This construction of the treaty would place
the American fishermen in many places thirty miles from shore, instead of three, as provided by treaty. 51r. Everett had pertinently reminded the Britisli government that by
this construction "the waters which wash
the entire southeastern coast of Nova Scotia
front Cape Sable to Cape Canso—a distance
of nearly three hundred miles—might constitute a bay from which the United States
In other
fishermen would be excluded."
words, the argument of Mr. Everett showed
that the British construction, if admitted,
would destroy, all American rights intended
to be guarded and guaranteed under the provisions of the treaty.
When the attempt of 1852 was made to enforce the "headland" construction of the
treaty, Mr. Webster was Secretary of State,
in the administration of Mr. Fillmore. In
an official paper over his own signature, Mr.
Webster recorded his opinion that the British construction of the treaty "is nut conformable to the intentions of the contracting
parties," Those arc weighty words, and

spoken by Mr. Webster, they give an almost
authoritative construction to the treaty. It
is

certainly not discourteous

or

invidious to

say that in legal ability, especially on points
ootn of constitutional and international law,
Mj'· Webster's opinion is entitled to more
weighty consideration than that of any British official who was then dealing or wlio has
since dealt with the fishery question.
Sir. Webster's official proclamation, from
which I have quoted, was issued on the Cith
of July, 1852. A fortnight later he addressed
a large audience from the front door of his
house at Marshlield, and then lie spoke with
entire freedom. "The treaty of 1818," said
Mr. Webster, "was made with the Crown of
England. If an American fishing vessel is
captured by one of her vessels of war, the
Crown of England is answerable : but it is
not to be expected that the United States
will submit their rights to be adjudicated in
the petty tribunals of the Provinces, or that
we shall allow our own vessels to be seized
by constables and other petty officers, and
condeiued by the municipal courts of Quebec, Newfoundland, New Brunswick or Canada * » * * * * in the meantime be
assured that the fishing interest will not be
neglected by this administration under any
circumstances. The fishermen shall be pro
tested in all their rights of property and in
To use a
all tlieir rights of occupation.
Marblehead phrase they shall be protected
"
'hook and line, bob and sinker.'
Mr. Webster fell ill very soon after these
vigorous expressions and the negotiations
passed into other hands and were adjusted
finally by the reciprocity treaty of 1834. The
operation of that treaty was highly injurious
to American fishermen. Before its termination in 18<JG, our government refused to renew it and our fishing interest immediately
began to revive, and immediately the Canadians began to agitate for another treaty by
which they could reach the markets of the
United States. Their wishes were gratified,
and by the strangest of all diplomatic juggles
the United States paid five and a half millions of dollars for a treaty which it did not
want and which the other party earnestly
desired. Time lias passed and the treaty of
1871 has expired. The Canadians again come
back to their old tactics to harass and worry
and outrage American fishermen until by
sheer weariness, after the manner of the unjust judge in Scripture, our government may
give them what they want, even to the injury
of our own people.
The humiliation of our situation has been
gratuitously increased by the vote of a majority of the Democratic Darty in the House
of Representatives to throw open the markets of the United States to British and
Canadian fishermen, without duty or charge
and without securing to American fishermen
the right to fish in British and Canadian
waters. This is an act of such unaccountable, rancorous hostility to the fishing interest of New England that it is difficult even
to comprehend its motive. John Randolph
art
lmturi the wnnl tariff Mint, he
felt like
walking a mile to kick a sheep. Do the
Northern Democrats feel such determined
hostility to the fishermen of New England
that they would sacrifice a great national interest in order to inflict a blow upon them ?
It would certainly be refreshing if we coold
hear Mr. Webster's words repeated from official sources today. It would be refreshing if
it could once more be asserted with the
strength and dignity of Webster that "the
United States will not submit their rights to
be adjudicated in the petty tribunals of the
I'ro\ inces," that "American fishermen shall
be protected in their rights of property and
in all their rights of occupation." Mr. Webster did not expect and did not intend that
lie simply
his position would lead to war.
tone would
expected that a firm, decided
bring English officials to their senses and
make them feel the responsibility and danger
of transgressing the rights and touching the
sensibilities of a proud and powerful people.
Mr. Webster knew, as those who learned
from him have since known, that England
could even less than the United States afford
Mr. Webto go to war about the fisheries.
ster knew, as those who have learned in his
school have since known, that England and
the United States can never go to war except
on some point that touches the imperial integrity of the one or the other—and even an
offence of that magnitude we agreed in 1871
to settle by arbitration and not by gage of
battle. But the country is weary of nearing
in Mr. Webster's phrase that Canadian constables are arresting American crews and
that Canadian gunboats are capturing vessels
on the high seas floating thfe American flag.
And all this on the assumption of a treaty
power which the United States denies and
upon a technical construction put forward a
quarter of a century after the treaty went
into operation and had received a peaceful
We shall await the
and fair construction.
publication of Mr. Bayard's correspondence
with Great Britain on the subject of the seizure of American fishing vessels with
deep
interest—shall wait wit the hope if not the
expectation that he will leave his country in
a better position at the close of the negotiation than he lias thus far maintained for her.
RELATIONS WITH MEXICO.

Another international trouble has increased our sense of chargin and humiliation. In
contrast with our patient endurance of Canadian outrage towards American fishermen,
we have made an unnecessary and undignified display of insolence and bravado towards
Mexico. There is no adequate cause for the
demonstration. I do not stop at this point
to narrate the precise facts attending the imprisonment of Mr. Cutting. I know that we
cannot without loss of character for honor
and chivalry begin our negotiations with
fliroota nf
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United States agreeil to accept arbitration as
the meaus of adjusting our grave difficulties
with England we came under bonds to the
public opinion of the world to (offer arbitration ta any weaker power as the means of
settling diffinulties in all cases where we cannot adjust them by direct negotiations. If
we are not willing to accept that conclusion
we place ourselves in the disreputable attitude of accepting arbitration with a strong
power and resorting to force with a weak
power. I am sure no American citizen of
self-respect desires to see liis country subjected to that degradation. For the United
States to attack Mexico without giving her
an
opportunity to be heard before an impartial tribunal of arbitration would be for a
great nation of unlimited power to put herself to open shame before the world.
There could not, fellow citizens, in my
judgment, be a more deplorable event than a
war between the United States and any other Republic of America.
The United States
must be regarded as the elder sister in that
of
commonwealths.
Even in the day
family
of our weakness, we gave aid and comfort to
them in their struggle for Independence, and
let us not fail now to cultivate friendly and
intimate relations with them.
Refraining
from war ourselves we shall gain the intluence that will enable us to prevent war
among them—so that peace shall be assured
If I recall
and perpetual on this continent.
any part of my own participation in public
affairs with special satisfaction it is tliat I
endeavored and almost succeeded in having
the American Republics assemble in a Peace
Congress in order that war between nations
on this continent should be made impossible.
War in any direction would prove a great calamity to the United States—but war forced
on Mexico would be a crime, marked in an

especial degree by cruelty.
THIRD ΓΑΒΤΥ PKOIIIBITIONISTS.

The pending contest is marked by the presence of a third party, organized as its leaders
say, to enforce the prohibition of the liquor
traffic in Maine. Tliere are some singular
The
features pertaining to this movement,
Republican party in Maine from the day of
its organization lias been pledged to prohibition—enacting the principal Statute now in
force in 1857-8, and sin e amending it from
year to year as the leading temperance men
requested. The changes to make it more effective have averaged nearly one for every
vpop
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The third party, in their convention, cheerfully testify that prohibition has been so
well enforced by the Republicans, that in
their judgment Maine is a quarter of a century ahead of the license States in all that
pertains to the temperance reform. The Republicans have this year, with special emphasis, in their State convention, reaffirmed
their faith in prohibition and nominated fur
governor a pronounced supporter of the
law. But all this does not suit the third
party Prohibitionists. They desire a party
of their own just small enough to have no
effect at all, or, if possible, just large enough
to throw the State into the hands of the
Democratic party, which has been as constant in its hostility to prohibition as the
Republican party of Maine has been constant in its fidelity to prohibition.
The position and platform of the third party might in fact be tlius abbreviated : Whereas, the Republican party of Maine enacted
law thirty years ago, and has
a prohibitory
since amended it as a majority of the friends
of temperance demanded, and has in consequence advanced Maine in all matters of
temperance a quarter of a century ahead of
the license States ; therefore, be it resolved,
that we, members of a third party of Prohibitionists, will so vote as to defeat the Republican party and turn the government of
Maine over to the Democrats, who have
through all these years opposed prohibition
by every instrumentality in their power.
Democrats of course, with scarcely an attempt at concealment, regard the third party as their especial ally, and the coalition is
deso evident that 1 am sure no man can be
ceived in regard to the result except him who
desires to be deceived.
Every voter knows
that he must choose between the Republican
and Democratic parties—and every voter
knows that in joining the Third Party he indirectly but effectually throws his political
and moral influences in favor of the Democracy.

The supporters of the Third Party adopt
as their shibboleth that "the Republican party must be killed" and they have secured the
co-operation of the Democrat, of the Free
Trader, of the saloon proprietor, of all men
who wish to keep six millions of colored people in the South disfranchised and oppressed.
It is an insincere coalition, an unhallowed
partnership, an unholy alliance. Against it
the Republican party of Maine presents its
uniform support of Prohibition, its splendid
record of devotion to the protection of American labor, its long and patient effort in behalf of those who are down-trodden and deprived of natural right·. The Republican party has always fought its battles single handed, against great odds, and now with principle untarnished and courage undaunted it
will again triumph over the combined force
of all its foes.
When Mr. Blaine concluded the applause
and cheering was continued for a long time.
After a selection had been played by Chandler's band, Mr. Warren, the chairman, said
that it gave him great pleasure to introduce
one who needed no introduction
to
the
voters of the First District, lion. T. B. Reed.

Mr. Reed was given an enthusiastic reception
and spoke very briefly, pointing out the wide
divergence between Democratic proraiseland
the
performance, and calling attention to
failure of the Democratic House of Repre-

All Run Down

sentatives to make any adequate appropria
tion for the building of a navy or for fortifying our seacoast.
applause had subsided at
After the
Given Up To Die
Genthe conclusion of Sir. Reed's remarks,
"I was completely run down, and was for nearly
was introduced
of
Ohio
Gibson
under
medieal treatment, being given
H.
four
years
eral W.
I
by physicians. My mother urged me
General Gibson spoke II up to dte
as the last speaker.
to take Hood's Sarsaparilla. At last I consented,
his reand I have never taken any thing which helped,
for about three-quarters of an hour,
me as much as Hood's Sarsaparilla, which remarks occasioning a great deal of applause stored me to health and vigor. I have been
difand merriment. He spoke in brief as fol- taking it about four months, and am now a little
ferent being. I can work all day with very
lows :
I recommend it to any one whose system
fatigue.
GENEIiAL GIBSON β SPEECH.
is prostrated." Nelia Noble, Peoria, Ill.#
After saying that the Democratic party is
A Good Appetite
always a consistent party, General Gibson
"When I bought Hood's Sarsaparilla I made a
described its attitude towards Great Britain
of one dollar in medicine for the
investment
I
in the campaign of 1844, when notwithstandand imΠ time. It has driven off rheumatism boarding
the
that
northwestern
proved my appetite so much that my she will
ing the assertions
mistress says I must keep it locked up or
50
fixed
latitude
should
be
at
boundary line
be obliged to raise my hoard with every other
Thomas
degrees 40 minutes north or the Democrats hoarder that takes Hood's Sarsaparilla." Ν.
Y.
Burkell. 33i) Tillary Street. Brooklyn,
would fight, they presented Great Britain
"We all like Hood's Sarsaparilla. it is so
with an empire, afterwards carrying on a strengthening." Lizzie Balfour, Auburn, R. I.
war

against

the weak State of Mexico in the

South. Continuing General Gibson' said:
"They always are looking around for soft
jobs. They whipped JMexico and bowed
their necks to England. Today here's England and Canada quarreling about fish. I'm
not a diplomat, but I want to know who
The countless fish
owns the sea.
swam in towards the shore from the
to
man, and if any man
are God's gift

Sold by all druggists. $1 ; six tor $5. Prepared only
by C. ί. HOOD & CO., Apothecaries, Lowell,Mass.
aprl

The President then thanked the audience
for their attendance and interest, and after
three cheers for General Gibson the meeting
adjourned. Many at once pressed forward
to shake hands with Mr. Blaine, who left
the grounds shortly after. The trains did
not leave for some time, and the people
spent the interval in the grove and at the
station. The meeting was over before a
drop of rain fell from the clouds with which
the sky was covered during the afternoon.
PARTISANSHIP.

What Collector Redman Says of His
Speech at Ellsworth.
Λ reporter for the Piîess called upon Hon.
J. B. Hedman, Collector of Internal Revenue, yesterday noon, to make inquiries in regard to his reported action at the Ilancock
Couuty Democratic Convention, and hear
what he had to say in regard to charges of
The reporter
"offensive partisanship."
found Mr. Redman just leaving the Custom
House on the way to the Bangor train, and
the way spoke as follows :
I have, for fourteen years, said the collector, met with the Democrats of Hancock
county in their conventions, and for fourteen years it has been my custom to address
On this occathe convention when it met.
sion I was present, not as a delegate, but as
a spectator, and I was called upen before the
business of the convention—I think while
the committee on credentials were at workI did speak, and I
to address the delegates.
consider I had a right so to do. I respect
President Cleveland's order, for I think no
official has a right to dictate to conventions
or primaries as to who they shall nominate
for office. But 1 do not believe that because I
am an official I
am not incapacitated from
addressing my constituents when called upon, and I should always respect sueh a call
from my constituents in Hancoek county,
even at the expense of my commission. The
speech made by me on the occasion referred
to was probably reported in the Ellsworth
American, and the reports of my speeches in
that paper are usually very fair.
on

AMUSEMENTS.

NEW

Excursion.

At 5.30 yesterday morning the steamer
Forest City left lier wharf and proceeded
down the bay, calling at Mere Point, Lookout and Wilson's Point, and taking on board
an excursion, numbering about 300, under
the direction of Mr. Per.nell, steamed for
Peaks' Island. They were accompanied by
GUveen's band, which furnished excellent
-liiey

nmvcu

ill.

x

trans

Island at 11.30 and proceeded to amuse themselves in the way common to excursionists,
visiting the Rink, Garden and other places
of interest. In the afternoon Giveen's band,
in connection with the rink band, gave a tine
concert in the rink. The excursion left for
home at 4.30.
Miilett & Little.
The well-known dry goods house of Miilett
<fc Little have dissolved partnership, Mr.
Miilett retiring, and the house will be continued under the name of X. John Little &
former high reputation of the
Co. The
firm will be sustained and many novel features introduced that will keep this house
among the very foremost of the large business firms of Portland.

CHARLES PERRY,

Maine.

The Boston and Maine will sell tickets
from its stations in Maine to North Berwick
and return on Friday, August 27th (on the
occasion of the reunion of the 27th Maine
Kegiment) at two cents per mile for the round
trip, but no ticket shall be less than 25 cents.
MARRIACES.
citv, Aug. 24, at the Cathedral of the
Immaculate Conception, by Kev. Father McDonough, John B. Steele and Miss Μ. A. Dotan, both
of Portland.
In Peering, Aug 24, by Kev. Ε. M. Cousins,
Capt. Leslie B. Clark of Portland ami Miss Alice
K. Cobb of Deerlng.
In Kryeburg. Aug. 21, by Rev. Β. N. Stone, HerIll tliis

bert E. Oilman of Fryeburg ana Miss Susie M.
Booth of Brownfleld.
In Llvermore, Aug. 21, Geo. F. Hinds and Miss
Eell Richmond.
Ill Anson, Aug. 17, Willis B. Goodrich ol Bingham and Miss Alice M. Taylor of Auson.

DEATHS.
John Everett, son of the
Isabel 1". Turner of East
10 months,
[Funeral on Thursday forenoon at 10 o'clock,
from N"· HI Oxford street.
In this city. Aug. 22, B. Franklin Deshon, aged
43 years 4 months.
[Funeral tills Wednesday afternoon at 2 o'clk,
from his lates residence, No. 98 Lowell street.
Ill Ferry Village, Aug. 24, Margaret E., widow
of the late Emanuel Ross, agea 76 years.

In this city, Aug. 24,
late Winfleld S. and
Hebron, aged IS years

service this

FT-In Casco Bay. a
have same by proving
CHARLES
charges.
paying
property
HOWES, Haunaford Point, Great Chebeague.
κ I» IIP
PI IIΚ
dory. The
and

Λ lull

owner can

23-1

we NTKAVED-Tliree cows, two brown
and one black, in color, strayed from St. John
Smith's farm in Deering; suitable reward paid to
any one sending Information as to their whereabouts. Address J. J. LAPPIN'S, corner Pearl and
23-1
l· ore streets.

Co

adrift, about three miles
Southeast of Cape Lights, a fifteen foot dory ;
will be delivered to owner on payment of reasonΜ. Λ. 11AN Ν A, Keeper Capt?
able charge.

FOUND—Picked

up

Lights.

17-1

Windham,
blue pilot overcoat. The finder will be
LOST—Between
13-1
warded by leaving at THIS OFFICE.
Portland and So.

a
re-

GL0THIN6

ADRIFT—Λ sail boat ; uwiu-r <\m
have by
proving property, and paying
charges. JOHN B. SKOLFIELL), Mere Point,
5-3
Maine.
Brunswick,

FOUND

Wednesday afternoon at

2

o'clock, from the residence of Charles V. Cole,
Sawyer street. Ferry Village.
In Sherman, Aug. 9, Daniel T. Bryant, aged 75
years 4 months.
In Sherman, Aug. 8, Benjamin F., sou of M. A.
0. Leavitt, aged 11 weeks.

Τ ED-Ladies to know tliat MBS. DR,
SHEKMAN has returned to 42 South St..
and is now ready to treat cornst bad nails, outgrowing joints a specialty. Will visit residence
if desired. Corns 25 cents; outgrowing joints

WAN

24-1

50 cents.

furnishiug
Excursion at Diamond Island
MITTEES

to

a

Ft.

WANTKI»-A Situation uy an
▼ τ
girl, to do general housework.

tha

DISSOLUTION OF C0-PARTMSH1P.
partnership heretofore existing beetween
& LITTLE has been dissolved by
THEMILLETT
and colAll debts and dues will be

limitation.
lected by X.

paid

C. C. MILLETT,
X. JOHN JjITTLE.

John Little.

I shall continue the Dry Goods business at the
stand, No. 516 Congress street, under the style of
X. JOHN LITTLE & CO.
aug25dtf
August 24th. 188G.

FOR

SALEJN BOSTON.

Restaurant.

in the business and
WARD PERKINS,
Boston.

wishes to retire. ED1187 Washington Street.,

now

aug25d4t

ANNUAL· MEETING.
milE Annual meeting of the stockholders of the
A Dracut Nickel Miuing Company will be held
at the office of the company. No. 30 Exchange
Street, in the city of Portland, County of Cumberland and State of Maine, on the first Wednesday of September (Sept. 1.) 1886. at two o'clock
in the afternoon ; for tne election of Directors and
officers thereof and for the transaction of any
other appropriate business.
JEROME B. MELVIN, Clerk
Portland, Me., August 19.1880.
aug25d3t
ANNUAL· MEETING.
Annual
of the stockholders of the

meeting
THEMine Hill Mining
Company will be held at the
No. 30

office of the company,
Exchange Street in
the city of Portland, County of Cumberland and
State of Maine on the first Wednesday of September (Sept. 1.) 1886, at two o'clock in the afternoon
for the election of Directors and officers thereof
and for the transaction of any other appropriate
business.
JEROME B. MELVIN, Clerk.
Portland Me., August 19th. 188C
aug25d3t

SALE—Suburban residence: to settle the

estate of the late Thomas Randall,
FOB
in

of the
most attractive houses
Deering; finished in
modern style at a cost of $10,000.: fine stable:
one .acre of land ; set with fruit and ornamental
trees ; in fine taste ; full view of the city; will be
sold at a great sacrifice. Apply to W. H. WALDRON, 180 Middle St., or F. Ο BAILEY & CO,
18 Exchange St. Examine by calling at house
25-1
Ocean St.
one

HATE the largest and best stock of Boots
and Shoes east of Boston, and will sell them at
very low rates ; also on hand a stock of odds and
worn boots, at half price
ends, misfits, and
and less. M. G. PALMER, 541 Congress street.
25-1

I

shop

NALE-A

dark

handsome

girl
good
eral housework.. Apply between
WANTED—A
at
12
20, FIRST NATIONAL
Protestant

room

iur gen10 and
BANK
20-1

a

a

with modern im; rent $300 ; also
a good rent on May street, for $260; also two double houses and a cottage house for sale on easy
terms. M. G. PALMER, 541 Congress St. 25-1
new tenement,
on Spring street

REIVΤ—A

the best farms in

Spurwink valley ; about four miles from Portland
FOR
Can be

bought

SHAW, 48Va

Ex25-1

LET- Two large, nicely furnished front
in the city ; fine
X rooms, in the best
view over the Cape; with board or without.
25-1
Apply 57 SPRING STREET.

rpo

locality

LET—One fronts room in Franklin Block
502 Congress St. Enquire of A. B. STEV25-1
ENS, 53 Brown St.

TO

warded

by

rent

of 5

up stairs

tlrst class house
TOcold
rooms, ill
water In sleeping and bath
:

a

and

furnace,hot
N. 8.

room.

■>-&

GABONER, 40 Exchange St.

OF

VIEWS

Portland and Vicinity

as

20-1

ANTED
Everybody to know that I shall
sell every article in stock at a discount of
10 per cent for 10 days ;
every article marked in
Traveling
plain figures; consisting of Trunks,
all goods perBags, Ladies' Shopping Bags, and 122
Exchange
taining to the traveling public. No.
10-1
street. G. B. BROAD.
—

WA

Photographer.
for line Photos

Spécial facilities

of (.roups, Picnics and other pur-

ties. yachts, Island Cottages, Animals, &c,, by the Instantaneous
Process.
jlyl4

eodtf

rent of six or seven rooms, in
central part of the city. Address No. a
191
MOULTON STREET.

WANTED—A

aged, capable
small family.
to do general housework in
WANTED—A
lOtf
HELP, Press Office.
middle

woman,

a

Address,

tenement of 7 or 8 rooms, with
modern improvements, and centrally locat10-1
ed. Address B., Box 634. city.

WANTED—A

a drug store,
Address DRUGS,

man in

young
with
WANTED—A
experience.
Press office.
some

19-2

Pug Dog, 2 years old ; he must
be a slim, fine haired, short legged, and a
thoroughbred. Price low: weight not over 18
993,
pounds. Address. M. H. RUNLETT, Box18-1
Rockland, Me.

CHICKERING

WANTED—A

good Mechanical Engineer
wishes a situation ; would not object to take
on
vacation for a short time.
of
party going
place
18-1
Address, ENGINEER, Press Office.

WANTED—A

PIANO !

18-2

WANTED—Three
age, at NEWS
Wharf, City.

smart

ED An energetic man with $2000 to
buy a half interest in a first class manufacturing business within five minutes walk of Portlaud; trade already established; business the
year round ; profits good ; best of references given
and required. Address at once C. S., This Office.
17-1

WANT

woman for general housework, no washing ; short distance in the 1
country; good wages. Dr. GASSAWAY, Custom
17-1
House, 1 to 4 p. m.

Also a Second-Hand CONCERT GRAND at a Low
ure, If sold at once.

I IKIi

WANTED-A capable girl to do genhousework.
Apply at once at 323

SPRING STREET.

17-1

tidy experienced cook for a
family at one of the Islands

WANTED—A
private
at 45 PARK ST.

No. 3 Free Street Block, Portland.(Hi

coat and
pantaloon
HASKELL & JONES, 470 Con14-1

WANTED—First-class
makers, at

gress Street

75

VAUGHAN ST., capable

girl for general house work ; also
WANTED—At
references renuired.

nnrs#»

aug

HASKELL &

ffirl

capable
11-2

orders for collecting city offal
to be left at our office after this date. Tele& CO., 261 and
M.
STANAVOOD
980.
G.
phone
3-8
265 Commercial St.

WANTE»—For

man to sell pure laundry soaps to the trade
.References
commission.
required. THE
AMERICAN KERN SOAP CO., 13 Vandewater
27-4
St., New York.
on

BEST MATERIALS AND WORKMANSHIP
may be

or

27-4

St., Portland. Me.

Portland and Bid-

people
deford to know that Madam Johnson, the
WANTED—The
celebrated medical and business clairvoyant, of
Boston, is still at 56Free street, excepting Fridays
and Saturdays, when she may be found at Meed's
8-4
Hotel, Biddeford, Me.

PORTLANDJ»AILRC,AO.
Ou nod after ÎTIOIVDAV, Jane '-JHth, car*
count'diuK with Maine Central ftailroad
am

Leave
Leave
Boston Steamers, Post Office

Connect ng with
trains 1 -avlug Congress St. Station at

Franklin Wharf,
Α. Μ.

Α. Μ.

β. IN

6.20
7.50
8.00
Γ. M.
12.00
12.10

7.45
p. μ.

t. tood has removed to
of Middle and Exchange
24-1

VBAFPBB8—You will find the
Print Wrappers at L. 1). Strout's ; also all kinds of Ladles
White Underwear, Children's Wrappers and Underwear, together with Aprons, Shirt Waists. &c.,
&c., at prices far below other stores who keep
only small lots. We intend to make Print Wrappers for both Ladies and Children a leading de17-1
partment iu our business. L. 1). STKOUT.

PRINT
largest and best assortment of

AND LET LIVE—Old clothes made

to look
LIVE
; clothes cleansed, dyed and
Prices to suit the times. Orders
new

re-

promptly attended to and satisfaction guaranteed. B.
12-2
STEWART. 207 Federal SI.

paired.

follows:

outward train* will leave

niKCELLANKOIIR.

corner

dtf

CONGRESS STREET STATION KUUTE.

Y PORTLAND STAR MATCH CO.. West
Commercial St.
iny22dtf

J. M. Todd's,
Notice-lewis
Streets.

470 Congress Sir.

ray22

Girls Wanted.

Β

fair

depended upon and
prices guars' nteed.

Lancaster Building

cast off

buy §1,000
Clothing
of all kinds. Highest cash price paid. Call
WANTED-To
address immediately, MR. S. LEVY, 97 Middle

Custom ami Ready

Made

CLOTHING.

travelling sales

a

of

Quality

First

WANTED—All

this state

JONES,

-JIANUFACTIIBEB* OF—

14-1

Apply

Fig-

SAMUEL THURSTON,

WANTED—Good
G1 eral

CALL AT

THURSTON'S.

_

boys. 15 years of
STAND, Custom House
18-1

A GREAT BARGAIN.

LITTLE USED.

A. M.

6.49
8.39
P. M.

12.38
12.43
12.48
Γ».19

4.40

Cars will connect with all Inward trains excepting the Night 1'ullman.
E. A. NEWMAN. Gen'l Manager.
je28dtf

TRADE PROCESSUS
—AND—

COMMERCIAL DRUMMERS
ATTENTION !
Fine views made of the procession July 5th, and
of the Drummers on their clam bake July 7th, for
sale at the studio of

Horse

Wagon, one
light harnesses ; Call at 102 Cumberland Street,

known as the "Scott Dyer farm
for a low price ; terms easy. B.
change St.

an

30

Bra.1*1"
l±i_

a

;

Europe.
travelling
dress M., P.O. Box 1717, City

a

seven

SALE—One of

Ι,ΚΤ-Οη Hicli St.,

nine rooms at
II. JOSfc, -4

WANTED—A

Bay
two
FOR
years old ; weighs 900 lbs. ; also
work harness and two
seated Beach

TOprovements,

hall St.

WANTED-

rnlf

Enquire of Η.

'21-1

off clothing a
Please send postait

nnn

of

A tenement

Τ4»Oilman 81.

Apply at 81

BUILDING.

them at the boat, or at Β. E. McDonough's anil
James Connellan's stores on Congress street.
Tickets will be good on all the regular boats
Per order,
throughout the day.
Committee of Arrangements.
aug26d2t

a

good capable girl to do general
Call on or address T. H.
housework.
21-1
Steamers.
Boston
PRATT,

a. m.

carrying

f.n.n

the eastern side of Peak's Iscottage with four rooms, furnished ;
one of the finest views on the Island, Including
the open sea, four lights, White Heaa, Portland
LAWRANCE,
W. I.
and White Mountains.
17-1
Peak's Island.
LET—On

IIO land,

experieiiceu

WASlflNGTON STREET.

There will be a Special Steamer leave Custom House Wharf at 1.30 p. in. on Thursday,
the
Aug. 26, for the express purpose of
Irish American Relief Association party to Long
Island. The return trips will be made at 6.30 and
Members who have
9.00 o'clock in the evening.

unfurnished rooms, at G8
18-1

or

STREET.^

NOTICE.

Λ

cars at M. C. R. R. Congress Street
Inquire al 103ÎÎ ConStation. Terms moderate.
lft-2
gress street.

24-1

A

WANTED

A.

house containing seven rooms,

new

FREDERICK
walk of horse

experienced

an

or

A.

LET—A

Sebago, sunny location, No. 17
TO large closets,
STREET, within three minutes

come

situation
young person
PURSUANT
Judge of Probate for the County of Cumbermaid to lady
mothers help, companion
WANTED—By
land, I snail sell at public auction, unless prevto
Highest references. Aa-

I.

LET—A desirable up stairs tenement with

TO

modern conveniences, suitable for a small
family, at 210 New High street. Inquire of GEO.
21
F. JUNK INS, 30 Exchange street.
-1_

24-1

girl to do second work. Apply
587 CONGRESS ST., between the hours of
24-1
6 and 8 p. ra.

iously sold at private sale, oh Thursday, the
thirtieth day of September, A. D. 1886, at ten of
the clock in the forenoon, on the premises, on the
westly side of Tyng street, below York Street,
to wit: at the wooden dwelling house numbered 16
on said Tyng street, all the right, title and interest, which Sophia Milliken, late of said Portland,
deceased, had at the time of her decease in and to
A
the following described real estate, namely :
certain lot of land with the buildings thereon situated on Tyng street, in said Portland, boun ded
and described as follows : Beginning at a point on
said Tyng street sixty feet Southerly from the intersection of the Southerly side line of York
street with the Westerly side line of said Tyng
street; thence Northwesterly on a line at right
angles with said Tyng street ninety feet to a point :
thence at right angles with the last mentioned
thence lunning on a
line, Southerly, thirty feet ;
line also at right angles with the line last mentioned, to Tyng street aforesaid ; thence by said
being the
Tyng street to the point ofinbeginning;
deeds to John Deguio
same property described
recorded "in Cumberland Kegistry of Deeds, book
96, page 208, and book 105, page 524, and being
The
the homestead of the late Sophia Milliken.
above described real estate will be sold as aforesaid, according to the Statutes made in such case
The above real estate will be sold
and provided.
subject to taxes assessed in 1886.
Dated at Portland, in said County of Cumberland, the twenty-fourth day of August, A. D.
JOSEPH DEGUIO,
1886.
Administrator with the Will annexed of the estate
of Sophia Milliken, late of said Portland, deceased.
aug25dlawW3w

R ENT—From
1st. to June 1st. 18*7
a
one of the most dell/htful locations in the city has sunny exposure and
steam heat ; stable on the premises. BENJAMIN
21-1
SHAW 4HVâ Exchange Street.

I?OBfamished house inOct.

drug clerk; also

Honorable

license from the

LET.

TO

competent
well
of some experience ; must
WANTED—A
recommended. Apply at E. F. SHAW'S, junctiou

cooking.

NOTICE OF SALE·

TO

LET-Lnuvr tenement in house 2$4 Consuitable for a
gress street; ten rooms;
boarding house or private family; possession
1st.
A
for
nice rent
the right party.
given Sept.
24-1
Inquire at the house. K. S. KOSSETT.

COM-

Sept. 1.

on

for general housework
American
WANTED
for
Apply 19 MERRILL

dtf

Utf

received at

be

woman

aug25

C. W. ALI.KIK

Mc. Gowaus & Youngs until Sept. 1, for
WANTED—Proposals
refreshments at the Orphan Asylum

—Situation, by

181 Middle Street.

Salesroom 18 Exchange Street.
P. O. ΗΛΙΙ.Ι,ν.
marl4

I.KT

York and Pleasant streets.

GOODS,

Auctiooeers and Commission Merchants

The

one

FURNISHING

F. Ο. BAILEY & CO.

LET—Two large
containing photograph.
finder will be rewarded upon returning it tc
TO FREE STREET.
LOST—A
1G-1*
St.
11
Exchange
L.
BARROWS,
GEO.

will

a

of diversion.

[Funeral

LOST—Saturday

WANTED.

LOST—Between Portland and BuxHymalaya shawl : the finder will be releaving at 749 CONGRESS ST. 25-1

ton
SHAWL

I. A. R. A.
There will be a grand good time at Long
The members of the
Island, Thursday.
Irish American Relief Association and their
families will go thither on an excursion and
the advertisement will give the particulars.
Arrangements have been made for all kinds

27th

morning, August 21, between
Portland and Itlackstrap a lady's short brown
cloth wrap, trimmed with leather trimming ; finder
will be suitably rewarded by leaving it at THIS
211-1
OFFICE.

ADVKRTIMElHKNTti.

OLD

Another large audience witnessed the
opera of "The Mikado" at the opera house
yesterday afternoon, and were treated to a
Miss Brown as
very fine representation.
Yuui Turn is bright and sparkling, and Miss
Russell as Katisha is as ugly as the character was intended to be. Mr. Wilkinson as
Ko-Ko gives one of the finest personations
ever seen here, and Mr. Ramsay is an ideal
Poo-Bah, his personation being the most finished of any character he has yet assumed.
Miss Hilton is a pretty Peep-Boo. The PittiSing of Miss Connors, while not so fine a
characterization as that of Miss Perle Dudley a few weeks ago, pleases many. Mr.
Mahoney as Tish-Tush, is good, and Mr.
Byrne as Nanki-Poo is excellent. The costumes are very fine and the piano accompaniment by Miss Dudley is worthy of notice.
This afternoon and evening will be the last
chances to witness this opera.
This afternoon will be a gala time for the
children, and six beautiful dolls will be presented to the little girls holding the lucky
numbers.

LIIJI.

d&wlynrm

established, in an excellent location, doing
first-rate trade. 12 neatly furnished rooms
for lodgers attached. Owner has been 53 years

GBÏENWOOD GAJtDEN.

music ou laie

100 Doses One Dollar.

ocean

nrwl fhpn polled fnr nhp.ersi fnr Messrs. Tîlainft
and Reed, which were given «with a will.

Pennell's

on

a
brown Dnrham. (the
color cow r> years olil, the next is a ■> year old
and legs.
on
rump
brown with some white streaks
A suitable reward will be paid /or information
of Pearl
corner
Store,
sent to LAPPIN'8 Grain
24-1
and Fore street. Portland, Me.

which

wants
to fish, he should have the right and I would
But the Democrats
light to give it to him.
wont. They would sooner execute a quitclaim deed in behalf of sixty-millions of people in this country to every shad, grounder
and cat-fish in tne sea."
With its attitude towards Great Britain,
the speaker contrasted the position of the
Democratic party towards Mexico at the
present time, tie said that our foreign
affairs are in feeble hands, and that a man in
Maine, who had been heard at this meeting,
would have had no such tomfoolery had he
been in office.
General Gibson alluded to what the Democrats have not done to fulfill the promises
made by them before they went into power.
He spoke of the achievements and successes
of the Republican party, and especially of
the prosperous condition of the country
when the party retired, leaving its trust unimpaired, and with every cent of the public
funds which had been in its hands for twenty-five|years accountedifor. The speaker iffkl
that but for a small fragment of the party
held together by Mr. Reed, the Democrats
would liave succeeded in destroying the
tariff. He concluded by speaking of the
necessity of a navy, while believing that
i'ankee ingenuity would be able to cope
with any difficulties with foreign powers,
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Sunday, 22<l Inst., three
mother,) the next brackish
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Sarsaparilla

Hood's

the pasture, about

from

From the weakening effects of warm weather, by
hard work, or from a long illness, you need a good
tonic and blood purifier like Hood's Sarsaparilla.
If you have never tried this peculiar medicine, do
now.
It will give you strength and appetite.
•'Hood's Sarsaparilla gave me new life, and
restored me to my wonted health and strength."
William H. Clough, Tilton, N. H.

AUCTION HALE*.

ÏOCTD.

I.OWT A!*»

FOB VALE.

MALE-$1500 for a Farm of 2G0 Acres,
viz. 100 Timber and Wood; bal. Plains and interval ; line Maple Grove ; Fine set of buildings situated on Ellis river ; saw and starch mills, store
and school insight. N. 8. GARDINEK, -No. 40
24-1
ExchaugeStreeL

FOR

HA ILE—A

new

canvas

oars
corner

DAI.E

or

CURE

Mills;
Meeting
bargood
1? Γ» Γ V17 1ί
XT«\ iA

on
9
miles from Gorham Corner, So. Gorham.
house and school house near; will give a
otiEo/t

XT
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A

23-1

Exchange Street.

FOR ΛΑ EE-Sole Agent for
tlie Victor, American, Champion, Challenge,
and
Safety,
Boys Ideal Bicycles. Footes Anti
Header, always m stock ; catalognes free. E. S.
PEN DEXTER. with I. A. Merrill & Co., No. 230
21-1
Middle street, Portland.

BICYCI'K*

long, completely

Apply to ISAAC
Building.

LIST—The Mousam

Coimty,
particulars apply
ER, 180 State street, Portland, Me.

19-1

pills

CARTER MEDICINE CO.,
New York City.

c. L. BAILEY,

holme for *AEE-in western
part, 15 rooms, arranged perfect for 2 families, bath for both, steam heating, every modern
convenience, slate roof, metal gutters, 5000 feet
of land; will rent for §700 per annum; price to
suit investors. W. H. WALDRON, Real Estate
18-1
Agent, 180 Middle St.

IHiddle Mtrcet
dlwteodtf&w2w

New

«A EE—Cheap Ocean Tickets by best
steamers to and from Continental and South of
England Forts at §12 to §15. For sale by J. L.
18-2
FARMER, 22 Exchange St.

FOR

HEAD

A'CHE

New 1886 model Royal Mail,
with Ball Head,—new Grip-Fasi
cement,—new DeHandle
tachable
Bar,—new
Dust Shield. Wheelmen invited
to examine at my store. The
Wheel of the year. In great demand.—A few old pattern Royal Mails at reduced prices.

Riin,—no

FOR
House, situated in Kennebunk Village, York
to Ν. Η. BAKMe. For

SALE—In Cape Elizabeth, one mile
from Portland bridge, a vegetable and fruit
farm of nine acres of rich soil, well cultivated,
with buildings in good repair; well stocked with
strawberries, raspberries, blackberries, currants,
also
and rhugrapes, apples and pears; s. C.asparagus
LIN DA LL, Town
barb. Enquire on premise
28-4
House Corner.

Is the bane of so many lives that here is where we
make our great boast. Our pills cure it whUe
others do not.
Carter's Little Liver Pills are very small and
make a dose.
very easy to take. One or two
They are strictly vegetable ana do not gripe or
purge, but by their gentle action please all who
In vials at 25 cents; five for $1. Bold
use them.
by druggists everywhere, or sent by mail.

Jewelry Store.
Every customer lias a chance to secure a valuable
present. MORRISON Λ CO., Watchmakers and
Jewelers, dealers in Diamonds. Watches, Jewelry, Silver and Plated Ware. New Goods, Latest
Styles, Lowest Trices. Watches and Jewelry
Watches Cleaned, $1.00:
carefully repaired.
Main Springs, $1.00; Case Springs, 50c.; Watch
Crystals, 10c. 565 Convreu wt., under G. A*
Jyl2dtf
R. Hall near City Hotel, Portland, Me.

furnished ;
ΛΥ. DYER,
191

SICK

Ache they would be almost priceless to those who
suffer from this distressing complaint; but fortunately their goodness does not end here, and those
who once try them will find these little pills valuable in so many ways that they will not oe willing
to do without them. But after all sick head

At Morrison & C'o.'e New

MALE—Sloop Yacht Issa,

The
tiie corner of
consistell and stable ;
also three
ng of two
desirable house lots ; will be sold all together
bargain if applied for soon;
or separately at a
terms easy. Inquire of Ν. B. Dalton. on the
or of JOHN E. PALMER, 543 Congress
premises
5-4
St., Portland Me.

IIcadathe,yet Carter's Little Liver Pills are equally
valuable in Constipation, curing and
preventing
this annoying complaint, while they also correct
all disorders of the stomach, stimulate the liver
and regulate the bowels. Even if they only cured

SIOOO GIVEN AWAY

exchange for Citv property.

Farm of 100 Acres, House and Ham situated
FOR
4
road to Bar
miles from Portland

*AEE OR TO

tiick Headache and relieve all the troubles incident to a bilious state of the system, such as Dizziness, Nausea, Drowsiness, Distress after eating,
Pain in the Side, Ac.
While their most remarkable success has been shown in curing

one

24-1

Sk

YACHT

ÏITTLE*
8VER
PILLS, -mi

float:

cunning
will carry two persons and weighs abont 100
FOR
etc. Apply for
PHOTOGRAPHER, 514 Congress Street.
pounds ; rigged with sail,
of Free and South
week to K. P. SCALES,
<ltf
jlv9

FOB
about 30 feet
for sale very cheap.
First National Bank

CARTERS

\ûj0û\^

property
Fearl and Deering Streets,Woodfords,
FORNALE—
story house,

CAUTION
Hereby
persons
ALLboring
trusting any
arc

cautioned against har-

or

Norwegian

ltark "Carsten

of the

crew

of the

Boey l>;uincvig,

mas-

on

au24

CAUTION.
t LL persons are hereby caution eil against har
boring or trusting any of the crew of the Nor
wegian Bark -Kisoer," Jorgensen, master, at
this port from Aracibo, P. K., as no bills of their
contrac ting will be paid by captain or consignees.
au2-M3t
CHASE, LEAVITT & CO,

FOR

A

«ALE—The coal and lumber business
of the lateC. S. Ritchie. Saccarappa Me. ; ei^ht
everything complete; includes
established,
years
land and stock ; the books and Invoice» will be
shown ; will be sold very low if applied for soon.
Call on or address MRS. E. H. RI l'CltlE. Saccar24-4
and Stroud water.
appa Me., cor. Main

CTOCKHOLDEKS of the Portland & Ogdensburg
ο
Itailway arc hereby notified that tin· meeting

FOR

Owner leaving the country wdl
Boarding and Lodging
near Boston ;
furnished
month clear, year
complete, and paying $200 per
never
round; always full; low rent; good location:
Address J. W. FERchanged hands ; investigate.
13-12
GURSON, 2nd. Lynn, Mass.
HALE

—

sacrifice for $400,
FOR
in flourishing city

Nolle» oï

Adjourned itlccllnK.

corporation held June 8, 188ti, and atf
lourned to the ttrst Tuesday iu September, will be
held, pursuant to said adjournment, at Its office.
No. 517 Commercial street. Portland. Manic, on
TUESDAY, seventh day of September, 188d, at
10 o'clock in the forenoon.
CHAS. H. FOYE. Clerk.
au24d2w
Aug. 24,1886.
of said

House

A

HEALTHY PLACE.

Cottage Lots

for sale

on

C'licbeaguc Island.
mare

«real
demos

Take Notice.
ΤνΤΗΚΚΙ-,ΛΗ

111 y

wife,

Hattie A.

Small. lins 1 ft

ftnil boaru without due provocation,
,my
Hereby forbid any person or persons harboring
or trusting her on ray account, as I shall pay no

North Raymond, Aug. 23.

